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General Introduction

General introduction

Active participation in modern societies strongly depends on communication
(Ruben, 2000). Problems with speech comprehension can have tremendous
impact on the ability to participate in activities that rely on auditory
communication, like telephone conversations, meetings, work, and socializing.
Both extrinsic (environmental) and intrinsic (individual) factors can cause speech
communication difficulties.
Extrinsic factors influencing speech comprehension include the presence
of background noise, visual information (e.g., the face of the speaker), and
linguistic context. The quality of the speech signal is influenced by the acoustical
environment and by characteristics of the talker or the speech material. For
example, speech of other people who have a conversation in the same room can
mask the speech you are listening to and can distract you from understanding
the target speaker (e.g., Freyman, Balakrishnan, & Helfer, 2004). Another
extrinsic factor influencing speech comprehension is the type and amount of
visual information. Being able to see the face of the speaker can substantially
increase the ability of listeners to comprehend speech (Sumby & Pollack,
1954). Middelweerd and Plomp (1987) and MacLeod and Summerfield (1990)
used the Speech Reception Threshold (SRT) test (Plomp & Mimpen, 1979a) to
estimate the benefit obtained from lipreading. The SRT test is widely used to
adaptively estimate the individual threshold (in dB SPL or in dB Signal-to-Noise
Ratio [SNR]) at which 50% of auditory or audiovisually presented sentences
can be reproduced entirely correctly. Both studies observed a benefit from
lipreading of about 4 – 6 dB SNR, roughly corresponding to a 40% increase in
speech comprehension in critical listening conditions. If the face of the speaker
is not visible, like during telephone conversations, assistive listening systems
providing visual information on the speech content can improve speech
comprehension. Examples of assistive systems providing visual information are
systems for spectrogram reading, systems providing visual cues for lipreading,
and systems that enable listeners to also read what has been said, like texttelephone systems. Several available systems are described in the following
paragraphs.
Furthermore, linguistic context is an extrinsic factor influencing spoken language
understanding. For example, the linguistic context of meaningful sentences
is richer than that of isolated words (Boothroyd and Nittrouer, 1988). When
more syntactic and semantic context is available, it is easier to fill in or to guess
any incomprehensible words. For instance, if the last word of the sentence
“Tomorrow I will be having my birthday party” is incomprehensible, most
people will be able to guess the correct word based on the first part of the
sentence and the conversation topic.
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Intrinsic (individual) factors influencing the comprehension of spoken language
include hearing loss and limitations in the cognitive abilities required for
processing the incoming information (Humes, Burk, Coughlin, Busey, &
Strauser, 2007). Hearing loss makes speech less audible and distorts the
speech sounds (Plomp, 1978). People with hearing impairment need extra
effort and concentration to listen to speech in unfavorable listening conditions
(Kramer, Kapteyn, Festen, & Kuik, 1997). Although sensory-neural hearing
loss is the most important cause of speech communication difficulties (Humes
& Christopherson, 1991; Pichora-Fuller & Souza, 2003), it is impossible to
completely predict the comprehension of speech in noise from the standard
pure-tone audiogram (Plomp and Mimpen, 1979b; Crandell, 1991; PichoraFuller, Schneider, & Daneman, 1995; Pichora-Fuller & Souza, 2003). Besides
decreased functioning of the inner ear, like reduced spectral or temporal
resolution, speech comprehension in noisy listening situations is related to
cognitive abilities. Relevant cognitive abilities in language comprehension are
working memory capacity and verbal inference making skills (e.g., Rönnberg,
Samuelsson, & Lyxell, 1998; Humes & Christopherson, 1991; Pichora-Fuller,
2003). Working memory affects the ability to simultaneously process and
manipulate incoming information, and is associated with the comprehension of
speech and text (Lunner, 2003; Bergen, Grimes, & Potter, 2005; Pichora-Fuller,
2006). In order to integrate successively heard words, phrases, and sentences
into a coherent representation, listeners must have access to previous auditory
information (Pichora-Fuller, et al., 1995).
It is important to note that aging is associated both with changes in cognitive
abilities and with changes in peripheral hearing. The incidence of hearing loss
increases in elderly populations, and age-related cognitive slowing is associated
with speech comprehension problems, specifically when processing fast speech
or speech in noise during extended or interactive discourse conditions (e.g.,
Wingfield, Poon, Lombardi, & Lowe; 1985; Pichora-Fuller, 2003). However,
some functions are stable across ages, like the ability to benefit from lipreading in
speech comprehension (Sommers, Tye-Murray, & Spehar, 2005; Helfer, 1998;
Karlsson, Faulkner, & Salvi, 2003; but see Ross, Saint-Amour, Leavitt, Javitt, &
Foxe, 2007). Other abilities relevant for spoken language understanding even
improve with increasing age; for example, increasing age is related to a larger
word vocabulary (Henry, MacLeod, Phillips, & Crawford, 2004).
Table 1.1 illustrates several factors that influence speech comprehension; the
list of factors is not meant to be exhaustive but rather introduces some of the
relevant variables in the present work.
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Table 1.1 Several extrinsic and intrinsic factors influencing speech
comprehension and listening effort
Extrinsic factors:
Quality of the speech
quality of the speech production
quality of the speech transmission
Visual information
Intrinsic factors:
Age
Hearing impairment
Ability to use the available information
ability to use linguistic context
working memory capacity

Textual information on the content of the speech may specifically support
speech comprehension during telephone conversations, when the listener is
not able to see the face of the speaker. The technology used for generating
such textual support (subtitles or captions) is Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR), by which speech is automatically transcribed into text. Before providing
background information on ASR, a short overview of available listening systems
is presented.

Available Assistive Listening Technology
Hearing Aids
Hearing aids are widely used and they particularly assist speech reception in
situations with low background noise. The basic function of hearing aids is
amplification of the speech signal; other features that are useful in specific
listening situations are noise suppression and automatic volume control.
Several studies (e.g., Faulkner, Ball, Rosen, Moore, & Fourcin, 1992; Bosman
& Smoorenburg, 1993; Van Son, 1993) have been conducted to examine
whether signal processing techniques that result in simplified acoustic signals
can improve speech comprehension that is based on lipreading alone. Most
of these studies focused on extracting the voice fundamental frequency, but
some of them also examined the effects of providing information about the
amplitude envelope, voiceless excitation (Faulkner, et al., 1992), or one or two
vowel formants (Bosman & Smoorenburg, 1993; Van Son, 1993). Generally,
considerable inter-individual variance in the speech comprehension benefit
obtained from the processed speech signals was observed. For some listeners
with profound hearing impairment, simplification of the speech pattern resulted
17
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in greater speech comprehension improvements than amplification of the
complex speech signal (Van Son, 1993; Faulkner, et al., 1992).
Although hearing aids can be used during telephone conversations, the coupling
between the hearing aid and the telephone can be problematic (Kepler, Terry,
& Sweetman, 1992). For example, when the microphone setting of the hearing
aid is used during telecommunication, problems can arise from howling sounds
generated by acoustic feedback. Listening systems presenting visual information
additive to the speech content could therefore be useful, and could also support
speech comprehension by persons who do not use hearing aids.
Spectrogram Reading
Early research to the speech comprehension benefit obtained from visual cues
has focused on visualizing the spectral components of speech sounds (Levitt,
1994). For example, the ‘visible speech translator’ described by Potter, Kopp,
and Green (1947) is a real-time sound spectrograph displaying the average
spectral components of the speech signal. Although early evaluations indicated
that speech comprehension was aided by this system, later studies showed that
the benefit obtained from the visual information was limited (Levitt, 1994).
Assistive Systems Providing Visual Cues to enable Lipreading
Visual cues that enable lipreading, like a visual presentation of the face of the
speaker, improve speech comprehension substantially (Sumby & Pollack, 1954;
Massaro & Light, 2004) because the cues are natural and largely complementary
to speech. Unfortunately, lipreading cues are also ambiguous, and it is not
possible to comprehend speech completely correctly based on lipreading
alone. Under optimal conditions, lipreaders typically miss more than one-third
of the spoken words (Duchnowski, et al., 2000). ‘Cued Speech’ is a lipreading
supplement that automatically derives cues from the spectrogram and is
designed to eliminate the ambiguities in lipreading. The cues are displayed
by presenting images of hand gestures with the recordings of the speakers’
faces and they enable the viewer to distinguish consonants and vowels. After
training, Cued Speech substantially enhances communication that relies solely
on lipreading (Duchnowski, et al. 2000).
The Synface system (Siciliano, Faulkner, & Williams, 2003) uses ASR to derive
information from the speech signal that is used to control the lip movements of a
synthetic face. During telephone conversations, the listener views the synthetic
face on his/her PC screen. No special equipment is required by the other party
of the conversation. In a user trial in which manually corrected ASR output
was used to control the synthetic face, the speech-comprehension benefit was
18
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about 22% for both normally hearing and hearing impaired listeners (Karlsson,
Faulkner, & Salvi, 2003).
Text Telephone Systems
Text telephone systems are mainly used by severely hearing impaired and deaf
persons. A textphone contains a keyboard and a display screen; users type
the messages that are transmitted to the other party. Communication with
non-textphone users is achieved via a relay operator who types the speech
of the non-textphone user and reads out the typed response of the textphone
user. Most persons however do not like the participation of a third party in
their telephone conversation, and unfortunately, the costs of operator services
are relatively high (Levitt, 1994). Another disadvantage of text telephones is
that typing the messages is time-consuming, introducing considerable delays.
More recent technologies like SMS (method of sending short text messages
between mobile telephones), instant messaging Internet services, and e-mail
are replacing text-telephone systems, especially in relatively young age-groups
(e.g., Pilling & Barrett, 2008).
Assistive Listening Systems for use in Meetings and Educational Settings
Real time captioning is a meeting service in which an operator uses a special
typewriter (e.g., a stenograph) to transcribe the speech into text. For example,
Velotypists (NL) and Palantypists (UK) use a special keyboard that produces
syllables, which enables them to generate a verbatim, real-time transcription
of the speech. Because trained operators are required in this service, costs
are high and the availability of the service is low. In the UK and in the US,
similar services are available over the Internet (remote stenography) which
reduces costs and scheduling problems (www.captionfirst.com / www.
captionedtelephone.com). The C-Print service (US, Stinson, Stinson, Elliot and
Kelly, 2004) and Communication Access Realtime Translation (CART) captioning
are similar applications in which an operator transcribes the speech into text.
In both systems, the text is displayed with an average delay of about 3 seconds
(Elliot, Foster, & Stinson, 2003). In educational settings, this text delay can be
problematic when it prevents students to pick up questions posed to the class
(Elliot, Stinson, McKee, Everhart & Francis, 2001). Future captioning services
will allow the operator to input the text by revoicing (shadowing) the speech
to an ASR system trained to recognize his/her voice. It may be challenging for
operators using ASR based systems to remember the ongoing discourse while
simultaneously dictating the spoken sentences. Problems could arise when the
captionist tends to dictate too rapidly in order to keep up with the incoming
speech stream.
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Similar technologies (e.g. Velotype keyboards and revoicing) are used to
generate realtime subtitles for live television programs. Similar to the real-time
captioning services used in meetings, operator costs are relatively high. When
Velotype or QWERTY keyboards are used, two operators are required for high
quality subtitles (Lambourne, Hewitt, Lyon, & Warren, 2004). A recent study
to the use of ASR software (revoicing) to generate real-time subtitles has shown
promising results; when well-trained operators revoice the speech, the accuracy
is up to 98% correct for maximum text delays of about 5-6 sec (Lambourne et
al., 2004).
A system specifically developed for use in lectures is the Liberated Learning
project (Leitch & MacMillan, 2003a). This system generates a real-time speechto-text transcription during lectures using ASR software trained to recognize
the lecturer’s voice. Some students expressed their concern about including
erroneous information in their notes because of the recognition errors made by
the ASR system. They reported that the system improved teaching as long as
the text was reasonably accurate (e.g., > 85%). Unfortuna tely, it is difficult to
obtain an accuracy of over 85% in all classroom environments. (Wald, 2006;
Bain, Basson, Faisman, & Kanevsky, 2005; Leitch & MacMillan, 2003a).

Automatic Speech Recognition
Automatically recognizing conversational speech using ASR software is
challenging. In the following section, the basic principles of ASR are discussed
to clarify the factors influencing the ASR performance. The essential function
of ASR software is to find the word sequence with the highest probability
given a certain speech utterance. For assistive listening systems, ideally, the
ASR system should be able to recognize spontaneous speech of any male or
female speaker. Furthermore, the recognition delay should be low, allowing the
listener to read the recognition output immediately after the pronunciation of
the corresponding words (Fried, 1996).
Acoustic Feature Extraction
The first step in ASR is the extraction of features that describe the acoustic
signal, such as the spectral energy distribution (i.e., a sequence of acoustic
factors describing the time evolution of the spectral envelope of the speech;
De Wet, 2003). ASR aims to extract acoustic features that represent linguistic
information and that are not influenced by non-linguistic variables such as
speaker identity, the acoustical environment, or the transmission channel
(Rabiner, Juang, & Lee, 1996).
20
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Acoustic Model and Language Model
Acoustical Models (AMs) are statistical models of the acoustical properties of each
speech sound (phone). Each AM generates the likelihood that a given speech
signal contains that phone by measuring the differences between the signal and
reference patterns. To improve the recognition accuracy, for each phone, often
multiple AMs are trained that depend on the preceding and following phones.
The Language Model is a statistical model of the language structure, and is often
based on ‘N-grams’. An N-gram model gives the probability of the next word
given the (N-1) preceding words.
Vocabulary
The ASR vocabulary is a list of recognizable words and corresponding
pronunciations. Words that are not present in the vocabulary can not be
recognized and thus will result in recognition errors (i.e., word deletions, word
insertions, and/or word substitutions). By matching the acoustic features of
the input speech to the sequences of acoustic models corresponding to the
words in the vocabulary, the ASR system generates recognition hypotheses. The
hypotheses are scored using probabilities generated with the AMs and the LM.
The word sequence with the highest probability is the recognition result. One
of the reasons why ASR is complicated is that neither the number of words nor
the word boundaries are known in advance.
In phone recognition, the vocabulary only contains the phones of the target
language, and the LM is trained on phonetic transcriptions of a large amount
of text. The number of possible phone combinations is much smaller than
the number of possible word combinations, which reduces the search space
and makes phone recognition less complex and faster than word recognition.
However, phone recognition is not constrained by a word level LM, which
results in more recognition errors and a lack of word boundaries, which makes
it relatively difficult to read the phone-output. In Figure 1.1, an example of the
output of phone recognition of a Dutch sentence is shown.
Confidence scores
Most ASR systems automatically generate ‘confidence scores’ for each
recognized word or phone. The confidence scores are estimations of the
probability that the phone/word is recognized correctly. They range between 0
and 1; higher scores indicate a higher probability of correct recognition. As the
confidence scores itself are probability estimations, they are not 100% reliable,
which means that words/phones with high confidence scores can be recognized
incorrectly and vice versa.
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d eh s g au b u r ê g b ê s t o n t h o n d ê r t j aa r

Figure 1.1 Example of a sentence generated by automatic phone recognition. A Dutch
sentence (‘de schouwburg bestond honderd jaar’) is correctly transcribed into phones. No
word boundaries are indicated.

ASR Performance and Recognition Delay
The performance of ASR systems depends on several factors. An important
factor is the difficulty/complexity of the task. For example, the recognition of a
small input vocabulary (e.g., isolated digits) is less difficult than the recognition
of real-life conversational speech. Recognition accuracy tends to decrease as
vocabulary size increases (Noyes & Frankish, 1992). Speaker-dependent ASR
that is mainly used in commercially available dictation systems is less complex
than speaker-independent ASR that is generally applied in telecommunication
systems. Speaker-dependent ASR requires a training procedure to adapt the
AMs to the voice characteristics of a new speaker. Recognizing spontaneous
speech is complicated because it often contains coarticulated words, incomplete
articulation (reduction), filled pauses, hesitations, false starts and repetitions.
Additionally, the pronunciation variability between and within speakers is
higher in spontaneous speech as compared to dictated speech. The presence of
non-speech sounds, background noise, and distortions of the speech signal also
lower the ASR accuracy. Furthermore, the speaking environment can influence
the utterance of the speech (e.g., the tendency of a speaker to raise his or
her vocal intensity in the presence of noise [Lombard effect]), and therefore
the ASR performance. Finally, multi-speaker dialogues containing overlapping
speech can be problematic. Words that have equal or near equal pronunciation
can be easily confused with each other and are therefore difficult to recognize.
Also words with variable pronunciation (like telephone numbers or currency
amounts) are less easy to recognize (Kessens, 2002; Wester, 2002).
Unfortunately, due to the above-mentioned factors, the performance of current
ASR systems is relatively low for the recognition of conversational telephone
speech (Kingsbury, et al., 2003; Riccardi and Hakkani-Tür, 2003). The highest
accuracy for the recognition of English conversational telephone speech as
reported in the NIST RT04F evaluation (Fiscus, et al., 2004) was about 85% for
20 times Real Time (RT) word-recognition and about 80% for 1 time RT wordrecognition. Real Time recognition means that the time required to process
the speech equals the duration of the speech input. The RT factor is calculated
by dividing the time required by the Central Processing Unit to process the
22
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speech fragment by the duration of that speech fragment. In general, within
some limits, there is a trade-off between recognition accuracy and processing
time (Pallett, 2003). Note that ASR systems are trained for a specific task, and
mismatches between the training data and actual speech recognition task lower
the ASR performance. Changes in speaking style, speaking rate, or background
noise can lower the ASR performance as well (Nusbaum, DeGroot & Lee,
1995; Rabiner & Juang, 1993).
Human versus Machine Speech Recognition
In general, humans outperform ASR systems, especially in adverse listening
conditions (Scharenborg, 2007). Human listeners are able to use higher level
contextual information (e.g., world knowledge), whereas the highest information
level used by ASR systems is the likelihood of a number of hypothesized word
sequences. In other words, ASR systems rely on data-driven (“bottom-up”)
pattern recognition, whereas the top-down knowledge used by human listeners
often enables them to guess the meaning of an utterance if the speech is partly
incomprehensible. Compared to ASR systems, of which the performance heavily
relies on the match between the training and test session, human listeners are
far better at adapting to changes in the speech (Scharenborg, et al., 2003).

Aims and Outline of the Current Thesis
The work presented in the current thesis aims to examine the ability of
listeners to use degraded (masked) or partly incorrect textual information in
the comprehension of speech in difficult listening situations. At present, it is
unknown to what extent hearing impaired persons are able to use partly incorrect
ASR output in order to improve spoken language comprehension. Although the
additional visual information may assist in speech comprehension, it could be
difficult to combine two sources of verbal information that are both degraded
and unreliable. The studies described in this thesis focus on both extrinsic and
intrinsic factors influencing the benefit obtained from textual information in
speech comprehension in background noise.
The aims of the current thesis are:
•
to examine the relationship between the ability to read degraded
textual information and the ability to comprehend speech in difficult
listening conditions.
•
to examine the contribution of intrinsic factors (age, hearing loss,
cognitive abilities) and extrinsic factors (background noise, quality of
the textual information) to the ability to combine auditory and visual
23
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information during speech comprehension.
In Chapter 2, we describe the development of a test enabling the examination
of the amount of variance in speech comprehension associated with modalityaspecific language comprehension processes. The Text Reception Threshold
(TRT) test is a visual analogue of the SRT test; the adaptive procedure makes the
test equally difficult as the SRT test. The first results of individuals with normal
hearing are presented and the shared amount of variance in the ability to
comprehend speech in noise and the ability to read masked written sentences
is examined. In Chapter 3, we examine the relationship between the amount of
visual information presented (partly masked, visual sentences; TRT test) and the
extent to which listeners benefit from this information in the comprehension of
speech in difficult listening situations (SRT test). By presenting speech in noise
and masked text, the amount of audiovisual information can be easily quantified
and manipulated. The study described in Chapter 4 examines the ability of
listeners with normal hearing to benefit from partly incorrect and delayed
ASR output during speech comprehension in noise. The influence of several
aspects of ASR output (word versus phone recognition, the use of confidence
scores to indicate probable ASR errors, ASR accuracy, and text delay) on the
speech comprehension benefit obtained from the text are evaluated. For this
purpose, auditory (speech-only) and audiovisual (speech and text) SRT tests
were performed by relatively young, normally hearing listeners. As both age
and hearing loss may influence the ability to combine speech in noise and
partly erroneous text, the study presented in Chapter 5 includes elderly and
hearing impaired listeners. We examine the influences of ASR accuracy level
and text delay on the audiovisual benefit and listening effort, and investigate
the relationships between age, speech comprehension ability, visual working
memory capacity and the audiovisual benefit and listening effort. Chapter 6
describes a study that examines the subjective benefit obtained from ASR output
in more realistic listening conditions than those examined in the Chapters 4 and
5. The willingness to use newly developed communication systems depends
highly on whether listeners believe that they will benefit from it. It is therefore
important to examine this issue prior to implementation. As described in Chapter
6, hearing-impaired participants were asked to evaluate several characteristics
of a simulated assistive communication system that automatically generated
captions during the presentation of short narratives by telephone. Chapter 7
presents a summary of the results and discusses the most relevant findings.
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Abstract
Purpose: In this study, the authors aimed to develop a visual analogue of the
widely used Speech Reception Threshold (SRT; R. Plomp & A. M. Mimpen,
1979a) test. The Text Reception Threshold (TRT) test, in which visually presented
sentences are masked by a bar pattern, enables the quantification of modalityaspecific variance in speech-in-noise comprehension to obtain more insight
into interindividual differences in this ability.
Method: Using an adaptive procedure similar to the SRT test, the TRT test
determines the percentage of unmasked text needed to read 50% of sentences
correctly. SRTs in stationary noise (SRTSTAT), modulated noise (SRTMOD), and
TRTs were determined for 34 participants with normal hearing, aged 19 to 78
years.
Results: The results indicate that about 30% of the variance in SRTSTAT and
SRTMOD is shared with variance in TRT, which reflects the shared involvement of
a modality-aspecific cognitive or linguistic ability in forming meaningful wholes
of fragments of sentences.
Conclusion: The TRT test, a visual analogue of the SRT test, has been developed
to measure the variance in speech-in-noise comprehension associated with
modality-aspecific cognitive skills. In future research, normative data of the
TRT test should be developed. It would also be interesting to measure TRTs of
individuals experiencing difficulties understanding speech.
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The development of the Text Reception Threshold test

Introduction
For several decades, it has been known that although the ability to
comprehend speech in noise is related to peripheral hearing loss and to the
ability to comprehend speech in quiet, both factors cannot fully account for
interindividual differences in speech comprehension in noise. Plomp and
Mimpen (1979b) and Duquesnoy (1983), for example, showed that it is not
possible to accurately estimate individuals’ abilities to comprehend speech in
noise with pure-tone audiometry.
One of the studies investigating this issue was performed by Smoorenburg (1992).
He measured pure-tone thresholds and speech comprehension in noise for a
large group of listeners; listeners with normal hearing and listeners with hearing
loss were included. Smoorenburg observed that pure-tone thresholds could
only partly explain the variance in speech comprehension in noise. The data
from the subset of normal ears (n = 73) indicated that the variance in speech
comprehension unexplained by the pure-tone audiogram and measurement
error, about 24%, was common to the left and right ear of each participant.
This led Smoorenburg to suggest that a nonperipheral cognitive factor might be
relevant for speech comprehension.
Evidence for the role of cognitive factors in speech comprehension, and
especially speech comprehension in noise, has been provided in several studies.
For example, Van Rooij and Plomp (1990) indicated that about one third of the
variance in speech perception by older listeners is associated with a cognitive
factor consisting of measures such as memory capacity, processing speed, and
selective attention. In addition, Pichora-Fuller, Schneider, and Daneman (1995)
showed that more working memory processing is required when listening
conditions are poor. Watson, Qui, Chamberlain, and Li (1996) showed that
the comprehension of speech in noise is associated with speech reading ability
and the ability to read text that contains partially erased characters. Specifically,
when less speech information is available, cognitive processes such as working
memory can support speech comprehension by applying linguistic and
contextual constraints (Grant, Walden, & Seitz, 1998).
This relevance of auditory and nonauditory factors in speech comprehension
in individuals with normal hearing has been described in general models of
speech perception. These models state that interactions between bottom-up
and top-down mechanisms lead to comprehension (McClelland & Elman, 1986;
McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981). In general, bottom-up processes begin with
the information received by the receptors and, hence, depend on modality29
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specific information. In contrast, top-down processes are dependent on higher,
modality-aspecific cognitive functions that use the knowledge and expectations
of the observer (Best, 1999; Goldstein, 2002).
Thus, modality-specific auditory functions and modality-aspecific cognitive
and linguistic functions are relevant for speech comprehension in noise. The
importance of using visual tests when assessing cognitive functions of individuals
with hearing loss has been stressed by Zekveld, Deijen, Goverts, and Kramer
(2007); auditory cognitive tests can result in biased cognitive performances.
McFarland and Cacace (1995) argued that in order to determine whether
problems comprehending speech in noise have an auditory origin, other
modalities should be examined for similar problems. Consistent with Humes
(2005), McFarland and Cacace stated that the use of parallel tests can improve
the ability to distinguish specific auditory processing problems from more
general subnormal cognitive functioning. To enable examination of the amount
of variance in speech comprehension that is associated with nonauditory factors,
a visual task should be developed that taps the same processing skills that are
needed to comprehend speech in noise. This test should be equally difficult
and have comparable nonperceptual characteristics, such as the complexity of
the response, as those of the auditory test.
The aim of the present study was to develop a visual analogue of the widely
used and reliable Speech Reception Threshold (SRT) test developed by Plomp
and Mimpen (1979a). In a visual analogue of the SRT test, sentences are visually
presented and masked adaptively to determine the amount of unmasked text
needed to read 50% of sentences correctly. We aimed to develop the Text
Reception Threshold (TRT) test as similarly to the auditory SRT test as possible.
Applying the TRT may enable the examination of the amount of variance in
SRT associated with processes that are aspecific of the auditory modality. As it
is a newly developed test, we first present the results of individuals with normal
hearing to examine the shared amount of variance in the ability to comprehend
speech in noise and the ability to read masked written sentences.

Method
Participants
Participants were students of VU University and people who worked at the
university. In addition, acquaintances of some individuals with a hearing
impairment known at the Audiology Department of the VU University Medical
Center were asked to participate in the study. We recruited the latter group
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to include some individuals older than 50 years of age. Thirty-four people
participated (24 men, 10 women), their ages ranging from 19 to 78 years (M =
34 years, SD = 18.4 years). Participants did not report any hearing problems
and were native Dutch speakers. Participants reported normal or corrected-tonormal vision, and their color vision was screened with Ishihara plates (Ishihara,
1989). Nine participants were older than 50 years of age. The pure-tone hearing
thresholds of this subgroup were screened so that they were within the normal
range (i.e., pure-tone hearing thresholds of both ears were better than or equal
to 15 dB HL at the frequencies 0.25, 0.50, 1, and 2 kHz and were better than
or equal to 30 dB HL at 4 kHz). No hearing thresholds were available for the
participants who were younger than 50 years of age. Participants were paid for
participating in this study.
Stimulus Materials
Auditory stimuli
Auditory stimuli were short everyday Dutch sentences, as used in a common
speech-in-noise test developed and evaluated by Plomp and Mimpen (1979a).
Two masks were used: stationary noise and 16-Hz block-modulated noise. The
modulated noise was created by multiplying stationary noise with a 16-Hz
block modulation function (see also George, Festen, & Houtgast, 2006).
Following the common practice in SRT measurements with participants who
have a hearing impairment, we used individual hearing thresholds to adapt the
spectrum of both masks to reach octave masker levels equal to the estimated
middle of the dynamic range for each listener. The lower limit of the dynamic
range was the individual pure-tone threshold of the best ear, and the upper limit
was the uncomfortable loudness level set at 115 dB SPL for all listeners. The
lower limit of the dynamic range was assumed to be 0 dB HL if no individual
hearing thresholds were available. The masker level was equal to the estimated
middle of these two levels. We performed spectral shaping of auditory signals
using individual thresholds as inputs via a 1,024-point windowed finite impulse
response filter. This filter also corrected headphone frequency and restricted
the bandwidth of noise and speech signals to frequencies between 223 and
4490 Hz. The speech signal was varied in level to set the Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) in the measurement procedure.
Stimuli were presented monaurally, to the best ear of the participants. The best
ear was chosen according to the audiogram, if available, or otherwise according
to personal preference.
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Visual stimuli.
The visually presented sentences were adopted from Versfeld, Daalder, Festen,
and Houtgast (2000). These sentences are equivalent to the auditorily presented
sentences developed by Plomp and Mimpen (1979a), as shown by Versfeld, et
al. Sentences were presented on a PC screen. The typeface of the text was
Arial, and the font size was 27, subtending a visual angle of 0.5° (horizontal) ×
0.6° vertical). The field back color was white, the text color was red, and the
color of the mask was black (see Fig. 2.1).
Text was masked with a bar pattern. First, a bitmap image was created that was
proportionally filled with black bars, depending on the required percentage
of unmasked text. The bitmap image was then stretched to the dimensions
of the field in which the sentences appeared. The width of this rectangular
field subtended a horizontal visual angle of 26.0°, and the height of this field
subtended a vertical angle of 2.8°. The exact position of the mask on the field
was randomly determined, which prevented the same positions of letters in
a sentence (e.g., the first letters) from being occluded on each trial. For each
trial, the bar pattern consisted of bars of equal width. Between trials, we varied
the percentage of unmasked text by changing the width of the presented bars.
Regardless of the percentage of unmasked text, the distance between the left
upper corner of one bar and the next one subtended a horizontal visual angle
of 1.1°.
At the start of each trial, the bar pattern became visible, and the text of each
sentence appeared “behind it” in a word-by-word fashion. The alignment of the
text in the field was left- and vertically centered. The timing of the appearance
of each word was based on audio files that were available for each sentence;
the presentation rate of the words in each sentence was equal to the speaking
rate in the specific speaker file. The preceding words remained on the screen
until the sentence was completed. After the presentation of the last word of
a sentence, the sentence remained visible for 3.5 sec. After this period, the
sentence disappeared, and the mask remained visible until the next trial started
with the presentation of a newly created mask. Examples of a sentence masked
with the bar pattern are shown in Figure 2.1. The percentages of unmasked
text that are shown in Figure 2.1 vary from 28% to 70%, with steps of 6% from
top to bottom.
SRT Test
The intelligibility of speech presented in noise was measured with the SRT test.
The SRT is defined as the estimated threshold (in dB SNR) at which 50% of
the sentences can be correctly reproduced. The SRT was measured adaptively
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unmasked
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fig 2.1

34 %

40 %

46 %

52 %

58 %

64 %

70 %

Figure 2.1. Example of the stimuli used in the Text Reception Threshold (TRT) tests. The
percentage increases (from top to bottom) in 6% steps from 28 to 70%. On a white background,
the text color was red and the bar pattern was black.
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Percentage of sentences correctly read

In each test, a list
100of 13 sentences was presented. The first sentence of each list
was presented with a SNR below threshold, and this sentence was repeated
with increasing SNR (increments of 4 dB) until the participant was able to
repeat the sentence correctly. This increment or step size was 2 dB SNR for
Sentences 2–13, each of which was presented once. If the participant was
able to repeat the sentence correctly, the SNR was decreased by 2 dB; if
50
the participant was not able to repeat the sentence correctly, the SNR was
increased by 2 dB. Plomp and Mimpen (1979a) showed that the steepness of
the psychometric function (percentage correct as a function of dB SNR) of the
SRT test is 20% per dB at the steepest part of the curve when stationary noise
is used as a mask. This steepness is 38% per 2 dB SNR (i.e., changing the SNR
0
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71 73 75
Normalized percentage unmasked text

2
by 2 dB results in a change in the percentage correctly repeated sentences of
about 38%). The psychometric function when presenting sentences masked by
the specific modulated noise mask used in the present study is unknown, but
other studies have shown that fluctuating or modulated noise masks can result
in somewhat less steep functions compared with stationary noise masks (e.g.,
Festen & Plomp, 1990).
The SRT is the mean SNR of Sentences 5–14. (The 14th sentence was not
presented, but its SNR can be calculated from the response to the 13th
sentence.) For the two masks separately, average SRTs (averaged over tests)
were used in the analyses. The SRT for speech in stationary noise is referred
to as SRTSTAT; the SRT for speech in modulated noise is referred to as SRTMOD. It
should be noted that lower thresholds in noise mean better performance.
TRT Test
In the visual analogue of the SRT test, an adaptive procedure similar to that
used in the auditory SRT tests was used. This resulted in a comparable difficulty
level and duration of both tests. The percentage of unmasked text presented in
each trial was varied adaptively to determine the TRT. The TRT is defined as the
estimated threshold (in percentage unmasked text) needed by the participant
to read 50% of the sentences correctly. Thus, lower thresholds mean better
performance in both the TRT and the SRT tests.
We based the step size in the TRT test on the step size used in the SRT test.
A pilot study was done to determine the appropriate step size; we aimed to
select a TRT step size resulting in a change in the percentage of correct answers
of about 38% at the steepest part of the curve, as is the case in the commonly
used SRTSTAT test.
In the pilot study, 8 participants performed the TRT test twice. On the basis
of the data obtained during the pilot study, we estimated that for masking
percentages near threshold, an increase of 6% in the amount of unmasked text
would increase the percentage correct responses about the same as would a
2-dB increase in SNR in the SRT test.
Each test consisted of the presentation of a list of 13 sentences. Similar to
the procedure used in the SRT tests, the first sentence was presented with a
percentage of unmasked text below threshold (i.e., 16% unmasked text). This
sentence was repeatedly presented with an increased percentage of unmasked
text until the participant was able to read the sentence correctly. Also similar
to the SRT tests, a double step size (12%) was used for the first sentence. The
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step size of 6% was used for Sentences 2–13, which were presented once. The
TRT is the average percentage of unmasked text of Sentences 5–14. We used
averaged TRTs (averaged over test and retests) in the analyses.
Procedure
Each participant sat in a comfortable chair. During the TRT tests, they sat
with their foreheads approximately 45 cm from the PC screen. The screen
was positioned such that the middle of the screen was at the participants’ eye
level. They were asked to keep the same distance from the screen during the
experiment. During the tests, participants were asked to repeat or read the
sentence aloud. Participants were encouraged to make their best guess when
they were not sure of the sentence presented. The experimenter sat next to
each participant and scored his or her answers. Sentences were scored correct
if the participant could repeat each word of the sentence correctly. Participants
were given no feedback during the tests. After the experimenter scored the
answer (mouse click), the presentation of the next sentence started.
Each participant performed 12 tests. Tests were grouped into a test and a retest
block, each consisting of three TRT, one SRTSTAT, and two SRTMOD tests. The
order of tests was the same for each block and participant in order to minimize
interindividual variance in thresholds other than that caused by variance in the
abilities of the participants. We presented four SRTMOD tests because it has been
shown that the test–retest variability (intra-individual variance) in SRT can be
relatively high when modulated noise masks the speech (Hagerman, 2002). We
presented the TRT test 6 times to enable an analysis of the test–retest reliability
of this test. Each list of sentences was presented only once to each participant,
and the selection of the lists for each test was the same for each participant.
Participants were unfamiliar with the sentences presented. The time needed
to perform an SRT or a TRT test was about 3 min; the total test administration
took about 40 min.
Apparatus
A Dell Pentium III PC with a Dell P793 17-in. CRT monitor controlled stimulus
presentation during all tests. The PC was equipped with a Creative Labs Audigy
external sound device (Creative Technology Ltd.) and Beyer Dynamic DT48
headphones (Beyer Dynamic). Calibrations were performed with a Brüel &
Kjær Artificial Ear (Type 4152) and a Brüel & Kjær 2260 Observer (Brüel &
Kjær) to conform with ISO 389 (International Organization for Standardization,
1991).
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Data Analysis
Development of the TRT test
A logistic psychometric function was fitted on the TRT responses. For this
purpose, we first corrected the data for interindividual differences in TRT by
shifting the individual data obtained for each TRT test to the overall average TRT
(average TRT over retests and participants). The logistic function that was fitted
on the corrected data is P(X) = exp(b0 + b1X) / [1 + exp (b0 + b1X)], where P
is the probability of a correct response, X is the percentage of unmasked text,
and b0 and b1 are the maximum likelihood estimates of the coefficients of the
logistic response function.
To examine practice effects on the TRT test, we then tested whether the
obtained thresholds decreased (i.e., improved) in the six retests using a
repeated measures analysis of variance. In addition, test–retest reliabilities were
calculated. The reliability of a test score restricts the strength of the relation
that can be found between the test score and other variables, thus indicating
whether the association between the test score and other measures might be
reduced (attenuated) by it (Van den Brink & Mellenbergh, 1998). The test–retest
reliability of all tests was estimated using Intraclass Correlation Coefficients
(ICCs). In essence, the ICC is a ratio of the variability among individuals to
the total variance (Tammemagi, Frank, Leblanc, Artsob, & Streiner, 1995). In
contrast to the Pearson correlation coefficient, the ICC (k = 3) can be used
to determine the consistency of test scores when more than two repeated
measures are available (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). In this study, k corresponded to
the number of retests of each test.
Shared variance SRT and TRT.
Finally, we examined the amount of shared variance in SRT and TRT. It is known
that both hearing and cognitive functions are inversely related to age (e.g.,
Pichora-Fuller, et al., 1995). Thus, increasing age could be inversely related
to the performance on both tasks. To exclude the possibility that part of the
shared variance in the thresholds was confounded by these thresholds being
associated with age, we examined whether a significant Pearson correlation
coefficient between age and performance on the SRT or TRT test was observed
and, if so, we aimed to control for the effects of age.

Results
Development of the TRT Test
In Table 2.1, the means, standard deviations, ranges, and ICCs of the SRTs
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Table 2.1 Means, standard deviations, and ranges of the Speech Reception
Thresholds (dB SNR) and the Text Reception Threshold (%).
Test

M

SD

Minimum

Maximum

ICC (3, k)

k

SRTSTAT

-3.9

1.1

-5.8

-1.6

.68**

2

SRTMOD

-15.4

1.7

-19.5

-11.9

.77**

4

55.4

2.5

49.4

60.4

.74**

6

TRT

SNR = Signal-to-Noise Ratio; SRTSTAT = Speech Reception Threshold for sentences masked
with stationary noise; SRTMOD = Speech Reception Threshold for speech masked with
modulated noise; TRT = Text Reception Threshold for masked text; ICC = Intraclass
Correlation Coefficient; k = the number of retests for each test.
** p < .01

and TRT are presented. Mean thresholds are averages over participants, test,
and retests. As can be seen from Table 2.1, these first data of 34 participants
indicate that individuals need about 55% unmasked text to read 50% of the
sentences correctly.
A logistic psychometric function was fitted to the TRT responses after correction
for interindividual differences in TRT. The results are shown in Figure 2.2. The
slope of the psychometric function at 50% readability is 5.1% for a 1% change
of unmasked text.
According to this estimated psychometric function, changing the percentage
of unmasked text by the step size of 6% results in a 27.1% change in the
percentage correctly read sentences at the steepest part of the curve. Although
the number of SRTSTAT and SRTMOD tests performed by each participant in the
present study was relatively small, we also fitted psychometric functions on
the obtained SRT data in a similar way as described for the TRT data. The
results indicate that at the steepest part of the curve, changing the SNR by 2 dB
in the SRTSTAT test results in a change in the percentage correctly reproduced
sentences of 32%. This is somewhat smaller than the effect of 38% described
by Plomp and Mimpen (1979a). When applying the same procedure to the
SRTMOD test results, it was found that the 2-dB step corresponds to a change in
the percentage correctly reproduced sentences of 16% at the steepest part of
the curve. These results indicate that a TRT step size of 6% has an effect on the
percentage correctly read sentences that is in between the effect of a 2-dB SNR
change in the SRTSTAT test and a 2-dB SNR change in the SRTMOD test.
In addition, practice effects on the TRT test were examined. A significant practice
effect was observed; the mean performance of the participants significantly
improved during the six repetitions of the TRT test. Both a linear trend, F(1, 33) =
37
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2
observed data, at least 15 observations
observed data, at least 45 observations
fitted logistic function

Percentage of sentences correctly read

100
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0
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Figure 2.2 Fitted psychometric function of the Text Reception Threshold (TRT) test. The
individual data were shifted to the overall average TRT (normalized) before fitting the
psychometric function. For the purpose of this figure, observed data were averaged over
bins of 0.1% width. Closed symbols represent data for which at least 45 observations were
available, and open symbols represent data for which at least 15 observations were available.

9.70, p < .01, and a quadratic trend, F(1, 33) = 19.20, p < .001, were observed.
In Figure 2.3, the mean TRT (averaged over participants) as a function of the
63
presentation order is shown. Note that higher thresholds indicate a worse
performance.
60

TRT (% unmasked text)

As can be seen in Figure 2.3, the performance on the first TRT test, in particular,
57
is somewhat poorer compared with the performance on the subsequent five
tests. The higher F value of the quadratic trend as compared with the linear
trend54
also indicates a nonlinear trend of the TRTs. We therefore tested whether
the practice effect remained significant when the data of the first test were
51 from the analyses. We observed no significant practice effect when
excluded
excluding the performance on the first TRT test from the analysis.
48

Test–retest reliabilities (ICCs) were calculated for all thresholds. The ICCs are
45 in Table 2.1. Because of the practice effect that was observed when
shown
1
2
3
4
5
6
the data of all six TRT tests were included, we also calculated the ICC when
Position of test in session
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Figure 2.3 Mean Text Reception Threshold (TRT) (averaged over participants) as a function of
the presentation order. Error bars indicate the standard deviation between participants. Note
that higher thresholds indicate worse performance.
SRTSTAT (n = 25; age < 50 years)
SRTSTAT (n = 9; age > 50 years)
SRTdata
(n = 25; age < 50 years)
MOD on the first test. The Scientific Advisory Committee of the
excluding the
SRTMOD (n = 9; age > 50 years)

Medical Outcomes Trust (2002) considers an ICC of at least .70 as acceptable
(Percentage
unmasked
text)
for group comparisons. The ICCsTRT
of the
thresholds
used in
the analyses (i.e., the
40
45
50
55
60
65
ICCs reported
in
Table
2.1)
were
all
near
.70.
Excluding
the
data on the first TRT
0
test does result in a decrement in the ICC from .74 to .64.
Shared-5Variance SRT and TRT
We first calculated Pearson correlation coefficients between age and the
performance on the SRT and TRT tests. The correlation between age and
-10
SRTSTAT was nonsignificant, although a trend was observed with participants of
a higher age needing higher SNRs in stationary noise to comprehend 50% of
the sentences correctly (r = .34, p = .05). The correlation coefficient between
-15
age and SRTMOD was nonsignificant (p > .05). The correlation between age
and TRT was also nonsignificant (p > .05), although a trend was observed with
participants
with a higher age performing poorer on the TRT test (r = .31, p
-20
= .07). We controlled for age in the calculation of the correlation coefficients
between the SRTs and the TRT to ensure that any relation observed was not
due to-25
a possible modulating role of age. The TRT was significantly (p < .01)
associated with both SRTSTAT (r = .54) and SRTMOD (r = .54). Without controlling
for age, these correlations are both equal to .58 (p < .01). This indicates about
SRT (dB SNR)

2.4

63

39

TRT (

51
48

2
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6

Position of test in session

30% (i.e., r2 = .54) shared variance in SRT and TRT. Figure 2.4 shows the
relation between SRTSTAT and TRT and the relation between SRTMOD and TRT.
SRTSTAT (n = 25; age < 50 years)
SRTSTAT (n = 9; age > 50 years)
SRTMOD (n = 25; age < 50 years)
SRTMOD (n = 9; age > 50 years)

0
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Figure 2.4 The relation between Text Reception Threshold (TRT) for masked text and the
Speech Reception Threshold (SRT) for speech masked with either stationary noise (SRTSTAT) or
modulated noise (SRTMOD). The TRT was significantly associated (p < .01) with both SRTSTAT (r
= .54) and SRTMOD (r = .54). The open symbols represent the data of participants older than
50 years of age.

Discussion
This study aimed at developing a visual analogue of the widely used and reliable
SRT test. In the TRT test, masked written text is presented, and the percentage
of unmasked text needed to correctly read 50% of the sentences is determined.
The data of the participants tested in the present study indicate that about 55%
of unmasked text is needed to correctly read half of the sentences. In the SRT
and TRT tests, similar stimuli are used, and the procedure to determine the TRT
closely follows the procedure used in the SRT test, which has resulted in a short,
easily administrable test that enables the quantification of the variance in SRT
associated with modality-aspecific cognitive and linguistic functions.
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The psychometric function fitted on the TRT data indicated that the step size
of 6% results in an effect on the percentage of correctly read sentences that is
intermediate to the effect of a 2-dB change in the SRTSTAT and SRTMOD tests. At
masking levels near the individual’s TRT threshold, the percentage of correctly
read sentences changes by 27% when the percentage of unmasked text is
changed with 6%. The psychometric function fitted on the SRTMOD data was
less steep than that fitted on the SRTSTAT function. Less steep functions when
modulated noise masks (instead of stationary noise masks) are used were also
observed by Festen and Plomp (1990).
A significant practice effect was observed only for the initial test; no significant
practice effects were observed from the second presentation to the sixth
presentation. This observation is common when presenting the same test
multiple times; for example, Hagerman (2002) has reported a similar practice
effect on the SRT test. Because of the small number of SRT retests, we did not
test SRT practice effects in the present study. However, by inspecting the SRTSTAT
and SRTMOD thresholds obtained in the present study, we indeed observed that
the data of some of the participants illustrate a similar practice effect on the
SRT tests. Based on these results, it seems appropriate to start a test session
with a training SRT and training TRT test of which the data are not included in
the analysis. In addition, the ICCs observed in the present study indicate that
subsequently administering six TRT tests is reasonable. That is, the ICC based
on six retests was acceptable, whereas the ICC based on the last five retests of
the TRT was somewhat smaller, although almost acceptable.
The first TRT data of participants with normal hearing indicate that a considerable
amount of interindividual variance in SRT is associated with modality-aspecific
cognitive and linguistic functions. When controlling for possible modulating
effects of age, about 30% of the variance in both SRTSTAT and SRTMOD was shared
with variance in TRT. Thus, modality-aspecific functions are relevant for the
comprehension of speech in noise and the performance on the widely used
SRT test. The current data indicate that a similar amount of variance in both
SRTSTAT and SRTMOD is associated with a modality-aspecific skill that is relevant
for forming sentences from fragments of these sentences. In addition, this
result confirms the potential of the TRT test in partly explaining interindividual
differences in SRT in terms of modality-aspecific cognitive abilities.
As described in the Data Analysis subsection, the reliability of a test score
constrains the correlation that can be found between that test score and other
measures. Correcting the observed correlations for attenuation resulted in a
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corrected correlation between TRT and SRTSTAT of r = .76 and a corrected
correlation between TRT and SRTMOD of r = .71. (For the formula used, see,
e.g., Osborne & Waters, 2002.) This corresponds to an amount of variance in
SRTSTAT shared with variance in TRT of about 58% and an amount of variance
in SRTMOD shared with variance in TRT of about 50%. Thus, the actual amount
of variance in SRT associated with modality-aspecific cognitive abilities might
even be higher than that observed.
An important issue to examine in further research is the amount of shared
variance in speech comprehension and TRTs of individuals with hearing loss.
Regarding the wide variation in hearing thresholds of individuals with hearing
loss, it is plausible that the percentage of variance in speech comprehension that
is associated with modality-aspecific cognitive functions is smaller in listeners
with acquired hearing loss compared with listeners with normal hearing.
However, investigating to what degree problems in comprehending speech
in noise experienced by individuals with hearing loss are related to modalityaspecific cognitive functions is important because this could have implications
for the degree to which auditory rehabilitation can be expected to improve
speech comprehension. If a significant part of the problems in comprehending
speech experienced by an individual with hearing loss is related to subnormal
modality-aspecific functioning, auditory rehabilitation will likely only improve
speech comprehension to a lesser degree.
Of course, the availability of normative data for the TRT test is required before
listeners with subnormal TRT performances can be identified. Developing
norms would facilitate the use of the TRT test in clinical settings. Fortunately,
the present characteristics of the TRT test allow such clinical application. That
is, the TRT test is easy to administer and perform, and the time needed to
perform one training test and six consecutive retests is only about 20 min. In
addition, the adaptive procedure results in observations near the threshold of
interest; ceiling or floor effects are avoided.
In conclusion, a visual analogue of the widely used auditory SRT test has been
developed. The TRT test measures the percentage of unmasked text needed
to read 50% of the sentences correctly, using stimuli and a procedure that are
similar to the stimuli and procedure used in the SRT test. Practice effects were
observed when the data on all six TRT measurements were included in the
analysis, but this effect did not reach significance when the data on the first TRT
test were excluded from the analysis. Therefore, the presentation of one training
TRT test at the start of the actual test session seems appropriate. The present
data from individuals with presumed normal hearing indicate that administering
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a total of six TRT tests seems sufficient for a reliable TRT estimation. In addition,
about 30% of the interindividual variance in both TRT and SRT appears to
be associated with modality-aspecific cognitive and linguistic skills involved
in constructing meaningful sentences when only parts of the sentences are
available. Future research should aim at developing normative data for the
TRT test and examining the amount of variance associated with modalityaspecific skills when speech comprehension of individuals with hearing loss is
considered.
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Abstract
Objective: The aim of this study was to examine the support obtained from
degraded visual information in the comprehension of speech in noise.
Design: We presented sentences auditorily (Speech Reception Threshold test),
visually (Text Reception Threshold test), and audiovisually. Presenting speech
in noise and masked written text enabled the quantification and systematic
variation of the amount of information presented in both modalities. Eighteen
persons with normal hearing (aged 19 to 31 years) participated. For half of
them a bar pattern masked the text and for the other half random dots masked
the text. The text was presented simultaneously or delayed relative to the
speech. Using an adaptive procedure, the amount of information required
for a correct reproduction of 50% of the sentences was determined for both
the unimodal and the audiovisual stimuli. Bimodal support was defined as the
difference between the observed bimodal performance and that predicted by
an independent channels model. Nonparametric tests were used to evaluate
the bimodal support and the effect of delaying the text.
Results: Masked text substantially supported the comprehension of speech in
noise; the bimodal support ranged from 15% to 25% correct. A negative effect
of delaying the text was observed in some conditions for the participants who
were presented the text masked by the bar pattern.
Conclusions: The ability of participants to reproduce bimodally presented
sentences exceeds the performance as predicted by an independent channels
model. This indicates that a relatively small amount of visual information can
substantially augment speech comprehension in noise, which supports the use
of visual information to improve speech comprehension by participants with
hearing impairment, even if the visual information is incomplete.
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Introduction
Several studies have examined the influence of visually presented stimuli on
the ability to detect or to comprehend speech in noise. Some of these studies
showed that visually presented orthographic stimuli (text) can facilitate the
detection of speech in noise. Grant and Seitz (2000) observed that a visual
presentation of a sentence slightly facilitated the detection of speech in the
noise. In an earlier study, Frost, Repp, and Katz (1988) did not observe such
a facilitating effect of visually displayed words on the detection of speech in
noise. However, they observed that printed words that matched the amplitude
envelope of a noise-alone stimulus induced a high percentage of false alarms in
the speech detection task.
It is interesting to study the benefit obtained from visual information in speech
comprehension in addition to the influence of visual information on speech
detection. Facilitating effects of visual information on the comprehension
of speech would support the development and use of assistive devices that
present visual information to assist people who experience difficulties in
comprehending speech (Levitt, 1995; Mangold, 1988; Woodcock, 1997). Most
of the present assistive listening devices do not display orthographic stimuli,
but visually present a synthetic face that can be lipread (e.g., Massaro & Light,
2004; Siciliano, Faulkner, & Williams, 2003). The movements of the synthetic
face described by Beskow, Karlsson, Kewley, and Salvi (2004) are based on
cues that are generated by an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system.
Although these devices support speech comprehension, presenting a natural
looking synthetic face that can be easily lipread is quite complex (Siciliano, et
al., 2003).
Another system that displays output from an ASR system has been described
by Duchnowski, et al. (2000). This speechreading supplement generates Cued
Speech by superimposing animated hand gestures on a presentation of the
speaker’s face. The hand gestures are based on automatically recognized
phonemes. Duchnowski, et al. showed that listeners with a severe hearing
impairment receive substantial benefit from Cued Speech in speechreading.
The benefit obtained by the speechreaders varied, depending, among other
factors, on the speech material and talker. Another assistive listening system that
presents ASR output in text form has been described by Leitch and MacMillan
(2003a). This system has been developed for use in classroom situations to
assist disabled students. During lectures, ASR software converts speech into
text that is displayed via a projector. Students evaluated the system as useful,
although they indicated that the ASR errors limited the benefit they obtained
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from the displayed text.
It should be noted that regardless of whether ASR output is presented by lip
movements of a synthetic face, animated hand gestures, or in text form, the
visual information will include deleted, added, and substituted cues that do not
correspond to the speech. Additionally, the automatic generation of the visual
information will be delayed relative to the speech. The benefit obtained from
the listening devices described earlier hence depends on the ASR accuracy. If, in
addition to the degradation of the speech by the hearing impairment, the visual
information is also incomplete or degraded, the observer has to infer what has
been said by using the linguistic context of the stimuli (Larsby, Hällgren, Lyxell,
& Arlinger, 2005; Pichora-Fuller, Schneider, & Daneman, 1995). Because the
processing of incomplete or erroneous visual information taxes part of the
working memory resources that are also required by the processing of the
auditory speech (Larsby, et al., 2005; Woodcock, 1997), the benefit in speech
comprehension that can be obtained from incomplete or partially incorrect visual
information is limited. In summary, presenting incomplete, partly incorrect, and
delayed visual information will likely support speech comprehension to some
extent, although the degree to which people are able to benefit from degraded
visual information is unclear.
In the present study, we focus on the benefit obtained from incomplete visual
information. The aim of our study is to examine the relationship between the
amount of visual information that is presented and the extent to which listeners
benefit from this information in the comprehension of speech in difficult
listening situations. More knowledge about this relationship will give more
insight into the support that future assistive devices may provide in speech
comprehension. That is, the continuing development and improvement of
the techniques that automatically extract information from the speech signal
will foster the application of such visual information to future assistive listening
devices.
The experimental approach adopted in the current study is such that auditorily
presented speech in background noise is supplemented by visually presented
masked text. By presenting speech in noise and masked text, the amount of
audiovisual information can be easily quantified and manipulated. An existing
test in which the masking of the text is systematically varied is the Text Reception
Threshold (TRT) test (Zekveld, George, Kramer, Goverts, & Houtgast, 2007).
This test determines the amount of unmasked text required to read 50% of the
presented sentences correctly and is a visual analogue of the commonly used
Speech Reception Threshold (SRT) test (Plomp & Mimpen, 1979a). Both tests
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can be combined for a bimodal presentation of masked text and speech in noise.
Like in the unimodal TRT and SRT tests, in this bimodal test the information
needed to reproduce 50% of the sentences correctly can be determined. By
testing the unimodal TRT and SRT, the psychometric functions that describe
the probability of a correct response as a function of either the percentage of
unmasked text or the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the speech in noise can
be estimated. These functions can be used to characterize the interindividual
differences in the ability to read masked text and the ability to comprehend
speech in noise to interpret the bimodal performances.
The present study examines the benefit in speech comprehension that is
obtained from adding incomplete visual information by applying the TRT
test, the SRT test, and the bimodal combination of the TRT and SRT tests. To
evaluate the bimodal benefit, the observed bimodal performance is compared
with the performance as predicted by an independent channels model (Blamey,
Cowan, Alcantara, Whitford, & Clark, 1989; Grant, Walden, & Seitz, 1998;
Wagenaar, Varey, & Hudson, 1984). Independent channel models are based on
the assumption that a bimodal error only occurs if the information from both
modalities is perceived incorrectly.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Participants were students of the VU University and people who worked at
the VU University. Eighteen participants (11 women, 7 men) were tested, their
ages ranging from 19 to 31 years, with a mean age of 23 years (SD = 3.5
years). Participants were native Dutch speakers who reported normal hearing
and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Their color vision was screened with
Ishihara plates (Ishihara, 1989). Participants were paid for participating in this
study. All participants provided written informed consent in accordance with
the Ethical Committee of the VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands.
Stimuli
Auditory stimuli
Auditory stimuli were short, everyday Dutch sentences of eight or nine syllables
as used in a common speech-in-noise test developed and evaluated by Versfeld,
Daalder, Festen, and Houtgast (2000). Sentences were pronounced by a female
speaker. Stationary noise with the long- term-average spectrum of the speech
served as the masker (Versfeld, et al.). Stimuli were presented binaurally.
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Visual stimuli
The visual stimuli were similar to those described by Zekveld, George, et al.
(2007). In the present study, text was masked by a bar pattern for half of the
participants and by a random dots mask for the other participants. We applied
two types of masks because we aimed to examine the general ability to use
masked text in speech comprehension not depending on specific characteristics
of the visual mask. We corrected the benefit obtained from the text for
readability differences between the two masks (see Data Analysis subsection).
After this correction, we did not expect differences in the benefit obtained from
the text masked with the bar pattern when compared with the benefit obtained
from the text masked with the random dots mask.
The construction of the bar pattern has been described by Zekveld, George,
et al. (2007). A bitmap image was created, which was proportionally filled
with black bars depending on the required percentage of unmasked text. The
bitmap image of the mask was then stretched to the dimensions of the field
in which the sentences appeared. The exact position of the mask on the field
was randomly determined, which prevented the same positions of letters in a
sentence (e.g., the first letters) from being occluded in each trial. For each trial,
the bar pattern consisted of bars of equal width. Between trials, the percentage
of unmasked text was varied by changing the width of the presented bars.
Regardless of the percentage of unmasked text, the distance between the left
upper corner of one bar and the next one always subtended a horizontal visual
angle of 1.1°.
The random dots mask was constructed by creating a bitmap image that was
proportionally filled with black pixels depending on the required percentage
of unmasked text on that particular trial. This bitmap image of the mask was
then stretched to the dimensions of the field in which the sentences appeared.
The coarseness of the dots (or size of the “pixels”) was determined such
that the difficulty of identifying a single letter was about in the middle of the
two extremes (i.e., making the pixel size larger makes identifying each letter
relatively difficult, whereas decreasing the pixel size makes identifying each
letter relatively easy, even when the percentage of masked text is high).
The visually presented sentences were the same as the auditorily presented
sentences and were displayed on a PC screen. The typeface of the text was
Arial and the font size was 27, subtending a visual angle of 0.5° (horizontal) x
0.6° (vertical). The field back color was white, text color was red, and the color
of the mask was black (see Fig. 3.1).
At the start of each trial, the mask became visible and the text appeared
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“behind” it in a word-by-word fashion. The alignment of the text in the field
was left- and vertically centered. The timing of the appearance of each word
was based on audio files that were available for each sentence; the timing of
the onset of the visual presentation of each word in the sentence was equal
to the timing of the start of the utterance of each word in the corresponding
audio file. The preceding words remained on the screen until the sentence was
completed. After the presentation of the last word of a sentence, the sentence
remained visible for 3.5 sec. After this period, the sentence disappeared, and
the mask remained visible until the next trial started with the presentation of a
newly created mask. Examples of sentences masked with both masks are shown
in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Example of the stimuli used in the Text Reception Threshold test and the bimodal
tests.

Tests
Two types of unimodal tests and three types of bimodal tests were presented.
In the unimodal tests, either speech-in-noise (SRT test) or masked written text
(TRT test) was presented to adaptively estimate the SNR or the percentage of
unmasked text needed to correctly reproduce 50% of the sentences. In the
bimodal tests, both speech in noise and masked text were presented and the
information presented in either one or both modalities was adaptively varied to
estimate the bimodal information needed to reproduce 50% of the audiovisual
sentences correctly.
SRT test
The intelligibility of speech in noise was measured with the SRT test. The SRT is
defined as the estimated threshold (in dB SNR) at which 50% of the sentences
can be correctly reproduced. The SRT is measured adaptively by applying the
procedure described by Plomp and Mimpen (1979a). For this test, the noise
was fixed at a level of 60 dB SPL corresponding to a normal conversational
level. The SNR was varied by changing the level of the speech.
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In each test, a list of 13 sentences was presented. The first sentence of each list
was presented with an SNR below threshold (i.e., -16 dB SNR) and this sentence
was repeated with increasing SNR (increment or step size of 4 dB) until the
participant was able to repeat the sentence correctly. Sentences two to 13 were
presented once; if the participant reproduced the sentence correctly, the SNR
was decreased by 2 dB, and if the participant did not reproduce the sentence
correctly, the SNR was increased by 2 dB. Versfeld, et al. (2000) showed that
near threshold, changing the SNR by 2 dB results in a change in the percentage
of correctly repeated sentences of about 29%. The SRT is the mean SNR of
sentences five to 14. The 14th sentence was not presented, but its SNR can be
calculated by the response to the 13th sentence. It should be noted that lower
thresholds in noise indicate better performance.
TRT test
The adaptive procedure applied in the TRT test is similar to the procedure
applied in the SRT test (Zekveld, George, et al., 2007). The percentage of
unmasked text was varied adaptively to determine the TRT that is defined as
the percentage of unmasked text needed by the participant to read 50% of the
sentences correctly. Thus, lower thresholds indicate better performance in both
the TRT and SRT tests.
Each test consisted of the presentation of 13 sentences. Similar to the procedure
applied in the SRT test, the first sentence started with a percentage of unmasked
text below threshold (i.e., 16%) and this sentence was repeatedly presented with
an increased percentage of unmasked text until the participant was able to read
the sentence correctly. Also similar to the SRT test, a double step size (12%) was
used for the first sentence. The step size of 6% was used for sentences two to
13 that were presented once. The TRT is the average percentage of unmasked
text of sentences five to 14. Zekveld, George, et al. (2007) indicated that for
text masked with the bar pattern, changing the percentage of unmasked text
with 6% has an effect on the percentage correctly read sentences of about 27%
near threshold. This effect is similar to changing the SNR of speech in noise (in
the SRT test) with a step size of 2 dB.
SRT + T test
In the SRT plus Text (SRT + T) test, the same procedure as used in the SRT test
was applied to adaptively determine the SRT, but now speech in noise was
accompanied by the simultaneous presentation of masked text. The percentage
of unmasked text was fixed during each SRT + T test. The percentages of
unmasked text that were presented in the three SRT + T conditions were
based on the individual TRT. At the start of the SRT + T tests, participants
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have performed the TRT test four times. For each participant, these four TRTs
were averaged, and then the three masking percentages were calculated
by subtracting 6%, 9%, or 12% (1, 1.5, or 2 step sizes) from the masking
percentage at this average TRT. During the three start conditions, the onset
of the visual presentation of each word was at the start of the utterance of the
word. These three conditions will be referred to as SRT + T@ -6%, -9%, and
-12%, respectively. In the two lag conditions, each word was displayed at the
end of the utterance of the word and the percentage of unmasked text was
equal to the individual TRT -6% or 12%. The lag conditions will be referred to
as SRT + TL -6% and -12%.
TRT + S test
Analogous to the SRT + T test, in the TRT plus Speech (TRT + S) test the TRT
was determined adaptively while the sentence was also presented auditorily.
The SNRs of the speech in noise presented in the three TRT + S conditions
were based on the individual SRT and fixed during each test. At the start of
the TRT + S tests, participants have performed the SRT test two times. For
each participant, these two SRTs were averaged, and then the three SNRs were
calculated by subtracting 2, 3, or 4 dB (1, 1.5, or 2 step sizes) of this average
SRT. During the three start conditions, the onset of the visual presentation of
each word was at the start of the utterance of the word. These three conditions
will be referred to as TRT + S@ -2 dB, -3 dB, and -4 dB, respectively. In the two
lag conditions, each word was displayed at the end of the utterance of the word
and the SNR of the speech in noise was equal to the individual SRT -2 or 4 dB.
The lag conditions will be referred to as TRT + SL -2 dB and -4 dB.
Audiovisual reception threshold test
During the Audiovisual Reception Threshold (AVRT) test, a “joint” audiovisual
threshold was determined; both the percentage of unmasked text and the SNR
of the simultaneously presented speech were adaptively varied from trial to
trial. The SNR and the percentage of unmasked text of the first sentence were
based on the participants’ average SRT and TRT, respectively. The SNR of the
first sentence was equal to the average SRT of the participant -8 dB, and the
percentage of unmasked text was equal to the average TRT of the participant 24%. Thus, for both modalities, the first sentence was masked with a level equal
to the average unimodal threshold -4 times the step size used in the unimodal
test. Like in the other tests, double step sizes were used for the first sentence,
and for sentences two to 13 the step sizes were 2 dB SNR and 6% masking
of the text. During the AVRT tests, the visually presented word was always
displayed at the start of the utterance of that word.
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Procedure
Test administration took place in a sound-treated room and participants were
seated in a comfortable chair. During the tests in which visual stimuli were
presented, participants sat with their forehead approximately 45 cm from the
PC screen that was positioned such that the middle of the screen was at the
participants’ eye level. Participants were asked to keep the same distance from
the screen during the experiment. The experimenter sat next to the participant.
Participants were asked to repeat the sentence and they were encouraged to
make their best guess if they were not sure of the sentence presented. Sentences
were scored correct if the participant could repeat each word of the sentence
correctly. Participants were given no feedback during the tests. The presentation
of the next sentence started after the experimenter scored the answer.
In total, the participants performed five SRT tests. For a reliable estimation
of the SRT threshold, we excluded the data of the first two tests (Hagerman,
2002), and we used the average SRT of the three subsequent SRT tests in the
analysis. Additionally, the participants performed 11 TRT tests. The TRT test is
recently developed and although Zekveld, George, et al. (2007) indicated that
no practice effects are observed when the data of the first TRT test is excluded
from the analysis, we decided to exclude the data of the first three TRT tests
to obtain an accurate estimation of the TRT. Thus, for each participant, the
average of three SRTs, and the average of eight TRTs were used in the analyses.
Participants performed three AVRT tests and a test and a retest of each of the
five SRT + T and TRT + S conditions. Thresholds were averaged over tests and
retests.
The order of conditions was varied among participants to avoid confounding
the measurement order with tests and conditions. Because the level of the
constantly masked stimulus in the bimodal tests was based on the individual
TRT and SRT, each participant performed two SRT tests and four TRT tests
before the bimodal tests were presented. The SNR and the percentage of
unmasked text of the first sentence of the AVRT test were based on the average
of all SRTs and TRTs determined for each participant. Thus, the three AVRT tests
performed by each participant were always presented at the end of the test
session. The SRT + T and TRT + S tests were ordered such that each test and
condition occurred almost equally often in each order position (no complete
orthogonal design was possible). The order of tests is presented in Table 3.1.
The assignment of lists of sentences to conditions was randomized and each list
was presented only once to each participant. Participants were unfamiliar with
the sentences presented. Participants needed about 2 hr to complete all tests.
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Table 3.1 Order of tests
1

2 SRT & 3 TRT training tests * (Data not included in analyses)

2

2 SRT & 4 TRT tests*

3

SRT + T & TRT + S tests (10 tests in total)**

4

2 TRT tests
5 Min break

5

SRT + T & TRT + S tests (10 tests in total)**

6

1 SRT & 2 TRT tests*

7

3 AVRT tests

* Half of the participants started with the TRT tests, the other half started with the SRT tests.
** SRT+T and TRT+S tests were ordered such that each test occurred almost equally often
in each order position.
SRT = Speech Reception Threshold; TRT = Text Reception Threshold; SRT + T = Speech
Reception Threshold plus Text; TRT + S = Text Reception Threshold plus Speech; AVRT =
Audiovisual Reception Threshold.

Apparatus
A Dell Pentium III PC with a Dell P793 17 inch CRT monitor (Dell Computer
Corporation, Austin, TX) controlled stimulus presentation during all tests. The
PC was equipped with a SoundMAX integrated digital audiocard and Sony
MDR-V99 headphones (Sony, Tokyo, Japan). Calibrations were performed with
a Brüel & Kjær Artificial Ear (type 4152) and a Brüel & Kjær 2260 Observer
(Brüel & Kjær, Nærum, Denmark) to conform with ISO 389 (International
Organization for Standardization, 1991).
Data Analysis
The data analysis consisted of several steps resulting in the calculation of the
difference between the observed bimodal performance and the bimodal
performance predicted by an independent channels model. The result of each
bimodal test was an estimated bimodal threshold (i.e., the SNR (dB) of speech in
noise and the percentage unmasked text that, when presented simultaneously,
resulted in 50% correctly reproduced sentences).
1.
We estimated the percentage of sentences that would be correctly
reproduced if the participant was unimodally presented either the
speech in noise or the percentage of unmasked text at each estimated
bimodal threshold.
2.
We then predicted the bimodal performances according to an
independent channels model, based on the unimodal performances
estimated in step 1.
3.
We then calculated the bimodal support: the difference between
the observed bimodal performance (50% per definition) and the
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bimodal performance as predicted by the independent channels
model (step 2).
4.
We next tested whether the bimodal support calculated in step 3
significantly differed from zero.
We give a detailed description of the data analysis performed in steps 1 to 4 in
the next subsections.
Step 1: Estimation of the unimodal performances given the bimodal thresholds determined in the bimodal tests
First, we fitted logistic psychometric functions for each participant for the
unimodal SRT and TRT tests, describing the probability of a correct response
as a function of the SNR or the percentage of unmasked text of the sentence,
respectively. The psychometric functions were based on the data of three SRT
tests and eight TRT tests, respectively. The fitted logistic function is p(X) = exp(b0
+ b1X)/[1 + exp(b0 + b1X)], in which p is the probability of a correct response,
X is the SNR or percentage of unmasked text, and b0 and b1 are the maximum
likelihood estimates of the coefficients of the logistic response function. In
the adaptive procedure used in the SRT and TRT tests, the sentences are
presented at various SNRs (SRT test) or percentages of unmasked text (TRT
test). These SNRs and percentages of unmasked text and the corresponding
responses (correct or incorrect) to the single sentences enabled the fitting of the
psychometric function.
Second, we used these psychometric functions to estimate the unimodal
performance given by (a) the SNR or (b) the percentage of unmasked text at
the bimodal threshold determined in each audiovisual test. Figure 3.2 illustrates
this estimation of the unimodal probabilities based on the bimodal thresholds
in three SRT + T@ conditions. The upper left and lower right graph show
fitted individual psychometric functions of the unimodal TRT and SRT tests,
respectively. In this fictive example, the percentages of unmasked text presented
in the three bimodal SRT + T@ conditions correspond to 48%, 45%, and 42%
(i.e., the mean unimodal TRT of 54% minus 6, 9, or 12%). As can be seen from
the psychometric function of the unimodal TRT test (upper left graph), these
percentages correspond to estimated unimodal TRT performances of 23%, 4%,
and 8% correct, respectively. Similarly, from the psychometric function of the
SRT test (lower right graph) it can be seen that the three bimodal SRT + T
thresholds (i.e., -7.9, -7.3, and -5.4 dB SNR) correspond to estimated unimodal
SRT performances of 7%, 10%, and 28% correct, respectively. In the upper
right graph of Figure 3.2 the estimated unimodal TRT and SRT probabilities are
combined. Each point in this graph thus reflects the estimated unimodal TRT
and SRT probabilities which, when combined in a bimodal stimulus, correspond
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to 50% probability of a correct response.
Step 2. Prediction of the bimodal performance expected by an independent
channels model
We used the estimated unimodal probabilities obtained in step 1 to predict the
bimodal performance with the independence channels model described by
Blamey, et al. (1989). In this model, the response to the information provided by
the auditory modality is assumed to be statistically independent of the response
to the information provided by the visual modality. According to this model,
the probability of a correct response in the bimodal tests can be predicted with
the formula: [1 - P(AV)] = [1 - P(SRT)][1 - P(TRT)]. In this formula, P(AV) is the
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Figure 3.2 Example of the estimation of the unimodal probabilities (step 2 of the analysis)
corresponding to the 50% bimodal performance in three Speech Reception Threshold plus
Text start conditions (SRT + T@ conditions). The upper left and lower right graph show fitted
individual psychometric functions of the Text Reception Threshold (TRT) and the Speech
Reception Threshold (SRT), respectively. The upper right graph shows the combined estimated
unimodal TRT and SRT probabilities, corresponding to the 50% bimodal performance. SNR
= Signal-to-Noise Ratio.
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probability of a correct response in the bimodal tests, and P(SRT) and P(TRT)
are the probabilities of a correct response in the SRT test and the TRT test,
respectively. P(SRT) and P(TRT) were estimated in step 1 of the analysis.
As described in step 1 of the Data Analysis subsection, the upper-right graph
of Figure 3.2 shows the estimated unimodal TRT and SRT probabilities [P(TRT)
and P(SRT), respectively]. The dimensions of the graph displayed in Figure 3.2
are restricted to 60% by 60% for clarity. The full scale dimensions are 100% by
100%, corresponding to a unity square. For each observed bimodal threshold,
a rectangle with the dimensions of 1 minus the unimodal thresholds {i.e.,
dimensions of [1 - P(SRT)] by [1 - P(TRT)]} can be subtracted from this unity
square. The resulting area then equals P(AV), which is the predicted probability
of a correct response in the bimodal tests according to the formula of Blamey,
et al. (1989).
Step 3. Calculation of the bimodal support
In step 3 we calculated the bimodal support, which is the difference between
the observed bimodal performance (50% by definition) and the bimodal
performance predicted in step 2. Positive values indicate that the observed
bimodal performance exceeds the performance as predicted by an independent
channels model.
Step 4: Testing whether the bimodal support significantly differed from
zero
We tested whether the bimodal support significantly differed from zero using
Wilcoxon signed rank tests. Wilcoxon signed rank tests were also used to
determine whether the bimodal support differed between the start and lag
conditions of the bimodal tests.

Results
In Table 3.2, means, standard deviations, and ranges of the SRTs and TRTs
are presented. Thresholds are averaged over participants. The average (over
test, retests, and participants) SNR of the speech in noise that results in the
comprehension of 50% of the auditorily presented sentences is -4.04 dB, which
is close to the mean SRT of -4.11 dB SNR observed by Versfeld, et al. (2000).
The participants who were presented the text masked with the bar pattern
needed on average about 54% unmasked text to read 50% of the sentences
correctly and the participants who were presented the text masked with the
random dots needed on average about 47% unmasked text to read 50% of the
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sentences correctly.
Table 3.2 Means, standard deviations (between participants) and range of SRTs
(dB SNR) and TRTs (%).
Test

Mask

N

M

SD

Minimum

Maximum

SRT

Stationary noise

18

-4.0 dB SNR

.8 dB SNR

-5.7 dB SNR

-2.3 dB SNR

Bar pattern

9

53.5 %

2.8%

47.7%

56.5%

Random dots

9

46.6 %

5.9%

39.0%

58.2%

TRT

Means are averages over participants. Each participant performed three SRT tests and eight
TRT tests. SRT = Speech Reception Threshold; TRT = Text Reception Threshold; SNR =
Signal-to-Noise Ratio.

In Table 3.3 the mean bimodal thresholds for 50% correct are presented for
each condition and visual mask. For the SRT + T tests, the percentage of
unmasked text presented in each condition is given together with the observed
bimodal SRT + T thresholds. Also presented are the differences between
these thresholds and the mean unimodal SRT (average SRT of the subgroup of
participants presented the same visual mask in the visual and audiovisual tests).
Similarly, for the TRT + S tests, for each condition the SNR of the speech in noise
is presented together with the mean observed bimodal TRT + S thresholds and
the differences between these thresholds and the mean unimodal TRT (average
TRT of the subgroup of participants presented the same visual mask).
In step 1 of the analysis we used the method illustrated in Figure 3.2 to estimate
the unimodal performances given the observed bimodal thresholds. The mean
estimated unimodal performances for participants tested with the bar pattern
are displayed in the upper panel of Figure 3.3. The lower panel of this figure
displays these performances for participants tested with the random dots
mask. In step 2 of the analysis, the unimodal performances estimated in step 1
were used to predict the bimodal performances using the probabilistic model
described by Blamey, et al. (1989). The bimodal performances were predicted
for each participant and were then averaged over conditions and participants,
separately for the start and lag conditions and the two visual masks. Table 3.4
presents these predicted bimodal performances and the bimodal support,
that is, the mean difference between observed (50%) and predicted bimodal
performance. This bimodal support was calculated in step 3 of the analysis and
is shown in Figure 3.4. Positive bimodal support indicates that the observed
bimodal performances exceeded the bimodal performances predicted by an
independent channels model.
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Figure 3.3 Mean estimated unimodal performances given the Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and percentage of unmasked text at which 50% of the sentences in the bimodal tests were
reproduced correctly (outcome of step 1 of the analysis). The upper panel shows the mean
results (averaged over tests, retests, and participants) for the nine participants who were shown
the text masked with the bar pattern and the lower panel shows the mean results for the nine
participants who were shown the text masked with the random dots. The curves represent the
unimodal performances that (when combined) are required for a bimodal performance of 50%
as predicted by an independent channels model (step 2 of the analysis). SRT + T@ = Speech
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plus Text-start; SRT + TL = Speech Reception Threshold plus Text-lag;
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that are predicted with the probabilistic model described by Blamey, et al.
(1989)30(step 2 of the analysis).
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Figure 3.4 The mean bimodal support (difference between the predicted and observed
bimodal performance) in the Speech Reception Threshold plus Text (SRT + T) test, the Text
Reception Threshold plus Speech (TRT + S) test, and the Audiovisual Reception Threshold
(AVRT) test. The bimodal support is an outcome of step 3 of the analysis and is separately
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deviation between participants.
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Figure 3.3 presents the results of step 1 of the analysis, but the curves that are
presented in the upper and lower panels of Figure 3.3 represent the unimodal
performances that (when combined) are required for a bimodal performance of
50% according to the independent channels model that was used in step 2 of
the analysis. Data points that are located at the left side of the curve, near the
origin of the graph, represent better bimodal performance than that predicted
by an independent channels model, that is, positive bimodal support.
The results of the Wilcoxon signed ranks tests performed in step 4 of the analysis
indicated that the bimodal support differed significantly (one-tailed analyses,
Bonferroni corrected p < .05) from zero for all conditions and for both visual
masks. Wilcoxon signed rank tests were also used to test for differences in the
bimodal support between the start and lag conditions. The results indicated that
the bimodal support was significantly higher (one-tailed analysis, Bonferroni
corrected p < .05) in the SRT + T@ conditions when compared with the SRT +
TL conditions for the participants who were shown the bar pattern. The bimodal
support in the TRT + S@ conditions did not differ significantly from the bimodal
support in the TRT + SL conditions.

Discussion
In the present study, speech in noise and masked written text were unimodally
or bimodally presented. The results indicate that the comprehension of speech
in noise is substantially enhanced by the presentation of masked written text
and vice versa. The presentation of the auditory SRT test and the visual TRT
test and the simultaneous presentation of the SRT and TRT tests enabled us to
quantify the bimodal support [the difference between the observed bimodal
performance and the bimodal performance predicted by the independent
channels model of Blamey, et al. (1989)]. For both the participants who were
presented the text masked with the bar pattern and the participants who
were shown the text masked with the random dots, the observed bimodal
performance exceeded the bimodal performance expected by an independent
channels model, regardless of the delay of the presentation of the text relative
to the speech. These results indicate that visual information can compensate for
the degradation of speech by masking noise even when the visual information
is itself also impoverished by an overlaying mask. As can be seen in Figure 3.4,
the bimodal support ranged from about 15% to 25% correct.
For comparison, we can calculate the bimodal support observed in a study
that presented another type of visual information to supplement speech
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comprehension. For example, Sommers, Tye-Murray, and Spehar (2005)
visually presented the face of a speaker to examine the support from lipreading
in speech comprehension. Similar to the present study, Sommers, et al. (2005)
measured sentence recognition. The mean auditory performance was about
40% correct, the unimodal visual performance was about 10% correct, and the
bimodal performance was about 70% correct. These mean results correspond
to a mean bimodal support of about 25% (calculated with the formula of
Blamey, et al., 1989), which is similar to the bimodal support observed in the
current study. It should be noted that directly comparing the results of the study
of Sommers, et al. with the current results is not completely justifiable because
of the different types of visual information: lipreadable versus orthographic
information (current study).
How much is the SRT in noise improved by adding the partially masked text?
Using the method illustrated in Figure 3.2, the difference between the bimodal
SRT + T and unimodal SRT can be calculated and presented as a function of
the readability of the text shown in the SRT + T tests. For instance, in the upper
left panel of Figure 3.2 it can be seen that 48% unmasked text (SRT + T@ -6%
condition) corresponds to an estimated unimodal TRT performance of 23%. In
the lower right graph, it is shown that presenting this 48% unmasked text in the
SRT + T test results in an observed bimodal SRT + T@ -6% threshold of -7.9
dB SNR. In this fictive example, the observed unimodal SRT was -4 dB SNR
(see lower right graph at 50% SRT performance), thus in this example the gain
in SRT (auditory SRT minus audiovisual SRT + T) was equal to 3.9 dB. Note
that more negative SRTs indicate better speech comprehension in noise. In
Figure 3.5 we show for each participant, and for each of the three SRT + T@
conditions, the gain in SRT as a function of the readability of the text. As can be
seen, text that by itself results in only about 5% to 20% correct comprehension
is nevertheless able to increase speech comprehension by several dB SNR (see
Fig. 3.5). Thus, participants are able to use visually displayed text in speech
comprehension even if the quality of the visual information is low and the
speech is presented in noise.
The current results show that the actual speech comprehension benefit
obtained from an assistive will largely depend on the quality (e.g., accuracy)
of the visual information. The accuracy of current ASR systems is about 80%
for conversational speech (Pallett, 2003). If the amount of benefit that listeners
obtain from ASR output is comparable with the benefit they are able to obtain
from masked text, the accuracy of current ASR systems may be sufficient to
increase speech comprehension. Duchnowski, et al. (1998) reaches a similar
conclusion when examining the effects of the accuracy of automatically
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of the cuing system. Importantly, the authors state that the benefit obtained
from using the system may be achievable with ASR accuracies of well under
100% if the display characteristics of the cues are refined further. Although
masked text and visually displayed orthographic ASR output may be processed
differently by the viewer, the current results and the results of Duchnowski, et
al. (1998, 2000) suggest that visually displayed ASR output will support speech
comprehension even if part of the visual information is incorrect or missing.
These results encourage further study of the effects of systems that provide
automatically generated visual information to support speech comprehension.
For the participants who were presented the text masked with the bar pattern,
the bimodal support was significantly higher in the SRT + T@ conditions when
compared with the SRT + TL conditions, indicating that delaying the text
relative to the speech is associated with reduced support obtained from the
text. In the current study, sentences were bimodally presented in a word-byword fashion. In some of the conditions, the orthographically displayed word
was presented at the start of the auditory presentation of the word, which
could have provided a temporal marker for the onset of the utterance of the
word. Grant and Seitz (2000) suggested that in their study, this effect likely
caused the small improvement in the speech detection thresholds by the visual
presentation of the sentences. Although they did not present the sentences in
a word-by-word fashion, the participants in their study knew the presented
sentences and were able to say the sentence internally (Grant & Seitz, 2000).
Gordon (2000) described that such a facilitating effect or “masking protection
” occurs if there is synchrony in the temporal pattern of the signal (auditory
speech) and the cosignal (text) (see also Grant & Seitz, 2000). However, in
the current study this facilitating effect was only observed in the SRT + T start
conditions for the participants who were shown the bar pattern mask. In both
the start and lag conditions, the word-by-word presentation of the text was
related to the temporal pattern of the speech and although the text was masked,
this word-by-word appearance might have supported the identification of
word-boundaries in both conditions. Danan (1992) suggested that presenting
a transcription of spoken information can support speech comprehension by
indicating the word-boundaries.
In the current study, in both the unimodal and bimodal tests, the text of each
sentence remained on the screen for 3.5 sec after the onset of the presentation
of the last word of the sentence. As has been described in several studies (e.g.,
Becker & Killion, 1977; Frost & Katz, 1989; Meyer, Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy,
1975; Van Diepen & d’Ydewalle, 1997), masking text reduces the reading
speed. Lengthening the interval that the sentences were presented on the
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screen might have increased the number of words that the participants were
able to read. However, the bimodal support as calculated in the current study
was likely not influenced by the length of the presentation interval of the text,
because this interval was for both the unimodal and the bimodal conditions
equal to 3.5 sec and additionally, the bimodal support was expressed relative
to the unimodal performances.
For both the participants who were shown the text masked with the bar pattern
and the participants who were shown the text masked with random dots, the
bimodal support significantly differed from zero. However, as can be seen in
Figure 3.4, it was somewhat higher for the participants who were presented
text masked with the bar pattern. This result was unexpected, because the
predicted bimodal performances were all expressed relative to the unimodal
visual performances; thus readability differences between the two types of
masks were taken into account in the calculation of the bimodal support. Thus,
the small differences in bimodal support between the two types of visual masks
are caused by a factor that becomes more relevant in the comprehension of the
bimodal stimuli, when compared with the comprehension of the unimodally
presented text. Although speculative, the effort required to read the text may
differ between the two masks and this may become more apparent in the more
taxing bimodal conditions. A difference between the two masks that can be
associated with the effort required to read the text is that the characters in
the sentences masked by the random dots are more equally masked than the
characters masked by the bar pattern.
As can be seen in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, the interindividual variation in the bimodal
support is quite large. Several factors may be associated with the ability to
simultaneously read masked text and comprehend speech in noise. Modality
independent abilities that are relevant for speech in noise comprehension, like
working memory and the ability to use linguistic context to fill in gaps in the
information (Grant & Seitz, 1998; Grant, et al., 1998; Watson & Kidd, 2002;
Watson, Qiu, Chamberlain, & Li, 1996), are most probably also involved in
the ability to read masked text. Working memory is related to the resource
allocation in complex tasks and is associated with the comprehension of both
visually and auditorily presented sentences (Lunner, 2003; Pichora-Fuller, et al.,
1995). Intelligence measures are associated with auditory processing (Humes,
2005) and might also be related to the ability to read masked text. It was not
possible to evaluate the effects of age in the homogenous group of relatively
young participants tested in the current study, but it would be interesting to
examine its relationship to the ability to simultaneously read and listen to
degraded stimuli. Elderly individuals might receive less benefit from visually
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presented information in speech comprehension (e.g., Ross, Saint-Amour,
Leavitt, Javitt, & Foxe, 2007).
In the present study, most participants reported that they first listened to
the auditorily presented sentence, and, after the utterance of the speech,
specifically focused on the parts of the visually presented sentence needed
to ‘fill in the gaps in the auditory information’. The use of this strategy in the
bimodal tests suggests that the participants reproduced each sentence partby-part, that is, they seem to use parts of the visual information to fill up the
incomprehensible sounds or words in the speech. In step 2 of the analysis we
used the model of Blamey, Cowan, Alcantara, et al. (1989) to predict the bimodal
performances. This model assumes that a sentence is incorrectly perceived if
both the auditorily presented sentence and the visually presented sentence
are incorrectly perceived. However, meaningful sentences consist of several
independent parts (Boothroyd and Nittrouer, 1988). The bimodal performance
can also be predicted by stating that each sentence is only correctly perceived
if all independent parts of the sentence are correctly perceived. Additionally,
an independent part of a sentence is only incorrectly perceived when both the
auditory presented part and the visually presented part are incorrectly perceived.
The prediction of the bimodal performance when assuming independent
channels and when taking into account the number of independent parts of
a sentence is described in detail in the Appendix. In short, taking into account
the number of independent parts of a sentence leads to increased predicted
bimodal performances and, consequently, lower bimodal support as compared
to taking the entire sentence as unit about which responses are made. The
reanalysis of the data (see the Appendix) shows that the bimodal support only
significantly differs from zero in the SRT + T@ conditions for the participants
shown the text masked with the bar pattern when the number of independent
parts of the sentences is taken into account. In other words, it is important
to note that when comparing the observed bimodal performances with the
bimodal performances predicted by an independent channels model, it makes
a big difference whether in the prediction of the bimodal performances, the
entire sentence or independent parts of the sentence are taken as unit about
which responses are made.
In conclusion, visually presented masked text substantially improves the
comprehension of speech in noise and vice versa. This also holds when the
words are visually presented at the end of the utterance of the corresponding
words. Moreover, the observed bimodal performance exceeds the bimodal
performance as predicted by an independent channels model. Even text that
provides relatively little information by itself can substantially improve the
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SRT in noise. This encourages the examination of the benefit obtained from
systems that provide automatically generated visual information in speech
comprehension.

Appendix
Calculation of the predicted bimodal performance when taking n parts of
the sentence as unit to which independent auditory and visual responses
are made
In this Appendix we show that taking into account that each sentences
consists of several independent parts results in an increased predicted bimodal
performance as compared to taking the entire sentence as unit to which the
responses are made. The number of independent parts within the sentences
used in the present study, n, is between 1.5 and 2.5 (Versfeld, et al., 2000).
To reproduce a sentence correctly, all n independent parts should be correctly
reproduced. We repeated steps 2 to 4 of the analysis assuming that for each
sentence, 2.5 independent auditory and visual responses were made.
In step 2 of the analysis, the model of Blamey, et al. (1989) is used to predict
the bimodal responses assuming that the response to the information provided
by the auditory modality is statistically independent of the response to the
information provided by the visual modality. The model of Blamey for n = 1
is given by
[1- P(AV)] = [1 – P(SRT)][1 – P(TRT)] 				
(A1)
		
In this formula (also described in step 2 of the Data Analysis subsection), P(AV)
is the probability of a correct response in the bimodal tests, and P(SRT) and
P(TRT) are the probabilities of a correct response in the SRT test and the TRT
test, respectively, that were estimated in step 1 of the analysis. It should be
noted that in the following, an uppercase P reflects the probability of a correct
response to the entire sentence and a lowercase p reflects the probability of a
correct response to a part of a sentence.
Taking the number of independent parts of a sentence into account results in
an increased predicted bimodal performance. To illustrate this, we define p(A)
as the probability of a correct response to an auditorily presented independent
part of the sentence. The probability of a correct response to the entire auditorily
presented sentence, P(SRT), can then be defined as [p(A)]n, because the n parts
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of the sentences are (by definition) independent, and hence, responses to these
parts are also independent. That is, in a correctly reproduced sentence all n
independent parts are correct. Similarly, the probability of a correct response to
the entire visually presented sentence can be defined as [p(V)]n, in which p(V)
is the probability of a correct response to an independent part of the visually
presented sentence.
The probability of a correct bimodal response to an independent part of the
sentence, p(AV), can be predicted using the model of Blamey, et al. (1989):
p(AV) = 1 – [1 – p(A)][1 – p(V)]					

(A2)

Following this, the probability of a correct bimodal response to the entire
sentence consisting of n independent parts, P(AV), equals
P(AV) = [p(AV)]n = {1 – [1 – p(A)][1 – p(V)]}n				

(A3)

In the present study, we used estimations of the probabilities of a correct
unimodal response to the entire sentence [i.e., P(SRT) and P(TRT)] for predicting
the bimodal performance using the probabilistic model of Blamey, et al. (1989).
Because P(SRT) = [p(A)]n and P(TRT) = [p(V)]n, the probability of a correct
bimodal response to the entire sentence, P(AV) equals
P(AV) = (1 – {1 – [P(SRT)1/n]}{1 – [P(TRT)1/n]})n			

(A4)

For n = 1, formula A4 results in a predicted bimodal performance equal to
that predicted by formula A1 for given P(SRT) and P(TRT). Increasing n results
in increased predicted bimodal performances. For example, an estimated
probability of an auditory response, P(SRT), of .20 and an estimated probability
of a correct visual response, P(TRT), of .30 results in a predicted bimodal
performance, P(AV), of 1 – [( 1 - .20)(1 - .30)] = .44 when assuming independent
auditory and visual responses to the entire sentence (n =1). In contrast, using n
= 2.5 results in a predicted bimodal performance P(AV) of {1 – [( 1 - .20 1/2.5)(1
- .30 1/2.5)]}2.5 = .61.
Figure 3.6 is similar to Figure 3.3 (i.e., step 1 of the analysis), but additionally,
curves representing the unimodal performances that (when combined) are
required for a bimodal performance of 50%, as expected from an independent
channels model, are presented for n = 1, n = 1.5, n = 2.5, n = 3, and n = 4.
The darker coloured areas indicate the actual range of n in the sentences used
in the present study: 1.5 to 2.5.
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Figure 3.6 Mean estimated unimodal performances and the unimodal performances (curves)
that, when combined, are required for a bimodal performance of 50% as predicted by an
independent channels model for n = 1, n = 1.5, n = 2.5, n = 3, and n = 4. The darker
coloured areas indicate the actual range of n, 1.5 to 2.5. The upper panel shows the results
for the participants tested with the bar pattern and the lower panel shows the results for
the participants tested with the random dots mask (see also Fig. 3.3). SRT + T@ = Speech
Reception Threshold plus Text-start; SRT + TL = Speech Reception Threshold plus Textlag; TRT + S@ = Text Reception Threshold plus Speech-start; TRT + SL = Text Reception
Threshold plus Speech-lag; AVRT = Audiovisual Reception Threshold.
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For n = 2.5 we repeated steps 3 and 4 of the analysis. In Figure 3.7, both the
bimodal support using n = 1 and the bimodal support n = 2.5 are shown. The
results show that the bimodal support significantly differed from zero only in
the SRT + T@ conditions for the participants who were presented text masked
with the bar pattern (one-tailed analyses, Bonferroni corrected p < .05).
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Figure 3.7 The mean bimodal support (difference between the predicted and observed
bimodal performance) when n, the number of independent parts of each sentence, is equal
to 1 (see also Figure 3.4) or equal to 2.5. The bimodal support in the Speech Reception
Threshold plus Text (SRT + T) test, the Text Reception Threshold plus Speech (TRT + S) test
and the Audiovisual Reception Threshold (AVRT) test is separately shown for the start and lag
conditions and the two visual masks.
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Abstract
Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate the benefit that listeners obtain
from visually presented output from an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
system during listening to speech in noise.
Design: Auditory-alone and audiovisual Speech Reception Thresholds (SRTs)
were measured. The SRT is defined as the speech-to-noise ratio at which
50% of the test sentences are reproduced correctly. In the auditory-alone SRT
tests, the test sentences were presented only auditorily; in the audiovisual SRT
test, the ASR output of each test sentence was also presented textually. The
ASR system was used in two recognition modes: recognition of spoken words
(word output), or recognition of speech sounds or phones (phone output). The
benefit obtained from the ASR output was defined as the difference between
the auditory-alone and the audiovisual SRT. We also examined the readability
of unimodally displayed ASR output (i.e., the percentage of sentences in which
ASR errors were identified and accurately corrected). In experiment 1, the
readability and benefit obtained from ASR word output (n = 14) was compared
with the benefit obtained from ASR phone output (n = 10). In experiment 2, the
effect of presenting an indication of the ASR confidence level was examined (n
= 14). The effect of delaying the presentation of the text relative to the speech
(up to 6 sec) was examined in experiment 3 (n = 24). The ASR accuracy level
was varied systematically in each experiment.
Results: Mean readability scores ranged from 0 to 46%, depending on ASR
accuracy. Speech comprehension improved when the ASR output was
displayed. For example, when the ASR output corresponded to readability
scores of only about 20% correct, the text improved the SRT by about 3 dB
SNR in the audiovisual SRT test. This improvement corresponds to an increase
in speech comprehension of about 35% in critical conditions. Equally readable
phone and word output provides similar benefit in speech comprehension. For
equal ASR accuracies, both the readability and the benefit from the word output
generally exceeded the benefits from the phone output. Presenting information
about the ASR confidence level did not influence either the readability or the
benefit obtained from the word output. Delaying the text relative to the speech
moderately decreased the benefit.
Conclusions: The present study indicates that speech comprehension improves
considerably by textual ASR output with moderate accuracies. The study shows
that this improvement depends on the readability of the ASR output. Word
output has better accuracy and readability than phone output. Listeners are
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therefore better able to use the ASR word output than phone output to improve
speech comprehension. The ability of older listeners and listeners with hearing
impairments to use ASR output in speech comprehension requires further
study.
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Introduction
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is a technology that automatically converts
speech into text. Several studies have stressed the potential of ASR systems to
improve speech comprehension by people who experience communication
problems because of hearing impairments (e.g., Kurzweil, 1999; Levitt, 1995;
Woodcock, 1997). Referring to a display containing a transcription of the
speech content could enable listeners to fill in parts of the auditory information
that they do not hear. Assistive listening systems that automatically generate
such “subtitles” would be particularly useful for situations in which the
listener cannot see the speaker’s face, such as during telephone conversations
(Woodcock, 1997).
Several applications that display information about the content of speech
are available. For example, “Cued Speech” is a lipreading supplement that
automatically derives cues from the spectrogram. The cues are displayed by
dubbing images of hands onto recordings of the speakers’ faces, enabling
viewers to distinguish consonants and vowels. Cued Speech substantially
enhances communication that relies solely on lipreading (Duchnowski, et
al., 2000). Being able to see the face of the speaker (lipreading) increases the
comprehension of speech in difficult listening situations (e.g., Sumby & Pollack,
1954). For example, Tye-Murray, Sommers, and Spehar (2007) observed that
the comprehension of sentences presented in noise improved by about 30%
when the participants saw the face of the speaker in addition to hearing the
auditory speech. Middelweerd and Plomp (1987) reported improvements
in speech reception thresholds (SRTs) of about 4 to 5 dB SNR, and Hygge,
Rönnberg, Larsby, and Arlinger (1992) observed an improvement of about 2.5
dB SNR in the ability to just follow speech when listeners were shown the face
of the speaker. Several available listening systems utilize this ability by displaying
synthetic faces that can be lipread (e.g., Massaro & Light, 2004; Siciliano,
Faulkner, & Williams, 2003). Other systems present textual information about
the content of the speech. For example, computer-assisted note taking provides
real-time transcription of spoken information to support speech comprehension
in meetings and educational settings. This service requires a trained operator
who listens to the speech and types the words using a special keyboard. The
text improves speech comprehension by persons with hearing impairments
(Elliot, Foster, & Stinson, 2002; Stinson, et al., 1999).
Unfortunately, the availability of trained operators is restricted and the costs of
such services are relatively high. The “Liberated Learning Initiative” (Leitch &
MacMillan, 2003a) has developed an assistive listening system that automatically
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generates real-time speech-to-text transcriptions during lectures, using ASR
software trained on the lecturer’s voice. Some students have expressed concerns
about the possibility of erroneous information being introduced into their notes
because of recognition errors made by the ASR system.
In addition to educational settings, textual output from ASR systems may
also improve speech comprehension during telephone conversations. Other
applications that display supportive text have been developed specifically for
telephone conversations. For example, text telephone systems (e.g., CapTel
in the United States) can be used to communicate directly with other texttelephone users.
Every ASR system contains Acoustic Models (AMs), a statistical Language Model
(LM), and a vocabulary. The AMs are statistical models of the spectral properties
of each speech sound (phone). For any given speech signal, each AM generates
the likelihood that the speech signal contained that phone. Context-dependent
AMs are often used to improve recognition accuracy. This involves training
multiple AMs for each phone, depending upon the context (i.e., the preceding
and following phone) in which the phone is pronounced. The LM is a statistical
model based on “N-grams.” An N-gram model represents the probability of a
word, given the N preceding words. For example, a trigram LM (i.e., N = 3)
uses the two preceding words to predict the probability of the third word.
The vocabulary contains the words that can be recognized by the ASR system,
together with the phonetic transcription of these words. During recognition,
the ASR generates hypotheses for a given input speech signal. Only words
that are in the vocabulary and in the language model can be included as
possible recognition hypotheses. The hypotheses are scored according to the
probabilities generated by the AMs and the LM. Improbable hypotheses are
removed and the sequence of words with the highest probability is recognized.
Words that are not in the vocabulary can therefore not be recognized, thereby
causing recognition errors. For phone recognition, the vocabulary contains
only the phones of the target language, and the LM is trained on phonetic
transcriptions of a large amount of textual data. In the Dutch language, the
number of possible phone combinations is much smaller than the number of
possible word combinations. Phone recognition thus has the advantage of a
smaller search space, making the recognition task less complex and thus faster
than it is in word recognition. One disadvantage of phone recognition, however,
is that it uses no word-level LM, resulting in the absence of word boundaries
in phone output.
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Most ASR systems automatically generate confidence scores for each recognized
word or phone. These scores are estimations of the probability that a given
phone/word has been recognized correctly. Confidence scores generally range
between zero and one; higher scores indicate a higher probability of correct
recognition. Unfortunately, the probability estimations are not 100% correct;
it is therefore possible for words/phones with high confidence scores to be
recognized incorrectly and for words/ phones with low confidence scores to be
recognized correctly. In other words, the confidence scores are not inherently
reliable, and it is not clear whether displaying them actually improves the ability
to comprehend ASR output (Feng & Sears, 2004).
The performance of ASR systems depends on a number of factors. One
important factor is the difficulty/complexity of the task. For example, the
recognition of a small input vocabulary (e.g., isolated digits) is less difficult than
speech recognition in a less restricted domain (e.g., real-life conversational
speech). Additionally, the type of speaker-dependent ASR that is usually used
in commercially available dictation systems is less complex than the speakerindependent ASR that is generally applied in telecommunication systems.
Speaker-dependent ASR requires a training procedure to adapt the AMs to
the voice characteristics of new speakers. Furthermore, spontaneous speech
is more difficult to recognize than isolated words or dictated commands. In
spontaneous speech, words are connected and therefore coarticulated, and
they may contain incomplete articulation (reduction), filled pauses, hesitations,
false starts, and repetitions. Additionally, pronunciation varies more, both
between and within speakers, in spontaneous speech than in dictated speech.
The presence of non-speech sounds, background noise, and distortions of the
speech signal also lowers the accuracy of ASR. Finally, multispeaker dialogs that
contain overlapping speech can be problematic.
Because of the factors mentioned above, current ASR systems are unfortunately
unable to perform perfect recognition of conversational telephone speech
(Kingsbury, et al., 2003; Riccardi & Hakkani- Tür, 2003). The highest accuracy
for the recognition of English conversational telephone speech, as reported
in the NIST RT04F evaluation (Fiscus, et al., 2004), was about 85% for 20
times Real-Time (RT) word recognition and about 80% for one time RT word
recognition. Real-time recognition means that the time required to process the
speech equals the duration of the speech input. The RT factor is calculated by
dividing the time required by the Central Processing Unit (CPU) to process the
speech fragment by the duration of that speech fragment. The processing time
increases for more complex recognition tasks and for signals with lower quality.
Within certain limits, there is a trade-off between recognition accuracy and
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processing time (Pallet, 2003). For the subtitling of conversational telephone
speech, the conversation domain should not be restricted by the ASR system;
a large-vocabulary ASR system is therefore required. Ideally, the system should
also be able to recognize spontaneous speech, and it should be speakerindependent, allowing the recognition of any male or female speaker.
Huggins, Houde, and Colwell (1986) examined the influence of ASR accuracy
on the ability to read ASR phone output. Reading a correct phone transcription
was relatively difficult; for partly erroneous transcripts, performing the task
became almost impossible. Training participants to make them less vulnerable
to recognition errors was difficult, and it did not improve performance
(Huggins, et al., 1986). Burnham, Robert-Ribes, and Ellison (1998) examined
the effect of delays in the presentation of subtitles on the ability of people with
hearing impairments to comprehend television programs. Their small study
(N = 2) indicates that both viewing satisfaction and speech comprehension
decreased as the text delay increased from 1 to 4 sec. relative to the auditory
signal. Bratakos, Duchnomski, and Braida (1998) examined the influence of
several characteristics of ASR output on the lipreading benefit derived from
Cued Speech. These characteristics included the indication of recognition
confidence, delay in the presentation of the cues, and ASR accuracy. They
observed that indicating ASR confidence scores slightly reduced the lipreading
benefit. Delaying the cues and increasing the number of recognition errors also
decreased the benefit. Based on the average duration of the cues (i.e., 285
msec), relatively short delays (i.e., 33 msec) produced no significant reduction
in the lipreading benefit, in contrast to delays of 100 and 165 msec. A study
by Shum, Myers, and Waibel (2001) reported that presenting ASR confidence
scores did not affect the ability of participants to identify and correct ASR errors
when using a dictation system based on ASR technology.
Because the application of ASR in daily communication situations does not
result in perfect subtitling, the current study focuses on improving speech
comprehension in noise by displaying the imperfect subtitles generated by an
ASR system. We evaluated the speech-comprehension benefit by comparing
speech comprehension with or without the presentation of the subtitles. The
study included three experiments examining the influence of three ASR features
on the benefit obtained from the text: (1) the type of ASR output (words versus
phones), (2) the indication of ASR confidence scores, and (3) the delay of text
relative to speech. The effect of ASR accuracy was investigated systematically
in each experiment. To our knowledge, no other study has systematically
evaluated the effects of these factors on the speech-comprehension benefit
derived from automatically generated subtitles.
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We expected the listening support obtained from word-output to be higher
than that obtained from phone output, as people are more experienced in
reading words than they are in reading phones. Second, we hypothesized that
using ASR confidence scores to mark the words or phones that were likely to
have been incorrectly recognized would increase the speech-comprehension
benefit. Correctly recognized words and phones tend to have higher confidence
scores; indicating the confidence scores may therefore enhance the ability of
the reader of ASR output to focus on the words that are likely correct. Third,
we expected that greater recognition delays (i.e., longer intervals required by
the ASR system to generate the subtitles) would reduce the benefit obtained
from the text. Delaying television subtitles used by hearing-impaired persons
to facilitate speech comprehension decreases both speech comprehension
and quality ratings of the subtitles (Burnham, et al., 1998; Maruyama, Abe,
Sawamura, Mitsuhashim, & Shirai, 1999). Finally, we expected that higher
ASR accuracy would increase the speech-comprehension benefit, as a higher
number of correctly recognized words provides more linguistic context to fill
in the words that were not heard by the listener and that were not correctly
recognized by the ASR system. When ASR accuracy is low, listeners are faced
with receiving and using unreliable and sometimes misleading information.
Following a description of the general methods of this study, each experiment
is described in a separate section.

General Methods
The effects of type of ASR output, indication of ASR confidence and text
delay relative to speech on performance were measured in three different
experiments. Table 4.1 shows the parameters examined in each experiment.

Table 4.1 Design of the present study.
Type of ASR output

Indication of
ASR confidence

Text delay relative to
speech

Experiment 1 (n = 24)

Words & phones

+

-

Experiment 2 (n = 14)

Words

-

-

Experiment 3 (n = 24)

Words

-

+

In each of the three experiments, the number of errors in the output of the automatic
speech recognizer (ASR) was systematically varied.
‘+’ = Indication of ASR confidence was present / text delay was varied; ‘-’ = Indication of
ASR confidence was absent / text was not delayed relative to the speech.
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Participants
Participants were students and employees of the VU University, Amsterdam in
the Netherlands. All were native Dutch speakers who reported normal hearing
and normal or corrected-to-normal vision; they were paid to participate in this
study. All participants provided written informed consent in accordance with
the Ethical Committee of the VU University Medical Center. Each individual
participated in only one of the experiments.
The TNO ASR System
We used a large-vocabulary ASR system that was developed by TNO
(Soesterberg, the Netherlands) to recognize Dutch broadcast news for audioarchiving purposes. This system is better suited to the current recognition task
(i.e., speaker-independent recognition of semispontaneous speech) than are
commercially available dictation systems. In contrast to dictation systems that are
speaker dependent and trained to recognize dictated speech, the TNO system
is speaker-independent and its recognition accuracy for the SRT sentences
was sufficient for current purposes. The speech decoder (i.e., the method
for computing the most likely transcription of a speech sample) of the TNO
ASR system is based on a recognizer developed by the University of Colorado
(Pellom, 2001; Pellom & Hacioglu, 2003). The TNO ASR system is known
as Speechmill; it was originally developed using the ABBOT speech decoder
(see Ordelman, 2003). The system uses context-dependent “triphone” AMs
for 43 phones, which were trained on about 14 hr of Dutch news broadcasts
(containing 11,880 utterances or 238,724 words). The term “triphone” means
that the AMs depend on both the preceding and the following phone. No
speaker adaptation and normalization methods were used. Because the training
set included a large variety of both male and female speakers, the Speechmill
system is independent of task, speaker, and gender.
For word recognition, the trigram LM was trained on approximately 100 million
words of newspaper text. The vocabulary of the ASR system consisted of the
20,000 words occurring most frequently in the text. For phone recognition, the
LM was trained on a selection of the database (2,410 utterances or 144,284
phones).
Generation and Selection of the Subtitles
Step 1: Generation of ASR word- and phone-output
For the SRT test (Plomp & Mimpen, 1979a; see description below), we used a
selection of the short, Dutch sentences developed and recorded by Versfeld,
Daalder, Festen, and Houtgast (2000). To generate the ASR output that was used
to examine the benefit obtained from the text in speech comprehension, all
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1014 SRT sentences developed by Versfeld et al. were recognized by the TNO
word and phone recognizer. Half of these sentences were spoken by one male
speaker, and half were spoken by one female speaker. For the phone output,
the Dutch version of SAMPA (Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet;
Wells, 1997) was used as phone set. For a description of the generation of the
confidence scores by the TNO ASR system, see Hacioglu and Ward (2002). The
confidence scores ranged from 0 to 100.
To calculate ASR accuracy scores, the output was compared with the actually
spoken words and phones (standard pronunciation). About 9% of the words
in the SRT sentences were not included in the vocabulary of the ASR system.
Table 4.2 shows the various recognition errors in more detail. Accuracy scores
were lower for phones than they were for words, but word recognition was
slower than phone recognition. The CPU time necessary for word recognition
was five times RT, and the CPU time necessary for phone recognition was one
time RT.
Table 4.2 Total number of recognition errors of the TNO Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) system for the Speech Reception Threshold (SRT) sentences
developed by Versfeld, Daalder, Festen, & Houtgast (2000).
Word recognition
Speaker

Total of Errors

Substitutions

Deletions

Insertions

Female

807 (25.7%)

586 (18.7%)

155 (4.9%)

66 (2.1%)

Male

791 (25.5%)

567 (18.3%)

133 (4.3%)

91 (2.9%)

Phone recognition
Speaker

Total of Errors

Substitutions

Deletions

Insertions

Female

4493 (38.9%)

2723 (23.7%)

1120 (9.7%)

630 (5.5%)

Male

4663 (40.5%)

2897 (25.2%)

850 (7.4%)

916 (8.0%)

The total number of errors is the sum of the substituted, deleted, and inserted words/phones.
The percentage of errors is the number of errors divided by the total number of words/phones
in the SRT sentences, multiplied by 100.

Step 2: Calculation of the ASR accuracy per sentence
In line with the Word-Error rate per Sentence (WES) as defined by Strik,
Cucchiarini, and Kessens (2001), we calculated Word Accuracy per Sentence
(WAS) and Phone Accuracy per Sentence (PAS), which were defined as 100%
minus the percentage of recognition errors. The percentage of recognition
errors was defined as the total number of deleted, substituted, and inserted
phones/words divided by the total number of words/phones in the sentence.
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Step 3: Categorization of sentences according to the ASR accuracy per sentence
We aimed to vary the WAS and the PAS systematically to examine their
influence on the benefit derived from the subtitles. The 507 sentences
spoken by each speaker were categorized according to WAS or the PAS.
Because a single SRT measurement requires a list of 20 sentences spoken
by one speaker (see below), the sentences were grouped such that at least
seven adjacent categories were created for each ASR output type, with each
category containing at least 20 sentences for each speaker. The limited set of
available test sentences, the performance of the ASR system, and the fact that
sentences could be presented only once to each participant complicated the
categorization process. Furthermore, the ease of detecting and correcting ASR
errors can vary across sentences within each category. For example, missing
articles are generally less likely to disturb comprehension than are missing
verbs. To make the categorization of sentences more robust in this regard, we
used the output of both speakers. If sufficient sentences were available, two or
three nonoverlapping lists were created for each category.
The range of the PAS of the phone categories was 4% to create 10 adjacent
categories, each containing at least 20 sentences for each speaker. Figures 4.1
and 4.2 show the frequency distribution of the PAS and WAS, respectively.
The major difference between the frequency distribution of the WAS and
the PAS was that none of the sentences was recognized without error for
phone recognition, whereas about 37% were recognized correctly for word
recognition. To prevent ceiling effects, the perfectly recognized sentences were
not used; this decreased the available word output substantially. As a result, the
range of the WAS of the word categories were broader than the range of the
PAS for the phone categories were (9% versus 4%, respectively) to create seven
categories of words, each containing at least 20 sentences for each speaker (see
Fig. 4.2). Because the maximum number of words within a sentence was nine,
none of the sentences had a WAS score between 90 and 99%.
Stimuli and Tests
Auditory stimuli and tests
The SRT test adaptively estimated the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) at which
the participant could reproduce 50% of the sentences without error (Plomp &
Mimpen, 1979a). Stationary noise with the long-term-average spectrum of the
speech served as mask (Versfeld, et al., 2000). The noise level was fixed at 55
dB SPL, and the SNR was varied by changing the level of the speech. Twenty
sentences were presented in each test (Versfeld, et al., 2000); the first sentence
was presented with a SNR below threshold and was presented repeatedly,
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increasing the SNR (in increments of 2 dB) until the participant reproduced the
sentence without error. Each of the other sentences was presented once; if the
sentence was identified correctly, the SNR was decreased by 2 dB, and if it was
identified incorrectly, the SNR was increased by 2 dB. The SRT was the mean
SNR for sentences 5 to 20. Lower thresholds indicate better performance.
Although the male and female speakers of the SRT sentences were equally
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comprehensible (Versfeld, et al., 2000), differences between the speakers could
cause differences in ASR performance. To prevent speaker differences from
confounding the results, half of the participants heard the male speaker and
the other half heard the female speaker during the auditory and audiovisual
tests in experiments 1 and 2. In experiment 3, participants heard each speaker
equally often.
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Figure 4.2 Categorization of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) word output as a function
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shown separately for the two speakers. Several sentences were selected from the numbered
categories; the ASR output from these sentences was presented to the participants.

Visual stimuli and tests
During the visual tests, participants were asked to identify and correct the errors
in the textual ASR output. Each of the sentences contained at least one ASR
error. Because these errors were not marked in any way, participants first had
to identify the
errors
Word
outputbefore correcting them. This made the visual tests quite
difficult, especially for the lower WAS and PAS categories.
Phone output

Sentences were displayed on a PC screen. The typeface of the text was Arial
100
and the font size was 27. The phones were presented as a string of characters
and separated by space-characters. Sentences appeared word-by-word or
phone-by-phone and the words or phones remained on the screen until the
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sentence was completed. The timing of the onset of the presentation of each
word or phone was based on timestamps obtained from the ASR system. After
displaying the last word or phone of a sentence, the sentence remained visible
for 3.0 sec and then disappeared. Participants were presented one list for each
of the seven WAS or 10 PAS categories. The percentage of correctly reproduced
sentences for sentences 5 to 20 from each list was used in the analyses. A
correct reproduction means that the participant identified the ASR errors and
corrected them accurately. In other words, the sentence reproduced by the
listener was identical to the original auditory SRT sentence. In the following
discussion, the percentage of correctly reproduced sentences will be referred
to as the readability of the ASR output.
Audiovisual stimuli and tests
As in the auditory SRT test, the audiovisual SRT test estimated the SNR required
for reproducing 50% of the sentences without error by adaptively varying the
SNR of the speech in noise. The ASR output for that sentence was presented
simultaneously with the speech. One list of 20 sentences for each of the
seven categories of words or 10 categories of phones was presented to each
participant. The procedure for presenting the ASR output was the same as in
the unimodal visual tests. The audiovisual SRT was the mean SNR for sentences
5 to 20.
Procedure
The auditory stimuli (a mixture of speech and noise signals prerecorded on
the hard disk of a PC) were generated by an external sound card on a PC
and presented binaurally through headphones. Test administration took place
in a sound-treated room. Each participant sat in a comfortable chair with the
forehead approximately 45 cm from the PC screen, which was positioned
such that the middle of the screen was at the participants’ eye level. The room
illumination level was approximately 350 lux, and the room lighting did not
cause direct glare on the PC screen.
The experimenter sat next to the participant. Participants were asked to repeat
each sentence and encouraged to make their best guess for sentences for which
they were not sure. A sentence was scored as correct if the participant was able
to repeat each word of the sentence without error. No feedback was given
during the tests.
A training SRT test was conducted to make the participants familiar with the
stimuli and test procedure. Participants were shown 10 examples of word
or phone subtitles together with the corresponding correct sentence. The
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participants were told that each subtitle contained at least one deleted, inserted,
or substituted word/phone. Data from the practice phase were not included in
the analyses. In each experiment, sentences were presented only once to each
participant.
Apparatus
A Dell Pentium III PC with a Dell P793 17-inch CRT monitor controlled
stimulus presentation. Signals were generated with a Creative SoundBlaster
Sound Card and presented through Sony MDR-V99 headphones. Calibrations
were performed with a Bruël and Kjær Artificial Ear (type 4152) and a Bruël and
Kjær 2260 Observer, in conformity with ISO 389 (International Organization
for Standardization, 1991).

Experiment 1: Type of ASR output – words versus phones
In experiment 1, we compared the speech-comprehension benefit obtained
from the word output to that obtained from the phone output. Additionally, we
evaluated whether the readability of the ASR output improved as participants
became more familiar with the type of errors made by the ASR system.

Experiment 1 Methods
Participants
Twenty-four participants (20 women, 4 men) were tested in experiment 1.
Their ages ranged from 18 to 58 years, with a mean age of 26 years (SD = 10.0
years).
Visual Stimuli: Indication of ASR Confidence
In experiment 1, low and high-confidence thresholds were applied to classify
the ASR-recognition confidence of the words and phones as low, medium, or
high. Three types of font were used to indicate the recognition confidence
of each word or phone (Shum, et al., 2001; Whittaker, et al., 2002). The
confidence thresholds were defined separately for each ASR output type and
speaker, and they were based on the relationship between the recognitionconfidence scores estimated by the ASR system and the actual ASR accuracy.
This relationship is shown in Figure 4.3. To define the confidence thresholds, the
confidence scores were first grouped into bins of 3% width. For the ASR output
in each bin, we calculated the percentage of words and phones that were
recognized correctly. Figure 4.3 shows a more steeply fitted linear regression
line for the word output than for the phone output, indicating a higher reliability
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Figure 4.3 Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) accuracy as a function of the confidence
scores generated by the ASR system. The ASR confidence scores were grouped into bins of
3% width. For each bin, the percentage of accurately recognized words or phones with a
confidence score within the range of that bin was averaged over the two speakers. Linear
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output
regression lines
were
fitted on the plotted results.
Phone output

with which the confidence scores of the word output reflected the actual ASR
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accuracy. For the phone output, the low confidence threshold was set as the
lower 60
boundary of the 3%-width bin at which the mean recognition accuracy
exceeded 50% correct and stayed above 50% correct for higher confidence
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bins. The recognition-accuracy criterion for the word output was 40% correct.
40 output types, the recognition-accuracy criterion was 70% for the high
For both
confidence threshold. Words or phones with confidence scores below the low30
confidence threshold were displayed in a normal typeface and gray characters
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“this is normal gray text”). Words or phones with medium confidence
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is normal black text”), and words or phones with confidence scores above the
high-confidence threshold were displayed in boldface black characters (e.g.,
“this is boldface black text”). We expected the different letter formats to be
effective in informing the participants about the ASR confidence of the word
or phone that was being presented (c.f. Shum, et al., 2001; Whittaker, et al.,
2002).
Procedure
The order in which each visual and audiovisual condition was performed was
distributed equally across the participants. This prevented the test order from
becoming confounded with the WAS category, and it enabled us to examine
the practice effects on the visual tests. Seven visual and seven audiovisual tests
were performed for the word output; 10 visual and 10 audiovisual tests were
performed for the phone output. To present each ASR category equally often
in each order position across participants, the word output was shown to 14
participants and the phone output was shown to 10 participants.
The 1.5-hr test session for the word output consisted of two blocks, each
containing seven visual and audiovisual tests. The test session for the phone
output consisted of two blocks, each containing five visual and five audiovisual
tests. The participants shown the phone output thus performed three additional
visual tests and three additional audiovisual tests as compared with the tests
performed by the participants shown the word output, which lengthened the
duration of the test session by 0.5 hr. Each participant performed one SRT test
(auditory-only) during the test session.
Participants were instructed that words or phones in boldface “were reliable
and likely to be correct, but could also be incorrect,” that words or phones
in normal typeface “were moderately reliable and could be either correct or
incorrect,” and that words or phones in gray typeface “were unreliable and
likely to be incorrect, but could also be correct.”

Experiment 1 Results
Auditory Tests
The mean auditory SRT for all 24 participants was -4.32 dB SNR (SD = 1.13
dB SNR).
Visual Tests
Figure 4.4 shows the results of the readability tests as a function of the WAS
and PAS accuracies. Readability ranged from 0.0 (PAS category 1, mean PAS
= 42%) to 18.8% (PAS category 10, mean PAS = 78%) for the phone output
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and from 0.0 (WAS category 1, mean WAS = 32%) to 46.0% (WAS category
20
7, mean
WAS = 85%) for the word output. These results indicate that, for
equal ASR accuracies, it was more difficult to detect and correct ASR errors
in the phone output than it was to correct ASR errors in the word output. For
example,
0 the mean WAS of category 5 was 68.3%. The readability of the word
output for0this category20was 18.8%. The
40 readability60of the phone80output for the
100
comparable category (PAS Category
8) was only 6.9%. Although the word and
ASR confidence score (bins of 3% width)
phone categories were not completely comparable, these results suggest that it
is easier to correct word errors than it is to correct phone errors.
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Figure 4.4 Mean readability of the word and phone output as a function of automatic speech
recognition word and phone accuracy per sentence. Error bars equal 1 SD.

For both types of ASR output, a univariate repeated-measures analysis with the
variable “test order” was performed to test for practice effects in the visual tests.
Because the number of participants in each group was rather small, we adopted
a relatively lenient statistical threshold α of 0.10 to increase the statistical power
of the analyses. The effect of order position on the percentage of correctly
rectified sentences was not statistically significant for either the word output
Word
output
(F(6,78) = 1.21,
Greenhouse-Geisser
corrected p = 0.32, ε = 0.42) or the phone
output (F(9,81)
=
0.56,
Greenhouse-Geisser
corrected p = 0.71, ε = 0.49),
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indicating the absence of practice effects on the visual tests.
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The differences between
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SRT90were
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calculated for each participant.
Following
MacLeod
and
Mean
Word / Phone
Accuracy
per Summerfield
Sentence (%) (1987),
we defined this difference as the audiovisual benefit (audiovisual benefit =
auditory SRT - audiovisual SRT). Higher values indicate greater audiovisual
benefit. Figure 4.5 displays the mean audiovisual benefit for each category and
output type. The readability for WAS category 7 was quite high (i.e., 46%),
indicating that several of the participants were already able to reproduce more
than 50% of the sentences correctly without the auditory speech. Remember
that the audiovisual SRT is the adaptively estimated SNR required for a
completely correct reproduction of 50% of the sentences. This makes it difficult
to interpret the audiovisual benefit observed for this category, and the results
for this category are therefore not presented in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 Mean audiovisual benefit (mean difference between auditory Speech Reception
Thresholds [SRT] and audiovisual SRT) of the word and phone output as a function of
automatic speech recognition word and phone accuracy per sentence. Higher scores reflect
greater audiovisual benefit. SNR = Signal-to-Noise ratio. Error bars equal 1 SD.
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The mean audiovisual benefit was similar for categories that contained equally
readable ASR output, regardless of the type of ASR output. For example,
participants were able to identify and correct the ASR errors in an average of
18.8% of the sentences in WAS Category 5 and PAS Category 10 (see Fig. 4.4).
The subtitles in both categories improved the SRT by about 2.6 dB SNR in the
audiovisual tests (see Fig. 4.5). It should be noted that differences between the
two output types were not tested statistically, as the word and phone categories
were not directly comparable.

Experiment 2: Indication of ASR Confidence
In experiment 1, the type of font of each textually presented word or phone
indicated whether the estimated recognition confidence of the ASR system was
low, medium, or high. In experiment 2, we examined whether this information
influenced the readability of the ASR output and the audiovisual benefit. To this
end, the ASR word output was presented without indicating the recognitionconfidence level to a control group of 14 participants. As described in the
previous section, the ASR confidence scores for the words were more reliable
in indicating ASR accuracy than were the confidence scores for the phones
(Fig. 4.3). Assuming that confidence information influences readability and
audiovisual benefit, we expected the influence to be stronger for word output
than it would be for phone output. In experiment 2, therefore, we presented
only word output. In the following section, these results are compared with the
word output data of experiment 1.

Experiment 2 Methods
Participants
Fourteen participants (12 women, 2 men) were tested in experiment 2. Their
ages ranged from 19 to 58 years, with a mean age of 25 years (SD = 11.0
years).
Stimuli and Tests
The visual, auditory, and audiovisual stimuli and tests were the same as in
experiment 1. In contrast to experiment 1, the confidence scores generated
by the ASR system were not indicated; all words were displayed in normal
typeface and black characters.

Experiment 2 Results
Auditory tests
The mean auditory SRT of the 14 participants tested in experiment 2 was -4.19
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Visual tests
To enable a quick comparison of the readability of words with and without
indicating ASR confidence, the readability results of experiment 1 and 2 are
presented in Figure 4.6. The black bars represent data from the 14 participants
who were not shown an indication of ASR confidence (experiment 2). The
white bars represent data from the participants tested in experiment 1 (see
also Fig. 4.4). Similar to experiment 1, the high readability for WAS category 7
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Figure 4.6 Effect of indicating the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) confidence on the
readability of ASR output. The black bars represent the performance of participants who were
shown the word output without information about the ASR confidence level (Experiment 2).
The white bars represent the performance of participants who were shown the word output
along with information about the ASR confidence level (Experiment 1). Error bars equal 1 SD.
WAS = Word Accuracy per Sentence.
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WAS Category
were therefore omitted from Figure
4.6. For(mean
both WAS)
groups, the mean readability
of the ASR output of WAS category 1 was equal to zero. Group differences in
the readability observed in the seven visual tests were tested using multivariate
analysis of variance, including the indication of recognition confidence as a
between-subjects factor. Because the number of participants in each group was
relatively small (i.e., N = 14), we adopted a statistical threshold α of 0.10 to
increase the statistical power of the test. The analysis indicated that readability
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Figure 4.7 Effect of indicating the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) confidence on the
audiovisual benefit. The mean audiovisual benefit (mean difference between auditory Speech
Reception Thresholds [SRT] and audiovisual SRT) is presented for each Word Accuracy
per Sentence (WAS) category. Higher scores reflect greater audiovisual benefit. The black
bars represent the performance of participants who were shown the word output without
information about the ASR confidence level (Experiment 2). The white bars represent the
performance of participants who were shown the word output along with information about
the ASR confidence level (Experiment 1). Error bars equal 1 SD. SNR = Signal-to-Noise ratio.
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did not significantly differ between the two groups. In other words, presenting
information about ASR confidence did not influence the readability of the ASR
output.
Audiovisual tests
Figure 4.7 shows the mean audiovisual benefit for each WAS category. The black
bars represent data from the 14 participants who were not shown an indication
of ASR confidence (experiment 2). The white bars represent data from the
participants tested in experiment 1 (see also Fig. 4.5). Group differences in mean
performance on the audiovisual tests were tested using multivariate analysis
of variance, including the indication of recognition confidence as a betweensubjects factor. The data for WAS Category 7 were omitted from this analysis.
As before, a statistical threshold á of 0.10 was adopted. The two groups did not
differ significantly in performance. Although the statistical power of the analysis
was limited by the relatively small number of participants in each group, these
results do indicate that providing the information about ASR confidence does
not increase the benefit obtained from automatically generated subtitles when
listening to speech in noise.

Experiment 3: Text delay relative to speech
In Experiment 3, we examined the effect of delaying the presentation of the
word output in the audiovisual tests.

Experiment 3 Methods
Participants
Twenty-four participants (20 women, 4 men) were tested in experiment 3.
Their ages ranged from 18 to 55 years, with a mean age of 26 years (SD = 10.7
years).
Stimuli and Tests
Experiment 3 involved four delay conditions, in which the presentation of the
subtitles was delayed 0, 2, 4, or 6 sec relative to the speech. Because insufficient
word output was available to present the seven categories and four delay
conditions in a completely crossed design, we created three new categories
by combining stimuli from the original WAS Categories 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and
5 and 6 (see Table 4.3). Three lists of 20 sentences spoken by a male and two
lists of 20 sentences spoken by a female were created for the first and third
new categories. Two lists of 20 sentences spoken by a male and three lists of 20
sentences spoken by a female were created for the second new category.
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Table 4.3 Mean Word Accuracy per Sentence (WAS) for the three WAS
categories presented in Experiment 3.
Mean WAS (%)

Range WAS (%)

Readability (%)

1:

36.9

25-44

5.7 (6.1)

2:

54.6

45-62

12.2 (8.1)

3:

73.8

63-80

27.1 (12.5)

For each category, five lists of 20 sentences were created. The means and standard deviations
(in parentheses) for the readability of the Automatic Speech Recognition output in the visual
tests are also presented.

Procedure
As in the other experiments, the timing of the appearance of each word was
based on timestamps obtained from the ASR system. The presentation of the
words in the 0-sec delay condition was the same as in the other experiments
(no delay). We also included three conditions in which the presentation of all
words within a given sentence was delayed 2, 4, or 6 sec. In other words, a
delay interval of 2, 4, or 6 sec. was inserted after the first word was uttered.
During the delay interval, no text was displayed, but the auditory presentation
of the remaining words of the sentence continued normally. After the delay
interval, the sentence appeared in the normal word-by-word fashion. After the
last word of a sentence was displayed, the entire sentence remained visible for
3 sec. In the 2, 4, or 6-sec delay conditions, participants were instructed to wait
for the presentation of the text before repeating the sentence, even if they were
already able to comprehend the auditory speech. This ensured that participants
in each audiovisual condition received the subtitles before reproducing the
sentences. Because of the limited amount of ASR word output, each participant
was presented lists read by both the male and the female speaker. To enable
the calculation of differences between the audiovisual and the auditory SRT (as
estimated with sentences spoken by the same speaker) the auditory SRT was
determined once for sentences pronounced by the female speaker and once
for sentences pronounced by the male speaker.
The 1.5-hr test session started with two training SRT tests, one with the female
speaker and one with the male speaker. After the training session, the first block
of six audiovisual tests was performed, followed by two SRT tests. After a 10min break, a second block of six audiovisual tests was performed. The session
finished with three visual tests (one test for each WAS category). In total, 12
audiovisual tests were performed: one for each of the three ASR categories
in each of the four delay conditions. The order of the visual and audiovisual
tests was counterbalanced such that each delay condition and WAS category
was presented equally often at each order position. In addition, the output of
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each speaker was equally balanced across the participants and over the delay
conditions.
The interaction effect and main effects of ASR accuracy and delay were tested
using multivariate repeated measures GLM analysis, including delay (0, 2, 4,
and 6 sec) and WAS category (1, 2, and 3) as within-subjects factors.

Experiment 3 Results
Auditory tests
The mean SRT (averaged over 24 participants) determined with sentences
spoken by the female was -4.36 dB SNR (SD = 0.81 dB SNR), and the mean
SRT determined with sentences spoken by the male was -3.78 dB SNR (SD =
1.14 dB SNR).
Visual Tests
The results of the readability tests are shown in Table 4.3.
Audiovisual Tests
For each participant, we calculated the difference between the auditory SRT
and each audiovisual SRT for each of the three categories and four delay
conditions. The mean audiovisual benefit (averaged over participants) is
presented in Figure 4.8. Multivariate repeated measures GLM analysis (two
within-factors design) was used to test for the effects of ASR accuracy and
delay on the audiovisual benefit. We applied a statistical threshold α of 0.05.
The interaction effect between ASR accuracy and delay was not statistically
significant. The main effect of ASR accuracy was statistically significant (F(2,22) =
45.3, p < 0.001). The effect of delay approached statistical significance (F(3,21)
= 3.01, p = 0.05). The decline in the mean audiovisual benefit as a function of
the delay seemed less pronounced at longer delays. Although tentative (because
we did not include delays longer than 6 sec), this conclusion was supported by
post hoc analyses. In these analyses, we excluded data from some of the delay
conditions from the repeated measures analysis. The main effect of delay was
statistically significant (p = 0.03) when excluding data from the 6-sec delay
condition. The effect of delay was also statistically significant when data from
both the 4-sec and 6-sec delay conditions were excluded from the analysis (p
= 0.01). In summary, although the effect of delay was not statistically significant
when all delay conditions were included in the analysis, the results presented
in Figure 4.8 and the post hoc analyses suggest a moderate negative effect for
delayed presentation of the text.
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Figure 4.8 Effect of delaying the presentation of the Automatic Speech Recognition word
output on the audiovisual benefit (auditory Speech Reception Threshold [SRT] – audiovisual
SRT). Means and standard deviations are presented for each category and delay condition.
Higher scores indicate greater audiovisual benefit. The legend shows the mean Word Accuracy
per Sentence for each category. SNR = signal to noise ratio.

General Discussion
Experiment 1 examined the benefit obtained from textual ASR word and
phone output in the comprehension of speech in noise. Equally readable word
and phone output provided similar benefits in the comprehension of speech
in noise, suggesting that the benefit obtained from ASR output in speech
comprehension is predominantly determined by the ability of the participants
to detect and correct ASR errors rather than by the type of output (words versus
phones). For similar ASR accuracies, the readability of the text was substantially
higher for the word output than it was for the phone output (Fig. 4.4). This
indicates that it is relatively difficult to reproduce a string of partly erroneous
phones that lacks word boundaries.
The most important finding of experiment 2 was that participants were not
able to use the ASR confidence scores; indicating the ASR confidence level
influenced neither the readability of the ASR output nor the audiovisual benefit.
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Several factors could have contributed to this result. First, time constraints or
insufficient cognitive resources may have limited the ability of participants to
use the confidence information. Second, the confidence scores were unreliable
indicators of ASR accuracy (see Fig. 4.3), thereby limiting the value of presenting
this information (Shum, et al., 2001). Third, as suggested by Bratakos et al.
(1998), participants may need adequate training to develop strategies for using
the unreliable confidence information. It should be noted that the results
observed in the other experiments could also have been influenced by the
fact that we did not train the participants to read the ASR output. For example,
a training procedure may improve the ability of participants to read phones.
Nonetheless, we do not expect that providing such training would increase
the relative readability of phones when compared with words when the ASR
accuracy level is relatively low (c.f., Huggins, et al., 1986). Future studies could
investigate this issue further.
As described in the introduction section, it is important to consider the time
that the ASR system requires for generating the output, as word recognition
is generally slower than phone recognition. The benefit obtained from
instantaneously presented phones (experiment 1) can be compared with the
benefit obtained from delayed presented words (experiment 3). The results
of experiment 3 indicate that delaying the display of the words moderately
reduces the benefit obtained from the subtitles. However, when the ASR
accuracy of the word output was high (i.e., WAS Category 3, as in experiment
3), the benefit from the delayed presentation of the word output still exceeded
that obtained from most phone categories (see Figs. 4.5 and 4.8). For WAS
categories 1 and 2, the benefit in experiment 3 was roughly the same as that
obtained from PAS categories 4 to 9. Additionally, as shown in Table 4.2, the
average accuracy of the TNO ASR system was higher for word than for phone
recognition for the entire data set, which is consistent with the performance
of other ASR systems (e.g., Lamel & Gauvain, 1993). The word-level language
model that was used for word recognition improves recognition performance.
The ASR accuracy and the readability of the word output therefore exceed that
of the phone output, thereby probably increasing the benefit obtained from
words relative to that obtained from phones. It should be noted, however, that
the phone output was presented to a relatively small number of participants,
and we used a between-subjects design to evaluate the difference between the
two types of ASR output. Furthermore, the audiovisual benefit was relatively
small in the conditions in which the readability of the word output was similar
to that of the phone output. These factors may have limited the ability to detect
any effect of ASR output type.
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In Experiment 3, we observed that delaying the presentation of subtitles had a
moderately negative effect on the audiovisual benefit. This effect may be related
to increased demands on working memory functioning in these delay conditions.
In other words, delaying the subtitles requires the temporary storage of acoustic
information in working memory while waiting for the subtitles to appear. This
effect might be more pronounced in listening situations that are more realistic,
in which ongoing speech must be comprehended instead of separate sentences.
Future studies should evaluate these issues more thoroughly.
In the current study, we evaluated the benefit obtained from automatically
generated subtitles by presenting SRT tests that adaptively estimated the SNR
required to reproduce 50% of the sentences without error. In experiments 1
and 2, the average readability for WAS category 7 was about 45%. As a result,
the audiovisual benefit derived from this category could not be estimated
reliably and hence, the extent to which participants would have benefited
from ASR output with WAS accuracies equal to or greater than 85% remains
unclear. The benefit obtained from such highly accurate subtitles, however, is
likely to equal if not exceed the benefit obtained from WAS Category 6 (see Fig.
4.7). Future studies should examine the audiovisual benefit obtained with such
highly accurate ASR output.
As shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7, an audiovisual benefit of about 3 dB SNR
was observed for ASR output with readability scores of only about 20% (WAS
category 5). This relationship between the readability of the text and the
audiovisual benefit is consistent with an earlier study performed by our group
(Zekveld, et al., 2008a), which examined the benefit obtained from masked text
in speech comprehension. Using the psychometric function that describes the
comprehension of speech in noise as a function of SNR (Versfeld, et al., 2000),
it can be calculated that an improvement of about 3 dB in SRT corresponds to a
35% increase in speech comprehension around the speech reception threshold.
This improvement requires a mean ASR WAS of about 69%.
In each of the three experiments, we observed a relatively large interindividual
variance in both the readability of the ASR output and the audiovisual benefit.
Interindividual variance might increase further when ASR output is presented to
listeners with hearing impairments, as visual information might have differential
effects on the ability to comprehend speech, depending on the degree of hearing
loss. Listening requires considerable effort for people with hearing impairments
(Kramer, Kapteyn, Festen, & Kuik, 1997; Larsby, Hällgran, Lyxell, & Arlinger,
2005; Pichora-Fuller, Schneider, & Daneman, 1995), and this might affect their
ability to combine auditory and visual information. Hearing impairments are
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more prevalent among older populations; elderly people might realize less
benefit from visual information, as has been shown in studies on the benefit
obtained from lipreading (e.g., Ross, Saint-Amour, Leavitt, Javitt, & Foxe, 2007).
Additionally, elderly individuals might need more time to read the ASR output,
as is the case with the reading of subtitles (d’Ydewalle, Praet, Verfaille, & Van
Rensbergen, 1991). As described in the introduction section, students using the
listening system developed in the Liberated Learning project have expressed
concerns about the recognition errors made by the ASR system. More effortful
processing of the speech may limit elderly listeners to ignore errors present
in ASR output. We intend to include elderly people and people with hearing
impairments in a future study examining the benefit obtained from ASR output
in speech comprehension.
The current study highlights the fact that displaying the textual output from a
state-of-the-art ASR system can substantially enhance speech comprehension in
noise. People are apparently able to listen to speech in noise while simultaneously
reading partly incorrect text to enhance speech comprehension. In conclusion,
both ASR accuracy and readability are higher for ASR word output than they
are for phone output, and the audiovisual benefit obtained from word output
is therefore likely to be greater than that obtained from phones. Indicating
ASR confidence levels influences neither the readability of ASR output nor
the listening benefit obtained from the output. Delaying the presentation of
automatically generated subtitles moderately reduces their benefit.
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Abstract
Objective: The aim of the current study was to examine whether partly
incorrect subtitles that are automatically generated by an Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) system, improve speech comprehension by listeners with
hearing impairment. In an earlier study (Zekveld, Kramer, Kessens, Vlaming, &
Houtgast, 2008b), we showed that speech comprehension in noise by young
listeners with normal hearing improves when presenting partly incorrect,
automatically generated subtitles. The current study focused on the effects
of age, hearing loss, visual working memory capacity, and linguistic skills on
the benefit obtained from automatically generated subtitles during listening to
speech in noise.
Design: In order to investigate the effects of age and hearing loss, three groups
of participants were included: 22 young persons with normal hearing (YNH,
mean age = 21 years), 22 middle-aged adults with normal hearing (MA-NH,
mean age = 55 years) and 30 middle-aged adults with hearing impairment (MAHI, mean age = 57 years). The benefit from automatic subtitling was measured
by Speech Reception Threshold (SRT) tests (Plomp & Mimpen, 1979a). Both
unimodal auditory and bimodal audiovisual SRT tests were performed. In the
audiovisual tests, the subtitles were presented simultaneously with the speech,
whereas in the auditory test, only speech was presented. The difference
between the auditory and audiovisual SRT was defined as the audiovisual
benefit. Participants additionally rated the listening effort. We examined the
influences of ASR accuracy level and text delay on the audiovisual benefit and
the listening effort using a repeated measures General Linear Model analysis.
In a correlation analysis, we evaluated the relationships between age, auditory
SRT, visual working memory capacity and the audiovisual benefit and listening
effort.
Results: The automatically generated subtitles improved speech comprehension
in noise for all ASR accuracies and delays covered by the current study. Higher
ASR accuracy levels resulted in more benefit obtained from the subtitles.
Speech comprehension improved even for relatively low ASR accuracy levels;
for example, participants obtained about 2 dB SNR audiovisual benefit for
ASR accuracies around 74%. Delaying the presentation of the text reduced
the benefit and increased the listening effort. Participants with relatively low
unimodal speech comprehension obtained greater benefit from the subtitles
than participants with better unimodal speech comprehension. We observed
an age-related decline in the working-memory capacity of the listeners with
normal hearing. A higher age and a lower working memory capacity were
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associated with increased effort required to use the subtitles to improve speech
comprehension.
Conclusions: Participants were able to use partly incorrect and delayed
subtitles to increase their comprehension of speech in noise, regardless of age
and hearing loss. This supports the further development and evaluation of an
assistive listening system that displays automatically recognized speech to aid
speech comprehension by listeners with hearing impairment.
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Introduction
Assistive listening systems presenting text derived automatically from speech
may improve speech comprehension (Kiessling et al., 2003); especially during
telephone conversations in which lipreading cues are unavailable. Such systems
could be useful for persons with severe hearing impairment who do not receive
sufficient benefit from hearing aids and for persons with normal or nearnormal hearing who require listening support in difficult situations (e.g., in the
presence of background noise). Several studies have shown that displaying text
generated by Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems indeed increases
speech comprehension. Leitch and MacMillan (2003b) described a system for
students with disabilities. The system displays text from a real-time ASR system
during lectures. The text is produced by a speech recognition system trained
on the lecturer’s voice. The majority of the students stated that the system was
useful when the accuracy level of the displayed text exceeded 85%. In this
educational application of ASR technology, recognition accuracy is the most
critical success factor (Bain, Basson, & Wald, 2002). Another success factor is
the delay in the presentation of the text relative to the speech, inevitably caused
by the processing time ASR takes. The performance of ASR systems depends
on a number of factors. One important factor is the difficulty/complexity of
the task. The recognition of a small vocabulary task (e.g., isolated digits) is
less difficult than speech recognition in a less restricted domain (e.g., real-life
conversational speech). The automatic recognition of conversational telephone
speech is complicated because it is often less articulated compared to prepared
speech (i.e., conversational speech contains incomplete articulation of words,
hesitations, filled pauses). Unfortunately, both processing time and the number
of recognition errors increase for more complex recognition tasks.
In an earlier study (Zekveld, Kramer, Kessens, Vlaming, & Houtgast, 2008b), we
examined the effects of several aspects of ASR output (including ASR accuracy
and delay of the text relative to the speech) on the benefit obtained from the
text during listening to speech in noise. To this end, we applied the Speech
Reception Threshold (SRT) test (Plomp & Mimpen, 1979a) that estimates the
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR in dB) required to reproduce 50% of auditorily
presented sentences without error. In the auditory SRT test, only speech in noise
was presented whereas in the audiovisual SRT test, the subtitles (i.e., textual
output from an ASR system) were visually presented as well. Following MacLeod
and Summerfield (1987), we defined the difference between the auditory SRT
and the audiovisual SRT as the audiovisual benefit. The audiovisual benefit was
about 6 dB SNR for sentences with mean ASR word-accuracy levels between 72
and 80%. Delaying the presentation of the subtitles with 2, 4, or 6 sec reduced
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the audiovisual benefit by about 1 to 2 dB SNR, depending on ASR accuracy.
Relatively young participants with normal hearing (mean age of 26 years) were
included in that study. Because the incidence of hearing loss increases with
age, it should be ensured that listeners with higher ages also obtain benefit
from partly incorrect and delayed subtitles. Speech comprehension requires
considerable effort for people with hearing impairment (e.g., Pichora-Fuller,
2003), and combining speech and unreliable visual information could be
challenging for them. In the study of Zekveld, et al. (2008b), we observed large
interindividual variance in the audiovisual performances; one of the aims of the
current study was therefore to examine which individual factors are associated
with the audiovisual benefit. A cognitive ability that could be associated with the
benefit obtained from the text is working memory capacity. Working memory is
involved in storing and manipulating incoming information, and contributes to
the comprehension of spoken and written language (Wingfield, 1996; PichoraFuller, Schneider, & Daneman, 1995; Suprenant & Watson, 2001; Daneman &
Merikle, 1996; Baddeley, 1996; Lunner, 2003). Stine, Wingfield, and Meyers
(1990) showed that working memory is also involved in processing bimodal
stimuli. Other studies showed that cognitive skills like visual digit- and letter
monitoring, the speed with which an individual can make phonological rhyme
judgements, and visual word decoding are relevant for obtaining benefit from
hearing aids and vibrotactile speechreading supplements (Gatehouse, Naylor, &
Elberling, 2003; Rönnberg, Andersson, Lyxell, & Spens, 1998b). Recently, our
group has developed a test that measures a linguistic skill that might be related
to the audiovisual benefit from subtitling speech. This Text Reception Threshold
(TRT) test is a visual analogue of the auditory SRT test and measures the ability
to use linguistic context to fill in the parts of visually displayed sentences masked
by an overlaying bar pattern (Zekveld, George, Kramer, Goverts, & Houtgast,
2007). The ability to complete masked sentences may also be involved in the
comprehension of partly incorrect sentences (i.e., automatically generated
subtitles).
The aim of the current study was two-fold. First, we aimed to examine whether
age and speech comprehension ability in noise are associated with the benefit
obtained from partly erroneous, automatically generated subtitles and the effort
required to combine the text and the speech. The roles of age and hearing
in audiovisual speech comprehension were evaluated by including young
participants with normal hearing, middle-aged participants with normal hearing
and middle-aged participants with hearing impairment. In order to gain more
insight into the demands imposed by processing the audiovisual stimuli, we
evaluated the subjective listening effort required for performing the auditory
and audiovisual tests. Second, we aimed to examine whether the audiovisual
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benefit and the effort required for combining the text and the speech are
associated with working memory capacity, the ability to fill in incomplete
linguistic information (TRT test), and the ability to read the automatically
generated subtitles. To examine the effects of ASR accuracy and the delay of
the presentation of the subtitles relative to the speech, ASR accuracy and delay
were varied between tests.
We hypothesized that participants with hearing impairment would perform
worse on the auditory tests compared to the participants with normal hearing.
We expected that processing speech simultaneously with partly incorrect and
delayed text would be relatively effortful for the participants with hearing
impairment. We also expected that a better ability to read ASR output and
a better performance on the working memory and TRT tests would be
associated with greater audiovisual benefit and less effort required to process
the audiovisual information. We additionally expected age-related declines
in working memory capacity. However, based on the results obtained in our
previous studies (e.g., George, et al., 2007; George, 2008), we did not expect
significant age-related declines in the ability to read masked written text (TRT).
However, the wider age range of the participants in the current study could
influence the relationship between age and TRT. As observed in the study of
Zekveld, et al. (2008b), we expected lower ASR accuracies and larger delays of
the text relative to the speech to be associated with less benefit obtained from
the text, and more effort required to perform the audiovisual tests.

Methods
Participants
Three groups of participants were tested in the current study. One group
comprised 22 young students with normal hearing (YNH; 17 female, 5 male)
of the Vrije Universiteit (VU University) in Amsterdam, Netherlands. Their ages
ranged from 18 to 28 years, with a mean age of 21 years (SD = 2.5 years). The
second group consisted of 22 middle-aged participants with normal hearing
(MA-NH; 16 female, 6 male) with a mean age of 55 years (range: 45 to 65
years, SD = 5.2 years). The MA-NH participants were recruited through flyers
posted around the VU University campus and VU University medical center.
The third group comprised 30 middle-aged adults with hearing impairment
(MA-HI). They were all patients of the audiological center of the VU University
medical center (11 female, 19 male) who consulted the department for a
hearing aid prescription or a regularly scheduled follow-up appointment and
were asked to volunteer. Pure-tone thresholds and speech recognition data
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were available from all MA-HI patients. Speech recognition was measured by
presenting lists of 10 Dutch CVC words monorally at a number of sound levels.
The percentages of recognized phonemes were scored separately for both
unaided ears. The maximum word recognition of the best ear had to be at least
80% for inclusion in the current study, to ensure sufficient hearing acuity to
perform the SRT tests. The other inclusion criteria were: using spoken language
to communicate in daily life, not using sign language, and aged between 45
and 70 years. We applied no other inclusion criteria regarding degree and type
of hearing loss or hearing aid use. Most MA-HI participants had sensorineural
hearing loss, but 9 participants had mixed sensorineural/conductive hearing
loss. The ages of the MA-HI participants ranged from 46 to 69 years, with a
mean age of 57 years (SD = 7.0 years).
Six participants were binaural hearing aid users and two participants were
monaural hearing aid users. To approach the common listening situation, these
participants used their hearing aids during all tests. They were not allowed to
adjust hearing aid settings during the test session.
All participants were native Dutch speakers who reported normal or correctedto-normal vision, no dyslexia, and no history of neurological disease. All
provided written informed consent in accordance with the Ethical Committee
of the VU University Medical Center.
Stimuli and Tests
Pure-tone audiometry
Unaided air-conduction thresholds of both ears were available for all MA-HI
participants. Pure-tone hearing thresholds of the YNH and MA-NH participants
were measured at the start of the test session to ensure that the thresholds of
both ears were less than or equal to 20 dB HL at the frequencies 0.25, 0.50,
1, 2, and 4 kHz. Figure 5.1 shows means and standard deviations of the puretone hearing thresholds (average of both ears) for each of the three groups.
Speech Reception Threshold in Quiet
The auditory and audiovisual speech-in-noise tests (see below) were applied
to measure the ability to comprehend speech in noise. In these tests, the
noise level was fixed (i.e., at 65 dB SPL, see below), and the SNR was varied
adaptively by changing the speech level. In order to ensure that both the
speech and the noise were audible for the hearing impaired listeners (Plomp,
1986), the SRT in quiet was measured. The noise and speech levels need to
be about 20 dB SPL higher than the SRT in quiet. In the SRT test in quiet,
we adaptively estimated the sound level required for reproducing 50% of the
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Figure 5.1: Means and standard deviations (error bars) of the unaided pure-tone audiometric
thresholds for the three groups of participants. Hearing thresholds are averaged over both ears.
YNH = Young participants with Normal Hearing; MA-NH = Middle-Aged participants with
Normal Hearing; very
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in front of the participants. The first sentence was presented at a sound level
below the expected speech reception threshold and was presented repeatedly,
increasing the sound level (in increments of 4 dB SPL), until the participant
repeated the sentence correctly. Each of the other sentences was presented
once; if the sentence was recognized correctly, the sound level for the next
sentence was decreased by 2 dB SPL, and if it was recognized incorrectly, the
sound level was increased by 2 dB SPL. Participants were asked to repeat each
sentence and encouraged to make their best guess for sentences for which they
were not sure. A sentence was scored as correct if the participant was able to
repeat each word of the sentence without error. No feedback was given during
the tests. The SRT in quiet was the mean sound level of sentences 5 to 13. For
all participants, the noise level applied in the auditory and audiovisual speechWAS
in-noise testslow
(i.e,
65 dB SPL) was at least 19 dB SPL higher than the SRT in
medium WAS
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quiet.
Speech Reception Threshold in Noise
Speech comprehension in noise was measured using the SRT test in stationary
noise. Twenty short, everyday Dutch sentences as developed by Versfeld,
Daalder, Festen, and Houtgast (2000) were presented in each test. Stationary
noise with the long-term-average spectrum of the speech served as masker
(Versfeld, et al., 2000). Following the adaptive procedure also used to determine
the SRT in quiet (Plomp & Mimpen, 1979a), we measured the SNR at which
participants reproduced 50% of the sentences without error. The noise level
was fixed at 65 dB SPL, and the SNR was varied adaptively by changing the
speech level. The Auditory Speech Reception Threshold in Noise (A-SRTN) was
the mean SNR of sentences 5 to 20. Lower thresholds in noise indicate better
performance.
Automatic generation of the subtitles
The generation of the automatic subtitles used in the current study has been
described in detail by Zekveld, et al. (2008b). A brief description of the ASR
output (i.e., the subtitles) is provided here. A Dutch ASR system developed
by TNO (Nederlandse Organisatie voor toegepast-natuurwetenschappelijk
onderzoek [Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research], Human
Factors, Soesterberg, the Netherlands) has been used to automatically recognize
1,014 sentences developed by Versfeld, et al. (2000) for use in SRT tests. Half
of these sentences were spoken by one female speaker and half were spoken
by one male speaker. The TNO ASR system uses a statistical N-gram (N = 3)
Language Model (LM). An N-gram model uses the (N-1) preceding words to
predict the probability of the next word. The LM was trained on approximately
100 million words of newspaper texts. In total, 43 context-dependent acoustic
models were trained on the broadcast news speech-material, consisting of
11,880 utterances (238,724 words). The vocabulary of the ASR system (i.e.,
the list of recognizable words and corresponding pronunciations) consisted of
20,000 words. Words not present in the vocabulary (8.8% of the words in
the SRT sentences) can not be recognized and thus will result in recognition
errors.
The ASR output was compared to the actual spoken words. We calculated
the Word Accuracy per Sentence (WAS), which was defined as 100% minus
the percentage of recognition errors per sentence (Zekveld, et al., 2008b).
About 37% of the sentences was recognized entirely correctly (WAS = 100%);
these sentences were not used in the current study. The other sentences were
categorized according to WAS in order to enable the systematic manipulation
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of the ASR accuracy level between the tests. Three categories were created:
low, medium or high WAS (for details, see Zekveld et al., 2008b). Each WAS
category contained a sufficient number of sentences to create five lists of 20
sentences (see Table 5.1).
Table 5.1 Mean (averaged over lists and speakers) and range of the word
accuracy per sentence for each of the ASR categories.
WAS Category

WAS (%)
Mean

Range

Low WAS

36.9

27-44

Medium WAS

54.6

45-62

High WAS

73.8

63-80

ASR = Automatic Speech Recognition; WAS = Word Accuracy per Sentence

Readability test for automatically generated subtitles
We measured the ability of the participants to correct the errors in the ASR
output. During this ‘readability test’, the ASR output was visually presented.
Participants were asked to reproduce the correct sentence, without ASR errors.
They were instructed to attempt to detect and correct the ASR errors to create
a probable sentence. For example, they were visually presented the following
ASR-output sentence: ‘they have to neatly dresses’, and they had to correct the
ASR errors to reproduce the correct sentence (‘they have to be neatly dressed’).
Note that only Dutch sentences were presented. A correct reproduction means
that the sentence read aloud by the participant was identical to the original
SRT sentence, which indicated that the listener had identified the ASR errors
and had corrected them accurately. Sentences were displayed on a PC screen.
The typeface of the text was Arial, and the font size was 27, subtending a visual
angle of 0.5° x 0.6°. Text color was black and the background color was light
green. Sentences appeared word-by-word; the timing of the presentation onset
of each word was based on timestamps obtained from the ASR system. The
preceding words remained on the screen until the sentence was completed.
After the last word of the sentence was displayed, the sentence remained
visible for 3 sec. Participants were presented one list of 20 sentences (subtitles)
for each of the three WAS categories. The percentage of correctly reproduced
sentences in each list was defined as V-ASR; V refers to Visual. Sentences 1 to
4 served as practice sentences and were not included in the calculation of the
percentage of correctly reproduced sentences.
Audiovisual Speech Reception Threshold in noise
As in the auditory SRT tests, the audiovisual SRT test in noise (AV-SRTN) adaptively
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estimated the SNR required for reproducing 50% of the sentences without error.
The automatically generated subtitles were presented simultaneously with the
speech. The presentation characteristics of the subtitles were the same as in
the readability test. The participants performed 12 audiovisual tests in which
we varied the mean WAS and the timing of the presentation of the subtitles
relative to the speech. The presentation onset of each word in the 0 sec delay
condition was immediately after the utterance of the corresponding word. In
the delay conditions, the presentation of the subtitles was delayed with a delay
interval of 2, 4, or 6 sec relative to the end of the utterance of the first word of
the sentence. During the delay interval, no text was displayed, but the auditory
presentation of the sentence continued normally. After the delay interval, the
subtitles appeared in the normal word-by-word fashion (i.e., like in the 0 sec.
delay conditions, the timing of the onset of each word equaled the speaking
rate of the speaker). The main reason for applying delay intervals of 2 – 6 sec.
was that we aimed to simulate the processing time required by current ASR
systems to generate text-output for the recognition of conversational telephone
speech (e.g., Fiscus et al., 2004). For example, the mean Central Processing
Unit time necessary for the generation of the ASR output used in the current
study was 5 times Real Time (Zekveld et al., 2008). Real time recognition
means that the time required to process the speech equals the duration of
the speech input. In each condition, the entire subtitle remained visible for
3.0 sec after the last word of a sentence was displayed. In the 2, 4, or 6-sec
delay conditions, participants were instructed to wait for the presentation of
the subtitles before repeating the sentence. This ensured that participants in
each audiovisual condition received the text before reproducing the sentence.
Each participant performed 12 audiovisual tests; one for each of the three WAS
categories in each of the four delay conditions.
Listening effort
Immediately after participants completed an auditory or audiovisual SRT test,
they were asked to rate the effort required for comprehending the sentences
during the preceding test. We used a continuous rating scale similar to the
one described by Larsby, Hällgren, Lyxell, and Arlinger (2005), see Figure 5.2.
The following are the English translations of the Dutch labels used (zeer weinig
inspanning, weinig inspanning, middelmatige inspanning, veel inspanning,
zeer veel inspanning): very low effort, low effort, moderate effort, high effort,
very high effort.
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Figure 5.2: Subjective effort rating scale. Immediately after completing the auditory and
audiovisual tests, participants rated the listening effort required during the tests.

Text Reception Threshold
The TRT is defined as the percentage of unmasked text required by the
participant to read 50% of masked sentences without error (Zekveld, George,
et al., 2007). The sentences (Plomp & Mimpen, 1979a) were displayed one by
one and the text was adaptively masked with vertical bars to estimate the TRT.
In each trial, the bar pattern consisted of bars of equal width. Between trials,
the percentage of unmasked text was varied by changing the bar width.

-Combination Effort (rating sclae)

Audiovisual benefit (dB SNR)

low WAS
medium WAS
At the start
of each trial, the mask became visible and the text appeared “behind”
high WAS

it in a word-by-word fashion. The timing of the appearance of each word was
equal to the timing of each word in the original audio file. The preceding words
6
remained on the screen until the sentence was completed. After the last word
of the sentence was displayed, the sentence remained visible for 3.5 sec. (the
4
default setting of the TRT test). The adaptive procedure applied in the TRT
test 2(Zekveld, George, et al., 2007) was similar to the procedure applied in
the A-SRTN test. The first sentence started with a percentage of unmasked text
below
0 threshold and this sentence was repeatedly presented with an increased
0 of2 unmasked
4
6 text until
0 the2 participant
4
6 was able
0 to read
2
4the sentence
6
percentage
Delay
(s)
Delay
(s)
Delay
(s)
-2
correctly.
The TRT is the average percentage of unmasked text for sentences 5
YNH (n=22)
MA-NH (n=22)
MA-HI (n=30)
to 14. Lower thresholds indicate better performance.
Spatial Span
The Spatial Span (SSP) test is a subtest of the Cambridge neuropsychological test
automated battery (CANTAB, Owen, Downes, Sahakian, Polkey, & Robbins,
1990). It is a computerized version of the Corsi blocks task that examines visual
working memory capacity (Vandierendonck, Kemps, Fastame, & Szmalec,
2004). A visual, non-verbal measure of working memory capacity was used
low WAS
to prevent hearing loss from confounding the results on the working memory
medium WAS
test (c.f., Van
high Boxtel,
WAS et al., 2000). Another reason for applying the SSP test was
to have a working memory test that does not rely on the language processes
3
relevant for performing the TRT test (i.e., the ability to complete partly masked,
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written sentences). Nine white squares were displayed at fixed pseudo-random
positions on the touch-sensitive screen. Several squares changed colour
sequentially in each trial. After a tone prompt, participants were asked to touch
the squares in the correct order. The number of squares that changed colour
per trial increased from two to a maximum of nine. If participants repeated the
sequence incorrectly, an alternative sequence of the same length was presented.
The test ended automatically if participants failed at three consecutive trials of
one level. The SSP was the highest sequence of squares the participant recalled
successfully. Because the duration of the test session was already quite long,
only the participants with normal hearing performed the SSP test. For the group
of participants with normal hearing, we could thus explore the relationship
between SSP, audiovisual benefit, and the effort required for processing the
bimodal stimuli.
Procedure
Test administration took place in a sound-treated room. Each participant sat in a
comfortable chair with the forehead approximately 45 cm from the PC screen,
which was positioned such that the middle of the screen was at the participants’
eye level. All auditory stimuli were presented through a loudspeaker placed in
front of the participants. The order of the A-SRTN, TRT, and SSP tests was fixed
across the participants. The order of the AV-SRTN tests was counterbalanced to
prevent order position from becoming confounded with the WAS categories
and delay conditions. The participants first performed the SRT test in quiet,
followed by a practice A-SRTN test and two A-SRTN tests. Next, examples of the
automatically generated subtitles were shown. The participants were told that
each subtitle contained at least one ASR error. They then performed six AVSRTN tests, followed by the practice TRT test, two TRT tests, and two A-SRTN
tests. Next, the remaining six AV-SRTN tests were performed, followed by the
V-ASR and the SSP test. Data from the practice tests were not included in the
analyses.
As described above, a single A-SRTN and AV-SRTN measurement required a
list of 20 sentences spoken by one speaker, and sentences could be presented
only once to each participant. The performance of the ASR system limited the
amount of available test sentences (Zekveld, et al., 2008b). To obtain sufficient
sentences for the auditory and audiovisual SRT tests, we therefore had to use
sentences spoken by the female speaker during half of the tests, and sentences
spoken by the male speaker during the other tests. By calculating the audiovisual
benefit as the difference between the audiovisual and the auditory SRTs as
estimated with sentences spoken by the same speaker, we eliminated any
possible confounding effects of speaker differences on the audiovisual benefit.
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Sentences were presented only once to each participant. The duration of the
test session was 2 hours.
Apparatus
A Dell Pentium III PC with a Dell P793 17-inch CRT monitor controlled stimulus
presentation. A touch-sensitive ELO-C1728 CRT monitor was used for the SSP
test. Signals were generated with a Creative SoundBlaster Sound Card and
presented through a JBL 4401 speaker. Pure-tone thresholds were measured
with a Madsen OB 822 audiometer.

Results
Table 5.2 shows means and standard deviations of the readability of the
automatically generated subtitles for each of the three categories (V-ASR), the
unimodal speech comprehension (A-SRTN), the listening effort during the ASRTN tests, the TRT, and the visual working memory capacity (SSP). Similar
to the results of our previous study (Zekveld et al., 2008b), the readability of
the ASR output was relatively low, especially for the low and medium WAS
categories. This indicates that participants found it difficult to correct the ASR
errors when no auditory input was provided.
First, univariate analyses of variance were performed to test for group effects
on the dependent variables A-SRTN, TRT, V-ASR, and SSP. Test results indicated
a statistically significant effect of group on the mean A-SRTN (Bonferroni
corrected p < .01): the participants with hearing impairment were less able
to comprehend speech in the auditory SRT tests compared to the participants
with normal hearing (see Table 5.2). We observed no group effects on the
V-ASR performances and the mean TRT. An independent samples t test was
performed to test for differences in SSP between the two groups of participants
with normal hearing. The mean visual working memory capacity (SSP) of the
YNH participants was significantly higher (i.e., better) than the mean visual
working memory capacity of the MA-NH participants (Bonferroni corrected
p < .05). In summary, the participants with hearing impairment had higher
(worse) SRT thresholds in noise than the participants with normal hearing and
the mean SSP of the younger participants exceeded (i.e., was better than) the
SSP of the middle-aged participants.
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Table 5.2 Means and standard deviations of the performances on the visual
and auditory tests.
Group
YNH

MA-NH

MA-HI

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

V-ASR: low WAS * (%)

3.1 (3.7

3.1 (3.2)

4.8 (5.4)

V-ASR: medium WAS * (%)

8.8 (8.6)

8.5 (9.6)

6.9 (7.2)

V-ASR: high WAS * (%)

27.5 (16.9)

27.0 (15.8)

26.5 (13.4)

A-SRTQ (dB SPL) **

28.1 (2.2)

28.6 (2.9)

36.2 (5.9)

A-SRTN female (dB SNR) **

-3.1 (0.8)

-2.9 (1.0)

-0.2 (4.6)

A-SRTN male (dB SNR) **

-3.0 (0.7)

-2.4 (0.9)

0.0 (3.6)

Listening effort A-SRTN (rating [0..10])

6.1 (.87)

5.6 (1.24)

6.16 (1.0)

TRT (% unmasked text) **

56.6 (3.9)

57.5 (3.8)

59.5 (5.3)

Spatial Span * (number of squares)

6.9 (1.4)

5.7 (0.9)

V-ASR = readability of the automatically generated subtitles; WAS = Word Accuracy
per Sentence; A-SRTQ = Auditory Speech Reception Threshold in Quiet; A-SRTN =
Auditory Speech Reception Threshold in Noise; TRT = Text Reception Threshold;
YNH = Young participants with Normal Hearing; MA-NH = Middle-Aged participants
with Normal Hearing; MA-HI = Middle-Aged participants with Hearing Impairment.
* Higher scores indicate better performances.
** Higher thresholds indicate worse performances.

Analysis of the Effects of WAS, Delay, and Group on the Audiovisual Benefit
Figure 5.3 shows the mean audiovisual benefit for each of the 12 audiovisual
conditions. Positive values indicate better audiovisual than auditory SRTs. First,
we tested for effects of the between-subjects factor group and the within–
subjects factors WAS category and delay on the audiovisual benefit. A univariate
general linear model (GLM) repeated-measures analysis indicated statistically
significant main effects of WAS category and delay (p < .001). As can be seen
in Figure 5.3, the audiovisual benefit was generally greater for higher WAS, and
shorter delays. The absence of a main group-effect indicates that, on average,
participants obtained similar benefits from the subtitles in the audiovisual tests,
regardless of age and hearing loss. The interpretation of the main effects is
complicated by a statistically significant (p < .05) three-way interaction effect
(group x WAS category x delay). This interaction indicates the interdependence
of the effects of text delay, WAS category, and group, on the AV benefit. In
Figure 5.3, the interaction effect is reflected by group differences in the pattern
of the audiovisual benefit as a function of WAS and delay.
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Figure 5.3 Means and standard deviations of the audiovisual benefit obtained from the
automatically generated subtitles in speech comprehension in noise. The results are separately
shown for each of the three groups, four delay conditions, and three Word Accuracy per
Sentence (WAS) categories. Positive benefit indicates that speech-comprehension in the
audiovisual tests was higher than it was in the auditory tests. Bars represent one standard
deviation. SNR = Signal-to-Noise Ratio, YNH = Young participants with Normal Hearing, MANH = Middle-Aged participants with Normal Hearing, MA-HI = Middle-Aged participants
with Hearing Impairment.
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shows the mean AV-Combination effort for each of the groups. Positive AVcombination effort values indicate that performing the audiovisual tests required
more effort
than performing the auditory tests.
3

-

Combination effort (rating scale)

Univariate GLM repeated-measures analysis was performed to test for the
effects of the between-subjects factor group and the within-subjects factors WAS
2 and delay on the AV-Combination effort. The analysis indicated a main
category
effect of delay (p < .01) and a main effect of WAS category (p < .05). Although
the group effect was not statistically significant, a trend was observed (p =
.051). Figure 5.4 indicates that this trend was probably caused by the relatively
1
high AV-Combination effort as reported by the middle-aged participants with
normal hearing. The analysis additionally indicated an interaction between
WAS category and delay (p < .01); the effect of delaying the text depended on
the WAS.
0 As shown in Figure 5.4, the effort was higher during the conditions in
which the text was delayed relative to the speech.
Mean AV
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Analysis of the Amount of AV-Combination Effort
Before-1examining whether the AV-Combination effort differed from zero (i.e.
whether the effort in the auditory and audiovisual tests differed), we used a
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univariate analysis of variance to test for group effects on the mean listening
effort in the ‘baseline’ unimodal A-SRTN tests. The analysis indicated no group
differences in the listening effort in the auditory tests (p > .05). Subsequently,
we used a multivariate analysis of variance to test whether the mean AVCombination effort (averaged over all participants) differed from zero (i.e.,
whether the effort in the audiovisual tests significantly differed from the effort
in the auditory tests). The analysis indicated that the listening effort allocated
in the audiovisual tests exceeded the effort allocated in the auditory tests (p <
.01). We performed an additional analysis to determine which of the conditions
caused the multivariate effect. The results of the t-tests indicated that the
listening effort in the audiovisual tests did not differ significantly from the effort
in the auditory tests in the 0 sec conditions. However, the AV-Combination
effort did significantly differ from zero for each of the other conditions in which
the subtitles were delayed relative to the speech (see also Figure 5.4). In other
words, processing the subtitles resulted in extra effort compared to auditoryonly speech comprehension when the subtitles were presented delayed relative
to the speech.
Correlation analysis
A correlation analysis was performed to examine the relationships between age,
speech comprehension (A-SRTN), working memory capacity (SSP), linguistic
skills (TRT) and the readability of the subtitles (V-ASR) on the one hand and
the audiovisual benefit and the AV-Combination effort on the other hand.
We averaged the benefit and effort scores over the 12 test conditions (three
WAS categories and four delay conditions) in order to obtain general measures
of the ability to combine the speech and the text and to reduce the number
of correlations coefficient tested. The correlation analysis was separately
performed for the participants with normal hearing (YNH and MA-NH) and for
the participants with hearing impairment (MA-HI).
Table 5.3 reports the correlation coefficients between age, A-SRTN, V-ASR,
TRT, SSP and the benefit and effort indices. For the participants with normal
hearing, a higher age was significantly associated with more effort required
for processing the audiovisual stimuli, r = .34; p < .05, and a higher (better)
SSP was furthermore significantly associated with less AV-Combination effort,
r = -.34; p < .05. Figures 5.5a and 5.5b show the scatter plots and linear
regression lines for the statistically significant associations observed in the group
participants with normal hearing. As described above, the MA-NH group had
a smaller SSP than the YNH group. Thus, age is both associated with a smaller
SSP and more effort required for processing the audiovisual stimuli. A posthoc analysis indicated that the correlation between SSP and the mean AV122
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Combination effort did not remain significant after controlling for age, (p >
.10).
Table 5.3 Pearson correlation coefficients between age, auditory Speech
Reception Threshold in Noise (A-SRTN), readability of the Automatic Speech
Recognition output (V-ASR), Text Reception Threshold (TRT), Spatial Span (SSP)
and the Audiovisual (AV) benefit and AV-Combination effort in the 0 s and 2,
4, and 6 s delay conditions.
Young and Middle-Aged
Normally Hearing participants
(n = 44)
AV benefit
(dB SNR)

AV-Combination
effort (rating
scale)

Middle-Aged Hearing
Impaired participants
(n = 30)
AV
benefit
(dB SNR)

AV-Combination
effort (rating
scale)

.34*

-.08

-.14

Age

-.16

A-SRTN (dB SNR)

-.01

.06

.54**

.03

V-ASR: low WAS (%)

.22

-.17

.16

-.07

V-ASR: medium WAS (%)

-.26

-.26

.24

.11

V-ASR: high WAS (%)

-.01

-.05

.19

.04

TRT (%)

.01

.02

-.22

-.09

SSP

.13

-.34*

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show scatter plots of the statistically significant associations.
* p < .05; ** p < .01

For the participants with hearing impairment, a higher A-SRTN threshold was
significantly associated with greater benefit obtained from the subtitles (r =
.54, p < .01), see Figure 5.6. Because the audiovisual benefit is defined as
the difference between A-SRTN and AV-SRTN, the correlation between the
audiovisual benefit and the A-SRTN could be spuriously inflated by shared error
variance. In order to examine whether shared error variance has influenced the
results, we additionally calculated the audiovisual benefit obtained in each AVSRTN test using one of both A-SRTN’s available for each of the two speakers. We
used the other A-SRTN for calculating the correlation coefficient between the
mean audiovisual benefit and the A-SRTN. The result (r = .51, p < .01) indicated
that the association between the mean A-SRTN and the audiovisual benefit was
not due to shared error variance. Thus, the participants with relatively high
(worse) “baseline” A-SRTN thresholds obtained greater benefit from ASR output
relative to the participants with better SRTs. Three participants had relatively
high SRTs as compared to the other MA-HI participants (see Figure 5.6) and
this could have influenced the correlation between A-SRTN and the audiovisual
benefit. The correlation coefficient however remained statistically significant
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Figure 5.5a Relationship between age and the mean Audiovisual (AV)-combination effort in the
group participants with normal hearing. Positive AV-combination effort indicates that speech
comprehension was more effortful in the audiovisual tests than it was in the auditory tests. A
higher spatial span reflects a larger working memory capacity. YNH = Young participants with
Normal Hearing, MA-NH = Middle-Aged participants with Normal Hearing.
4

when the data from these participants were excluded from the analysis (i.e.,
3 .43, p <.05).
rn=27 =
an AV - Combination effort (rating scale)

The benefit and the AV-Combination effort indices were not significantly
2
associated
with the V-ASR performances and the TRT. This indicates that
neither the ability to read automatically generated subtitles nor the ability to
comprehend masked written text are directly related to the benefit obtained
from 1the subtitles and the effort required for processing the audiovisual
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7
sentences. The correlation
between TRT and the V-ASR performances was
not statistically significant, indicating that the ability to read masked text is not
6 of automatically generated subtitles.
related to the readability
4

5
Eight MA-HI participants
used one or two hearing aids during the test session.
In order to examine whether the results differed between the aided participants
4
(tested3 with their hearing aids) and the unaided participants, we performed
the repeated measures analyses and the correlation analysis separately for the
3
participants who did not use hearing aids during the tests. The results of these
2 were essentially the same, except that the group effect for the AVanalyses
2
combination effort scores just reached significance (p = .030), with relatively
high effort ratings by the middle-aged participants with normal hearing.
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Discussion
The most important result of the current study was that participants with hearing
impairment and young and middle-aged participants with normal hearing
were equally able to benefit from partly erroneous and delayed automatically
generated subtitles in the comprehension of speech in noise. Participants were
able to use the subtitles to fill in the parts of the auditory information that
they did not comprehend, even for relatively low WAS levels and for delayed
presentation of the text. The absence of main effects of the participant’s group
on the audiovisual benefit and on the subjective AV-Combination effort suggests
that age and hearing loss do not directly influence the ability to use the visual
information in speech comprehension. In order to test whether the absent
group effects were due to limited statistical power, a power analysis (using
G*Power 3 software; Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007) was performed.
The analysis indicated that the sample sizes of the three groups were sufficient
for detecting moderate effect sizes (with a statistical threshold α of .05 and a
statistical power of .80). As can be seen in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, and as described
in the Results section, specifically the absence of a statistical significant effect
of group on the AV-Combination effort could have been the result of limited
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statistical power. A post-hoc calculation of the power indicated that the effect
size of this group effect was small, and hence, the current study lacked sufficient
statistical power to substantiate this effect. In summary, although no statistically
significant group effects were found, a trend was observed toward relatively
high AV-Combination effort ratings for the MA-NH participants. Comparing the
working memory capacity of the three groups could provide more insight into
the factors influencing differences in the subjective effort ratings between the
groups. Unfortunately, no SSP data were available for the MA-HI participants.
The SSP of the YNH participants exceeded the SSP of the MA-NH participants.
Several other studies have also demonstrated age-related declines in memory
for spatial location (for a review, see Salthouse, 1991; but see also Robbins,
et al., 1998). A higher age (and a lower SSP) was additionally associated with
more effort required for combining the speech and the text (see Figure 5.5).
Future studies could evaluate which particular abilities are associated to this
age-related increase in the reported AV-combination effort. These abilities may
include cognitive abilities like the speed of information processing, but also
abilities related to the processing of visual information. For example, age-related
decreases in the contrast sensitivity of the eye (Owsley, Sekuler, & Siemsen,
1983) may have influenced the subjective effort during the audiovisual tests,
and could be related to the differences between the effort ratings of the middleaged participants and the young participants.
The current results did not support a relation of the linguistic abilities involved
in the TRT and V-ASR tests to the audiovisual benefit and listening effort.
This indicates that the ability to reconstruct sentences from textual sentence
fragments, as measured by the TRT test, is unrelated to the ability to use
partly erroneous text in speech comprehension. The generally small or absent
correlations between the working memory test, the TRT test, the V-ASR test and
audiovisual speech comprehension could be caused by several factors. First,
although working memory was related to the effort to process the audiovisual
information, this relation seems to be mediated by age being related to both
working memory capacity and the effort allocated in the audiovisual tests.
Second, the working memory test used in the current study mainly assessed the
storage component of working memory. Other, more complex working memory
tasks that rely on both information processing and storage, like the Listening and
Reading Span tests (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Rönnberg, 1990), are related
to speech comprehension in various conditions (e.g., with and without hearing
aids). This holds even when controlling for age and hearing loss (Pichora-Fuller,
et al., 1995; Foo, Rudner, Rönnberg, & Lunner, 2007; Rönnberg, Rudner, Foo,
& Lunner, 2008). Third, the SSP test assessed visual spatial working memory
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capacity. It is likely that the relationship between the processing of spatial visual
information and linguistic information is generally less pronounced than the
relationship between a verbal working memory task and (audiovisual) speech
comprehension (Daneman & Merikle, 1996). Fourth, for performing the TRT
test, top-down processes that use available linguistic context to complete partly
masked sentences (‘linguistic closure’) are relevant, though it is likely that
the comprehension of the ASR output mainly relies on the ability to detect
and correct the ASR errors. Although speculative, these abilities may overlap
with skills involved in correcting misinterpretations of ambiguous words (i.e.,
reinterpreting inconsistent words or checking the context of the misinterpreted
word; Carpenter & Daneman, 1981). Additionally, the TRT test is less timedemanding than ongoing speech processing; cognitive tests of verbal information
processing that have similar time constraints as during the comprehension of
ongoing speech may be more predictive of the audiovisual benefit and listening
effort during the comprehension of speech in noise and textual ASR output.
Additionally, it should be noted that the benefit and effort measures used in
the current study were difference-scores (i.e., differences between the auditory
and audiovisual SRTs / effort ratings). If cognitive functions are about equally
relevant for both auditory and audiovisual information processing, correlations
between cognitive functions and these difference scores will be relatively low
or absent. It seems likely that the importance of cognitive processes differs
between the auditory and audiovisual tests. The degree to which listeners have
to rely on context and knowledge is influenced by the quality of the incoming
information (Pichora-Fuller, 2007). For example, the occurrence of mismatches
between the visual and auditory information could increase the need for topdown processing in the audiovisual tests as compared to the auditory tests.
In contrast to studies showing that aging is associated with more effortful speech
comprehension (Pichora-Fuller, et al., 1995; Pichora-Fuller, 2003; Arlinger,
2003; Rakerd, Seitz, and Whearty, 1996), the baseline subjective listening effort
in the A-SRTN tests did not differ between the young and middle-aged groups
in our study. The absent effect of age in the current study could be the result
of the relatively young age of our middle-aged group. Hällgren, Larsby, Lyxell,
& Arlinger (2005) used a similar effort rating-scale and speech-comprehension
test as applied in the present study and they also observed no effects of age on
the listening effort rated by participants with hearing-impairment. The current
results additionally show that the listening effort increases when automatically
generated subtitles are presented delayed relative to the speech. Relevant
in this regard is the study by Larsby, et al. (2005). They presented tests of
verbal information processing, phonological processing, and working memory
either visually (text), auditorily (speech), or audiovisually (speech plus a visual
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presentation of the face of the speaker). In contrast to the current results,
the audiovisual tests were less effortful than the auditory tests, and hearing
impairment was related to more effortful speech comprehension. Besides the
higher age of the elderly participants included in their study, several factors
could account for the inconsistent findings between their study and the current
results. First, the participants with hearing-impairment included in the study by
Larsby, et al. were all experienced hearing aid users, but did not use their aids
during the tests, which probably increased the listening effort. Second, Larsby,
et al. (2005) did not apply adaptive procedures in the multimodal tests. Finally,
they displayed the face of the speaker in the audiovisual tests, whereas in the
current study, automatically generated subtitles supplemented the speech.
As shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, greater text delays generally decreased the
audiovisual benefit and increased the subjective listening effort. The correlation
analysis indicated that the participants with hearing impairment and relatively
low auditory SRTs obtained greater audiovisual benefit than participants with
better auditory SRTs (Fig. 5.6). Because both auditory and audiovisual thresholds
were estimated using an adaptive procedure, ceiling effects can not account
for this result. As the number of participants with severe hearing-impairments
included in the current study was small, research should evaluate this issue
more thoroughly.
The mean benefit obtained from the text was about 2 dB SNR for subtitles
with a WAS of around 74% (high WAS, see Fig. 5.4). This benefit is similar to
the benefit obtained by the young participants with normal hearing included
in the study of Zekveld and colleagues (2008b). An improvement of 2 dB in
SRT corresponds to an increase in speech comprehension of about 30% at
difficult speech-comprehension levels (i.e., at SNRs that allow the participants
to reproduce 50% of the sentences without error). It is likely that the benefit
obtained from subtitles that are more accurate will exceed the audiovisual
benefit observed in the current study.
Future research should focus on the benefit obtained from automatically
generated subtitles using tests that more realistically reflect daily speech
comprehension, as the tests presented in the current study do not reflect the
actual functioning of an assistive listening system presenting text from an ASR
system in ongoing conversations. For example, the time constraints of the
audiovisual tests presented in the current study were relatively low as single
sentences were presented in each trial, which allowed the participants to
process the speech and text sequentially, thereby probably reducing the need
for top-down processes to comprehend the incomplete information. It may be
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difficult to read the text while the utterance of the speech continues, and this
could reduce the benefit obtained from the text and increase the listening effort.
In realistic conversations, people also have to pay attention to the production of
speech and the turn taking in the conversation, which could also influence the
audiovisual benefit. In general, as has been suggested by Gatehouse, Naylor,
and Elberling (2006) and Pichora-Fuller (2007), it is important to examine
the influence of aspects of the auditory ecology (i.e., the range of acoustical
environments and perceptual demands experienced by individual listeners)
on the benefit obtained from assistive listening technology. Further research
could additionally examine whether the production of clear and precise speech
(Kricos, 2006) by the other party of the conversation increases the performance
of the ASR system and the comprehension of the speech by the listener with
hearing impairment. Furthermore, training persons to use the unreliable subtitles
may improve their ability to detect the recognition errors. This could increase
the audiovisual benefit. In general, as described in the introduction section,
textual output from an ASR system may specifically be useful in conversations
in which more natural visual cues on the content of the speech (lipreading
cues) are unavailable (e.g., during telephone conversations). The influence
of the acoustical environment of both the speaker and listener (e.g., during
telephone communication) on the ability of listeners to use the text to improve
speech comprehension should also be evaluated further. Finally, it should be
interesting to study the extent to which elderly participants (around 75 years
of age) are able to benefit from partly erroneous textual information in speech
comprehension.
In conclusion, the current study shows that young listeners with normal
hearing, middle-aged listeners with normal hearing, and middle-aged listeners
with hearing impairment obtain similar benefits from automatically generated
subtitles in the comprehension of speech in noise. Similarly, the listening
effort allocated during the auditory and audiovisual SRT tests did not differ
between the three groups. For longer delays in the presentation of the text,
the audiovisual benefit decreased and the AV-Combination effort increased.
For the participants with normal hearing, a higher age and a lower working
memory capacity were associated with more effort required for comprehending
the audiovisual sentences. For the participants with hearing impairment, lower
baseline-abilities to comprehend speech in noise were associated with greater
audiovisual benefit than obtained by participants with better SRTs.
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Abstract
This study examined the subjective benefit obtained from automatically
generated captions during telephone-speech comprehension in the presence
of background babble. Short stories were presented by telephone either with
or without captions that were generated off-line by an Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) system. To simulate on-line ASR, the Word Accuracy (WA)
level of the captions was 60% or 70% and the text was presented delayed to the
speech. After each test, the hearing impaired participants (n = 20) completed
the NASA-Task Load Index and several rating scales evaluating the support from
the captions. Participants indicated that using the erroneous text in speech
comprehension was difficult and the task load also did not differ between the
audio + text and audio only conditions. In a follow-up experiment (n = 10),
we observed that presenting captions with WA levels of 80% and 90%, and
omitting the text delay increased the subjective benefit. However, in general,
the task load did not decrease when captions were presented. These results
suggest that the extra effort required to process the text could have been
compensated for by less effort required to comprehend the speech. Future
research should aim at reducing the complexity of the task to increase the
willingness of hearing impaired persons to use an assistive communication
system automatically providing captions. The current results underline the need
for obtaining both objective and subjective measures of speech comprehension
benefit when evaluating assistive communication systems.
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Introduction
Persons with hearing impairments often experience difficulties in comprehending
speech during telephone conversations. The difficulties can be attributed to
several factors. Besides the reduced audibility of the speech caused by the
hearing impairment, the limited bandwidth of the telephone signal (i.e., typically
300-3400 Hz), and the fact that the face of the speaker is not visible, reduce
telephone-speech comprehension (Kepler, Terry & Sweetman, 1992; Milchard
& Cullington, 2004). Kepler, et al. (1992) performed a survey study in the USA
to examine the problems with telephone conversations experienced by persons
with hearing impairment. About 75% of the 104 respondents reported that
speech comprehension was difficult, with a rating between ‘somewhat’ and
‘extremely’ difficult. About half of the participants used a hearing aid during
telephone conversations, but 70% of them indicated that the coupling between
the hearing aid and the telephone was problematic, with the major problem
being the ‘howling’ when the telephone receiver was held close to the hearing
aid. Additional reported sources of difficulty included problems adjusting the
volume control and positioning the telephone properly to the ear without
missing information. Less than 5% of the respondents indicated that they used
the telecoil setting of the hearing aid to magnetically couple the hearing aid
to the telephone. The respondents reported a strong need to improve speech
comprehension during telephone conversations.
Assistive communication systems presenting visual information related to the
speech content could improve speech comprehension, both for hearing aid
users and for persons with speech comprehension problems who do not use
hearing aids. An example of a system providing visual information for lipreading
is Synface (e.g., Siciliano, Faulkner, & Williams, 2003). The Synface system uses
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) to recognize the spoken speech sounds.
The recognized phones are used to control the lip movements of a synthetic
face that is presented on a PC screen. An advantage of using ASR to recognize
telephone speech is that special equipment is only needed on the side of the
hearing impaired user. When manually corrected ASR output (i.e., an accurate
phone-transcription of speech) was used to control the face expressions, the
average speech-comprehension benefit was about 22% for both normally
hearing and hearing impaired listeners. Considerable inter-individual variability
in the comprehension benefit was observed though (Karlsson, Faulkner, & Salvi,
2003).
Another assistive technology displaying visual information on the content of
the speech is the Liberated Learning project (Leitch & MacMillan, 2003a). This
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system has been specifically developed for use in lectures. It automatically
generates a real-time speech-to-text transcription using ASR software trained on
the lecturer’s voice. Some students expressed concerns of erroneous information
in their notes because of the ASR errors (Leitch & MacMillan, 2003a). The
students reported that the system improved teaching as long as the text was
reasonably accurate (ASR accuracy > 85%; Wald, 2006). Unfortunately, in most
classroom environments, the accuracy level is below 85% (Leitch & MacMillan,
2003a; Leitch, 2008).
Compared to applications in which human operators transcribe the speech into
text, advantages of using ASR technology in assistive communication devices
are the potentially higher availability and the lower costs. Disadvantages of ASR
technology are the missing punctuation in the text and the lack of indicators of
speaker changes. Moreover, if ASR technology is used to extract the cues from
the speech, the benefit obtained from the visual information will be limited by
ASR errors (Levitt, 1994). Also, as the automatic processing of speech takes time,
ASR inherently introduces a delay between the speech and the generation of the
visual information. In earlier studies performed by our group, we examined the
influences of ASR accuracy and text delay on the speech comprehension benefit
obtained from automatically generated captions (i.e., textual transcriptions of
speech obtained from an ASR system), (Zekveld, Kramer, Kessens, Vlaming, &
Houtgast, 2008b,c). Speech comprehension benefit was objectively measured
by presenting auditory (audio only) and audiovisual (audio + text) Speech
Reception Threshold (SRT) tests (Plomp & Mimpen, 1979a); the difference
between the SRTs obtained in the audio only and audio + text conditions
was defined as the speech comprehension benefit. In addition, participants
rated the effort required for combining the speech and the text (Zekveld, et al.,
2008c). Presenting the captions typically improved the SRT in noise by 1.5 to 2
dB SNR, at the expense of more effort required in the audio + text conditions.
The speech comprehension benefit was higher for better ASR accuracy levels
and for shorter text delays.
Although the SRT tests used in our previous studies (Zekveld, et al., 2008b,c)
enabled the systematic manipulation of the ASR accuracy and the text delay,
they did not realistically simulate the application of ASR during telephone
conversations. In the SRT tests, short sentences were presented in isolation. If
participants have to comprehend longer speech segments (several utterances)
while concurrently reading the corresponding captions that are delayed relative
to the speech, it may be relatively difficult to combine the speech and the
text. The benefit obtained from captions generated by means of ASR therefore
needs to be examined in more realistic tests in which longer speech utterances
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are presented.
In the Zekveld, et al. (2008c) study, we mainly focused on objective measures
of speech comprehension benefit obtained from the captions. Next to
objective measures, subjective measures are needed, as people will not use
new technologies if they do not believe they benefit from it, despite objectively
measured speech comprehension benefit (Kricos, 2006; Boothroyd, 2004;
Jerger, Chmiel, Florin, Pirozzolo, & Wilson, 1996). Thus, even if a system
significantly improves speech comprehension, the subjectively perceived benefit
may be low, which will reduce the willingness to use the system (Nusbaum,
DeGroot, & Lee, 1995). User trials with a prototype or a simulation of the
assistive communication system are therefore indispensable (Karis & Dobroth,
1995). The current study examined the subjective speech comprehension
benefit from automatically generated captions and evaluated the willingness of
persons with hearing loss to use future automatic captioning technology.
In a pilot study, we examined the performance of several Dutch ASR systems
(research and commercial systems) for the recognition of spontaneous telephone
conversations. For natural telephone conversations, the performance of the ASR
systems was highly variable: some speakers and utterances were recognized
well, whereas other parts of the conversations resulted in many recognition
errors. Furthermore, the overall performance appeared to be insufficient for
our research goals. For this reason, we did not test the benefit obtained from
textual ASR output during spontaneous bidirectional telephone conversations.
Instead, participants listened to short stories presented by telephone while
reading captions that were generated off-line by an ASR system. Only stories
were presented that yielded sufficient ASR performance (i.e., ASR accuracy >
60%). Either speech was presented alone (audio only), or both speech and text
were presented (audio + text). The subjective benefit, or task load decrement,
obtained from the captions was measured by means of the NASA-Task Load
Index (NASA-TLX; Hart & Staveland, 1988), a reliable, multidimensional task
load rating scale (Hill, et al., 1992). The NASA-TLX has been widely used, for
example, for measuring the workload imposed by using ASR technology in
military vehicles (Leggatt & Noyes, 2004) and for evaluating bimodal interfaces
(Murata, 1999). The participants of the current study also evaluated the support
obtained from the captions and the problems with the text delay and ASR
errors. To mimic realistic situations and to prevent a too easy listening task,
interfering speech (babble-noise) presented in the test room masked the target
speech presented by telephone. The ability to obtain benefit from the partly
erroneous text may be related to cognitive functions like working memory and
linguistic abilities. In the group of normally hearing participants included in our
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previous study (Zekveld, et al., 2008c) a higher age and lower spatial working
memory capacity were associated with more effort required for combining
the text and the speech. Unfortunately, the hearing impaired participants in
that study did not perform the working memory task, thus for this group, the
relation between working memory capacity and the ability to benefit from the
text remained unclear. In the current study, we therefore included the workingmemory test and a test of the ability to complete partly, visual masked, written
sentences and examined the relation between age, the performance on these
tests and the subjectively evaluated benefit from the captions.

Methods Experiment 1
Participants
Participants were patients of the audiological center of the VU University center
with hearing impairments. They had consulted the Audiology department for a
hearing aid prescription or a regular hearing assessment. Those who reported
speech comprehension problems during daily telephone conversations were
asked to volunteer. Other inclusion criteria were that patients used spoken
language to communicate in daily life, that they did not use sign language,
and were aged between 18 and 85 years. Cochlear implant users were not
included, as they would form a rather distinct and small subgroup. We applied
no other inclusion criteria regarding the degree and type of hearing loss or
hearing aid use. Twenty patients (9 female, 11 male) were tested in Experiment
1. Their ages ranged from 32 to 82 years, with a mean age of 60 years (SD =
10.8 years). Pure-tone thresholds and speech discrimination data were available
for all patients. Speech discrimination was measured unaided by presenting
lists of 10 Dutch CVC words monorally at a number of sound levels. The
percentages of identified phonemes were scored separately for both unaided
ears. The maximum word discrimination of the best ear had to be at least 80%
for inclusion in the current study, to ensure that speech comprehension was
sufficient to perform the tests. Most participants had sensorineural hearing loss,
but a few had mixed sensorineural and conductive hearing loss.
Figure 6.1 shows means and standard deviations of the pure tone hearing
thresholds (average of both ears). Thirteen participants used two hearing aids,
and three participants used one hearing aid in daily face-to-face listening
situations. Six participants used a hearing aid during telephone conversations;
one of them used a special telephone program of the hearing aid. None of
the participants used the telecoil setting of their hearing aid. The remaining
participants did not use a hearing aid, either because they used their better,
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Figure 6.1 Means and standard deviations (error bars) of the unaided pure-tone audiometric
thresholds (averaged over both ears) of the participants.
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Table 6.1 Tests presented in the current study.
Preparatory Tests

Aim

Outcome measure

1. Telephone-Speech
Reception Threshold in
Quiet

Determination of the appropriate
Telephone-SRT in
background babble level in the Telephone- quiet
NCBB tests
(dB SPL)

2. Telephone-Speech
Reception Threshold in
Background Babble

Estimation of the comprehension of
telephone speech in background babble;
used for adapting the presentation level in
the Telephone-NCBB test

Telephone-SRTBB
(dB SNRBB)

Main Tests

Aim

Outcome measure

3. Telephone-Narrative
Comprehension in
Background Babble:
Audio only & Audio
+ text

Examination of the speech comprehension
benefit obtained from automatically
generated captions during speech
comprehension by telephone, in
background babble. Word accuracy 60%
and 70%

NASA-TLX & ASRoutput evaluation
(rating subscales)

4. Interval
Telephone-Narrative
Comprehension in
Background Babble

Examination of the speech comprehension
benefit obtained from automatically
generated captions during speech
comprehension by telephone, in
background babble. Word accuracy 4488%

NASA-TLX
Performance
subscale & Text
support (rating
subscales)

Cognitive tests
& Questionnaire

Aim

Outcome measure

5. Text Reception
Threshold

Examination of the ability to complete
masked sentences

TRT (% unmasked
text)

6. Spatial Span

Examination of visual working memory
capacity

Working memory
span

7. Questionnaire

Part 1: Evaluation of daily telephone
speech comprehension problems
Part 2: Evaluation of captions presented in
the tests

SNRBB = Speech-to-Background Babble Ratio; NASA-TLX = NASA Task Load Index; 4-AFC
= 4-Alternative Forced Choice

Telephone-NCBB test. The Telephone-Speech Reception Threshold test in Quiet
(Telephone-SRT in quiet) was used to determine the appropriate presentation
level of the auditory stimuli. The Telephone-Speech Reception Threshold test
in Background Babble (Telephone-SRTBB) estimated the individuals’ ability
to comprehend speech by telephone in background babble (the TelephoneSpeech to Background-Babble Ratio [SNRBB] corresponding to 50% sentence
intelligibility). In each listening test, the target speech was presented by
telephone. In the Telephone-SRTBB and Telephone-NCBB tests, interfering
background babble was presented in the test room. Additional tests that were
performed included the Text Reception Threshold (TRT) test (Zekveld, George,
Kramer, Goverts, & Houtgast, 2007), and the Spatial Span (SSP) visual working140
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memory test (CANTAB; Owen, Downes, Sahakian, Polkey, & Robbins, 1990).
The TRT test is a visual analogue of the SRT test in noise, and measures abilities
involved in the completion of partly, visually-masked, written sentences that
are relevant for the comprehension of speech in noise (Zekveld, George, et al.,
2007; George, et al., 2007). We presented the TRT test to examine whether the
linguistic abilities involved in comprehending incomplete textual information,
as measured by the TRT tests, are also be relevant for the comprehension of
partly incorrect captions.
Besides the amount of hearing loss of the measured ear, several other factors can
substantially influence telephone-speech comprehension when background
babble is presented in the room. First, the positioning of the telephone receiver
(e.g., the pressure of the telephone receiver against the ear) influences the
audibility of both the telephone speech and the background babble. Second,
the use of a hearing aid and the positioning of the telephone receiver relative
to the hearing aid also influence speech comprehension and the audibility
of the background babble. Third, the severity of the hearing loss of the ear
not used to listen to the telephone-speech influences the audibility of the
background babble: more severe hearing loss will result in less interference
from the background babble. Hence, inter-individual differences in the ability
to comprehend the telephone speech depended on a number of factors
besides the intelligibility of the speech. Therefore, the Telephone-SRT in
quiet and Telephone-SRTBB thresholds were used as rough estimations of the
intelligibility of the speech in the Telephone-NCBB tests, as they do not reflect
“pure” telephone-speech comprehension ability. Participants were instructed
to simulate their daily telephone conversations regarding the ear used to listen
to the telephone speech, the use of hearing aid(s), and the positioning of the
telephone receiver relative to the ear / hearing aid.
Apparatus
A Dell OptiPlex 6X745 Intel core 2 DUO E6700 desktop PC with a touchsensitive ELO-C1728 CRT monitor controlled stimulus presentation during
all tests. Sound files were stored on a computer hard-disk. The speech was
band-pass filtered from 300 to 3400 Hz and A-law companded by computer
software to simulate the public switch-telephone network. Speech signals were
generated by a Creative Audigy SoundBlaster 2 ZS sound card. The output of
the sound card was directly connected to the speaker of the telephone (Krone
desk phone, type T65 TDK). Thus, typical public-switch telephone-network
characteristics were ‘simulated’ by software processing of the signals. Sound
calibrations of the telephone speech were performed with a Brüel & Kjær 2260
Observer, a Brüel & Kjær Artificial Ear (type 4152), a flat-plate adaptor for this
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artificial ear, and a soft seal to prevent sound leakage between the flat-plate
adaptor and the telephone handset. The background babble was generated with
a SoundMAX integrated digital audiocard and two Bowers & Wilkins 200 series
speakers coupled to a Bryston LTD. 2B power amplifier. Sound calibrations of
the background babble were performed with a Brüel & Kjær 2260 Observer.
Telephone-Speech Reception Threshold in Quiet
The Telephone-Speech Reception Threshold test in Quiet adaptively estimated
the sound level of telephone speech (dB SPL) required for reproducing 50%
of the sentences without error. One list of 13 short, everyday Dutch sentences
(Plomp & Mimpen, 1979a) was presented. Participants were asked to repeat
each sentence and encouraged to make their best guess for sentences for
which they were not sure. A sentence was scored as correct if the participant
was able to repeat each word of the sentence without error. No feedback
was given during the tests. The first sentence was presented at a sound level
below threshold and was presented repeatedly, increasing the sound level (in
increments of 4 dB SPL), until the participant repeated the sentence correctly.
Each of the following sentences was presented once; if the sentence was
identified correctly, the sound level of the next sentence was decreased by 2
dB SPL; if it was identified incorrectly, the sound level was increased by 2 dB
SPL. The Telephone-SRT in quiet was the mean sound level of sentences 5 to
14. The purpose of estimating the Telephone-SRT in quiet was to determine the
appropriate background babble levels for the Telephone-SRTBB and TelephoneNCBB tests (see Procedure section).
Telephone-Speech Reception Threshold in Background Babble
The Telephone-SRTBB test used the same adaptive procedure as applied in the
Telephone-SRT in quiet test (Plomp & Mimpen, 1979a), but now background
babble presented in the test room served as masker (for levels: see Background
babble subsection). Thirteen short, everyday Dutch sentences (Plomp &
Mimpen, 1979a) were presented in each test. We estimated the Speech-toBackground Babble Ratio (SNRBB in dB) at which participants reproduced 50%
of the sentences without error. The SNRBB was varied adaptively by changing
the telephone-speech level. The Telephone-SRTBB was the mean SNRBB of
sentences 5 to 14. Lower thresholds in background babble indicate better
performance. The Telephone-SRTBB was used to estimate the individuals’
ability to comprehend telephone speech in background babble. Based on the
Telephone-SRTBB, for several participants, the level of the telephone speech in
the Telephone-NCBB tests was adapted (see Procedure section).
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Background babble
The background babble presented during the Telephone-SRTBB and TelephoneNCBB tests consisted of four-speaker babble. Versfeld, Daalder, Festen, and
Houtgast (2000) developed the speech material. About 1000 sentences were
available for each of the four speakers (two males, two females). The speech
material of the speakers was mixed and presented without pauses between
the sentences. The audio track was looped at the end of the audio file. Two
loudspeakers presented the babble noise; the audio track played by one of
the loudspeakers was delayed with several seconds compared to the track
played by the other one, to simulate babble noise containing eight voices. The
two loudspeakers were located at a distance of approximately 1.5 m. in the
front-left and front-right (45°) of the participant. The level of the background
babble was either 60 or 70 dB SPL (depending on the individual TelephoneSRT in quiet), and will be referred to as the high background babble level.
The low background babble level was 6 dB below the high background
babble level (i.e., 54 or 64 dB SPL, see Procedure section). None of the
sentences in the background babble was used in the Telephone-SRT tests.
Telephone-Narrative Comprehension in Background Babble
Stimuli: Narratives
The Dutch Office of Intercultural Evaluation (Bureau InterCulturele Evaluatie,
ICE) developed the auditory narratives. Dutch educational institutions and
authorities use these fragments to examine speech comprehension of foreigners
learning Dutch. The tests consist of 112 speech fragments, which are grouped
into five difficulty levels (1 to 5). Good command of the Dutch language at
level 4 indicates that one is able to follow well-articulated discussions and
radio and television broadcasts presented at normal speaking rates. Each level
comprises 12 – 23 speech fragments and 25 four-Alternative Forced Choice
(4-AFC) questions. Most of the fragments contain read dialogues or interviews
with different speakers, both male and female. The length of the fragments
varies considerably, from about a single sentence (6 words) to about 3.5 min
(550 words), with a mean length of 70 s (i.e., about 160 words). The duration
of the fragments increases with higher test levels.
Automatic recognition of the narratives
First, all 112 available speech fragments were recognized off-line by the Dutch
TNO ASR system (Human Factors, Soesterberg, the Netherlands) in order to
generate the captions as used in this study. The TNO ASR system uses a statistical
N-gram (N=3) language model (LM) with the N-gram model using the (N-1)
preceding words to predict the probability of the next word. The LM was trained
on approximately 100 million words of newspaper texts. In total, 43 context143
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dependent acoustic models were trained on broadcast-news speech material,
consisting of 11,880 utterances (238,724 words). The vocabulary of the ASR
system (i.e., the list of recognizable words and corresponding pronunciations)
consisted of 20,000 words. Words not present in the vocabulary cannot be
recognized and will result in recognition errors. The ASR output was compared
to the actual spoken words. We calculated the word accuracy per fragment
(WA), which was defined as 100%, minus the percentage of recognition errors
per fragment (Zekveld, et al., 2008b,c). The WA ranged from 5 to 85%, with a
mean WA of about 50%.
Selection of the narratives (Telephone-Narrative Comprehension tests and
interval-Telephone-Narrative Comprehension tests)
Based on the WA, the test difficulty level, and the length of the fragments, we
selected six fragments to be used in the Telephone-NCBB tests. To minimize
variability in test difficulty between the conditions, we selected fragments from
one test level (level 4). In the current study, the duration of the fragments had
to be at least 40 s (about 100 words) to enable the participants to evaluate the
benefit obtained from the captions (Möller, 2000). The ASR accuracy level of the
automatic recognition of telephone conversations by near-future ASR systems
will be around 70% (Duchateau, Van Uytsel, Van Hamme, & Wambacq, 2005;
Stouten, Duchateau, Martens, & Wambacq, 2006; Fiscus et al., 2004). We
aimed to present captions with realistic ASR accuracy levels, and therefore,
the WA had to be at least 60%. Six fragments were selected, three fragments
had a mean WA of 60.1% (range = 58 to 62.5%), and three fragments had
a mean WA of 70.5% (range = 69.2 to 71.4%). The length of the fragments
(mean = 150 words, range = 107 to 203 words) did not differ between the two
ASR accuracy-levels, to prevent confounding the effects of WA and test length.
We additionally presented two ‘interval-Telephone-Narrative Comprehension in
Background Babble’ [Interval-Telephone-NCBB] tests in which the presentation
of the stimulus was interrupted after each interval of two sentences to ask
the participants to rate the speech comprehension benefit obtained from
the captions and to estimate their performance level. For these two tests, we
selected two relatively long narratives from level 4. The test consisted of 26
intervals, the WA per interval ranged from 43.5 to 87.5%, with a mean WA of
63.2%.
The long-term frequency spectrum and average RMS power of all fragments
were adapted to the sentences used in the Telephone-SRT tests (Plomp
& Mimpen, 1979a). This made the intelligibility of the narratives and SRT
sentences comparable at similar SNRBB’s. For each participant, two background
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babble levels were used in the Telephone-NCBB tests, either 54 dB SPL (low)
and 60 dB SPL (high) or 64 dB SPL (low) and 70 dB SPL (high), see Procedure
section.
Visual presentation of the captions (ASR output)
Most ASR systems use silence detection to identify word boundaries in the
incoming speech stream. As soon as a silent interval is detected, the preceding
speech is processed. The length of the speech sample that is concurrently
processed thus depends on the number and length of the pauses in the speech.
In the current study, we aimed to simulate a realistic, though optimal, ASR
system in terms of the text delay. First, we segmented the speech files using
timing information of the speech pauses obtained from the TNO ASR system.
Words uttered in between pauses (min. duration of 100 ms) were grouped.
The textual ASR output corresponding to those words was presented together,
100 ms after the start of the silent interval following that speech segment. The
mean delay of displaying each word relative to the end of the word utterance
was 1.1 s (range = .1 to 8.9 s). In on-line speech recognition, most ASR systems
require some extra processing time to generate the text. By not including this
additional delay, we simulated optimal online ASR in terms of recognition delay.
The text corresponding to each speech segment was presented at once, at a
fixed text line. The right panel of Figure 6.2 illustrates the text presentation.
The bottom line of the field showed the latest text output, and each new line
was presented by scrolling up the preceding text with one line. In total, seven
lines were presented on the screen, the first one disappearing when the eighth
one was displayed. The typeface of the text was Tiresias PCfont with a font size
of 16, the field background color of the eighth line was white, and the field
background color of lines 1 to 7 was green with the text being black.
Prior to the Telephone-NCBB tests, participants were instructed that they would
hear a relatively long speech fragment and that partly incorrect captions would
be displayed slightly delayed relative to the speech. Participants were instructed
to try to comprehend the narratives with the possibility to read the captions to
supplement the incomprehensible parts of the speech.
Outcome measures of the Telephone-Narrative Comprehension tests
The outcome measures of the Telephone-NCBB test consisted of the NASA-TLX,
additional rating subscales that evaluated the captions, and the performance on
three 4-AFC questions on the content of the narratives.
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Figure 6.2 The left-hand panel shows the test configuration. The participants were seated
in front of the PC screen and the experimenter sat at their left, behind the keyboard. Target
speech signals were presented by telephone, background babble was presented by two
loudspeakers located in the corners of the test room, of which one is visible in this picture.
The right-hand section shows a screen shot illustrating the presentation of the captions. The
lowest text line displays the latest text output.

NASA-Task Load Index
Immediately after completing each audio only or audio + text TelephoneNCBB test, participants completed the multidimensional NASA-TLX (Hart &
Staveland, 1988). This paper-and-pencil scale measures the effort required to
perform a task. It contains six bipolar subscales ranging from 0 to 10, which are
divided into 20 increments (see Appendix A). The Physical activity subscale was
omitted (Zhang & Luximon, 2005). The NASA-TLX subscales that were used
measure 1) Mental demand, 2) Temporal demand, 3) Effort, 4) Performance,
and 5) Frustration level. The standard NASA-TLX contains an evaluation phase
(pairwise-comparison procedure) in which the participants indicate the relative
importance of each NASA-TLX dimension for the given task. Based on this
procedure in the original version of the NASA-TLX, the subscale-ratings are
individually weighted to obtain the overall score. However, results of studies
performed by Hill et al. (1992) and Nygren (1991) demonstrate that omitting the
weighting procedure does not invalidate the workload measure (c.f., Murata,
1999; Graham & Carter, 2000; Mayes, Sims, & Koonce, 2001; Moroney, Biers,
Eggemeier, & Mitchell, 1992; Moroney, Biers, & Eggemeier, 1995). We decided
not to administer this evaluation phase to reduce the duration of the test session.
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In the current study, the mean NASA-TLX (with each subscale receiving equal
weight), provides the overall workload. The Performance rating is inverted in
the analyses; lower ratings indicate more positive (better) evaluations.
Automatic Speech Recognition-output evaluation subscales
After each Telephone-NCBB test, participants also evaluated several text
features using three specific subscales similar to the NASA-TLX subscales (see
Appendix A). The first subscale asked them to indicate whether the captions
supported speech comprehension. The subscale ranged from “the text made
speech comprehension harder” to “the text facilitated speech comprehension”.
The scale will be referred to as the Text-support rating. The second subscale
asked participants to what extent the ASR errors were problematic for text
comprehension (Problems errors), and the third subscale asked them to what
extent the text delay was problematic (Problems text delay; [not problematic…
severely problematic]). A final 2-AFC (yes/no) question asked participants
whether they would like to use the system (a device displaying textual ASR
output) in their daily lives when the amount of ASR errors and the text delay
would be similar to the captions presented in the current test.
After each interval of two sentences in the interval- Telephone-NCBB test, the
presentation of the speech and text was interrupted and participants were
asked to complete the NASA-TLX Performance and the Text-support subscales.
4-Alternative Forced Choice questions
Finally, participants answered three 4-AFC questions on the content of the
speech fragments. For each segment, one or two questions were available; the
additional questions were constructed similar to the available ICE questions.
The questions covered both the main topic and specific, detailed information
provided in the narrative. The 4-AFC questions encouraged participants to
really try to comprehend the spoken information. The data from the questions
was not used in the analyses, as the questions were not validated for the current
application.
Text Reception Threshold Test
The TRT is defined as the percentage of unmasked text required by the
participant to read 50% of masked sentences without error (Zekveld, George,
et al., 2007). The sentences (Plomp & Mimpen, 1979a) were displayed one by
one and the text was adaptively masked with vertical bars to estimate the TRT.
In each trial, the bar pattern consisted of bars of equal width. Between trials,
the percentage of unmasked text was varied by changing the bar width. At the
start of each trial, the mask became visible and the text appeared “behind” it
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in a word-by-word fashion. The timing of the appearance of each word was
equal to the timing of each word in the original audio file. The preceding
words remained on the screen until the sentence was completed. After the
last word of the sentence was displayed, the sentence remained visible for
3.5 sec. The adaptive procedure applied in the TRT test was similar to the
procedure applied in the SRT test (Zekveld, George, et al., 2007). The first
sentence started with a percentage of unmasked text below threshold and this
sentence was repeatedly presented with an increased percentage of unmasked
text until participants were able to read the sentence correctly. The TRT is the
average percentage of unmasked text for sentences 5 to 14. Lower thresholds
indicate better performance.
Spatial Span test
The Spatial Span (SSP) test is a subtest of the Cambridge neuropsychological
test automated battery (CANTAB; Owen, et al., 1990). It is a computerized
version of the Corsi blocks task that examines visual working memory capacity
(Vandierendonck, Kemps, Fastame, et al., 2004). A visual measure of spatial
working memory capacity was used to prevent confounding working memory
performance by hearing loss (c.f., Van Boxtel, et al., 2000). Another reason for
applying the SSP test was to have a working memory test that does not rely on
the language processes relevant for performing the TRT test (i.e., the ability to
complete partly masked, written sentences).
Nine white squares were displayed at fixed pseudo-random positions on the
touch-sensitive screen. Several squares changed colour sequentially in each
trial. The number of squares that changed colour per trial increased from two to
a maximum of nine. After a tone prompt, participants had to touch the squares
that had changed colour, in the correct order. If they repeated the sequence
incorrectly, an alternative sequence of the same length was presented. The test
ended automatically if participants failed at three consecutive trials of one level.
The SSP was the highest sequence of squares recalled successfully.
Questionnaire
At the end of the test session, the participants completed a questionnaire.
Part 1 focused on speech comprehension problems during daily telephone
communication, and Part 2 evaluated the captions and the benefit obtained
from the text.
Pilot study
Because the background babble noise and the experimental set-up were
specifically prepared for the current study, a pilot study was performed to
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estimate the Telephone-SRTBB and subjective intelligibility of the TelephoneNCBB narratives for normal hearing listeners. Seven normal hearing participants
(mean age = 27 years; 2 males) performed four Telephone-SRTBB tests in
background babble of 60 dB SPL. The data of the first (practice) TelephoneSRTBB test were not used in the analysis. The mean Telephone-SRTBB was 10.9 dB SNRBB and ranged from -7.5 to -14.3 dB SNRBB. The participants also
performed Telephone-NCBB tests at several SNRBB’s and were asked to indicate
the listening effort and to estimate their speech comprehension performance.
Based on the results, we decided to set the default SNRBB in the TelephoneNCBB tests at 0 dB for the hearing-impaired participants. Note that for most of
them, this default level was adapted, depending on the individual TelephoneSRTBB (see Procedure section).
Procedure
The test procedure aimed to approximate daily telephone conversations in the
presence of background noise. At the start of the test session, participants were
asked which ear they normally used during telephone conversations and, if
appropriate, whether they used a hearing aid, a special hearing aid program,
or the telecoil setting of their hearing aid. They were instructed to perform
the tests with the same ear, hearing aid settings, and position of the telephone
receiver normally used during telephone conversations. They were not allowed
to change these settings during the test session.
First, the participants performed a practice Telephone-SRT test in quiet,
followed by another Telephone-SRT test in quiet used to determine the
background babble level in the Telephone-SRTBB and Telephone-NCBB tests. If
the Telephone-SRT in quiet was below 45 dB, the high background babble level
in the Telephone-SRTBB and Telephone-NCBB tests was 60 dB SPL; otherwise,
the high babble level was 70 dB SPL. Higher babble levels were not presented
because this would result in unrealistically high background-babble and speech
levels in the Telephone-SRTBB and Telephone-NCBB tests. Then, a practice
Telephone-SRTBB test was presented to make the participant familiar with
telephone-speech comprehension in background babble, followed by another
two Telephone-SRTBB tests of which the results were used in the analysis. Then
they performed a practice Telephone-NCBB test and completed the NASA-TLX,
the ASR-output evaluation subscales, and practice 4-AFC questions. After that,
they performed three actual Telephone-NCBB tests, followed by three TRT tests
and the interval- Telephone-NCBB test. Then they performed the remaining three
Telephone-NCBB tests, two Telephone-SRTBB tests, three TRT tests, and the SSP
test. The 1.5-hour test session was finished after completing the questionnaire.
Sentences presented in the Telephone-SRT and TRT tests were only presented
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once to each participant.
In total, six Telephone-NCBB tests were performed. In half of the tests, the high
background babble level was used (60 or 70 dB SPL), and in the other tests,
the low background babble level (54 or 64 dB SPL) was used. This enabled
us to examine interaction effects between the background babble level and
the subjective benefit obtained from the captions. The difference between
the Telephone-SRTBB and the SNRBB applied in the Telephone-NCBB tests will
be referred to as the relative speech intelligibility level, with more positive
values reflecting better speech intelligibility. Depending on the individual
Telephone-SRTBB, the speech level in the Telephone-NCBB tests was adapted;
if the Telephone-SRTBB (mean of the first two tests) exceeded plus or minus 6
dB SNRBB, the speech level was increased or decreased with 6 dB steps until
the relative speech intelligibility level was between -6 and +6 dB SNRBB. This
ensured that all participants were able to comprehend part of the speech.
We assumed that presenting the speech in the tests at a SNRBB far below the
individual Telephone-SRTBB would not reflect daily life telephone conversations.
In reality, listeners would probably improve the listening conditions in such
difficult situations by, for example, trying to reduce the background noise.
Furthermore, for some participants with a relatively good Telephone-SRTBB, the
SNRBB was adapted to prevent ceiling effects (i.e., easy speech comprehension,
which could reduce the subjective benefit obtained from the captions). In two
Telephone-NCBB tests, no ASR output was presented. This resulted in a 2 * 3
design: two babble levels (high or low) by three ASR conditions (no captions,
captions with mean WA of 60%, captions with a mean WA of 70%). Across
participants, each Telephone-NCBB test was presented equally often in each
order position and each fragment was presented about equally often in each
condition. This prevented the test condition from becoming confounded with
the test order and speech fragment.

Results Experiment 1
Results of the Speech Reception Threshold, Text Reception Threshold, and
Spatial Span tests
The mean Telephone-SRT in quiet was 50.8 dB SPL, (SD = 12.2 dB) and the
mean Telephone-SRTBB was 2.9 dB SNRBB (SD = 10.0 dB). The mean TRT was
51.7% (SD = 5.6%) and the mean SSP (visual working memory capacity) was
5.3 (SD = 1.3).
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Results
80 of the Telephone-Narrative Comprehension in Background Babble
Tests
90 participants, the speech level in the Telephone-NC tests was adapted
For 17
BB
based on the individual Telephone-SRTBB. The mean relative intelligibility level
was 2.24 dB SNRBB (SD = 3.7 dB). Figure 6.3 shows the results of the NASA-TLX
subscales. From left to right, the first six bars show the mean NASA-TLX rating
for each of the six conditions. Lower values indicate better, or more positive,
ratings.
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Figure 6.3 Results on the NASA-TLX. The overall task load is shown for each of the six
conditions at the left-hand side of Figure 6.3. The other bars show the mean subscale-ratings.
For the mean Task Load Index (TLX) and each subscale, lower values indicate better, or more
positive, ratings. ASR = Automatic Speech Recognition; WA = Word Accuracy.
No ASR

Negative / worse

We aimed to
WAtest
60%the main- and interaction-effects of ASR condition (no-ASR,
WA WA)
70% and background babble (high versus low) on the ratings on
60% and 70%
WA 80%
the NASA-TLX
and the ASR-output evaluation scales. Applying non-parametric
WA 90%
statistical tests is recommended for the analysis of non-normal and ordinalscales10data (Altman, 1991; Svensson, 2001). However, inspection of the rating
scale data revealed that for each variable, at least 70 different data values
occurred in the data set, and not many identical data values were observed.
Tests for
skewness and kurtosis did not indicate a non-normal distribution of
8
the data. Given these results and the absence of a powerful non-parametric
test for a two-within factors repeated-measures analysis, we decided to use
(parametric) univariate repeated measures analyses.
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The subjective NASA-TLX ratings were analyzed with univariate repeatedmeasures analyses with two within-subjects variables: ASR condition (no ASR,
WA 60%, and WA 70%) and background babble (high or low). Simple contrasts
(with Bonferroni adjustments) were used to test for differences between the
no-ASR condition and either the 60% or the 70% WA condition. Degrees of
freedom were adjusted (Greenhouse-Geisser correction) if Mauchly’s test of
sphericity indicated violation of the sphericity-assumption.
The repeated measures analyses indicated that the main effect of ASR
condition was not statistically significant for the mean NASA-TLX rating or any
of its subscales. This indicates that task load did not differ between the no-ASR
condition, the 60% WA condition, and the 70% WA condition. The interaction
effect between babble level and ASR condition was statistically significant for
the mean NASA-TLX rating (F(2,38) = 4.72; p = .015), the Effort subscale (F(2,38)
= 5.51; p = .008), and the Frustration level subscale (F(2,38) = 5.81; p = .006).
The main effect of babble level was statistically significant for the mean NASATLX rating (F(1,19) = 8.15; p = .010), the Mental demand subscale (F(1,19) = 8.42;
p = .009), the Effort subscale (F(1,19) = 11.5; p = .003), and the Performance
subscale (F(1,19) = 14.2; p = .001). None of the contrasts between the no-ASR
condition and the 60% and 70% WA levels was statistically significant (p >
.05). These results indicate that the NASA-TLX ratings did not differ between
the no-ASR conditions and the conditions in which captions were presented.
The interaction effect between Babble level and ASR condition indicate that
in the low background-babble conditions, presenting the captions increased
the mean Task load, the Effort, and the Frustration level, whereas in the high
babble conditions, presenting the captions decreased the task load, Effort, and
Frustration level (Figure 6.3). The main effect of Babble level indicates that in
the high background babble conditions, the mean task load, Mental demand,
Effort, and Performance ratings were higher (more negative) than in the low
background babble conditions.
The means and standard deviations (between parentheses) of the results of the
ASR-output evaluation subscales are shown in Table 6.2. Lower values reflect
better evaluations of the captions. The results on the ASR-output evaluation
scales were analyzed with a univariate repeated-measures analyses with two
within-subjects variables WA level (WA 60% or WA 70%) and background
babble (high or low). Note that in the no-ASR conditions, the participants did
not complete the ASR-output evaluation scales.
The repeated measures analyses showed that for the ASR-output evaluation
scales, the interaction effect between Babble level and WA level, and the main
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effect of WA were not statistically significant. The main effect of Babble level
reached statistical significance for the ‘Problems with text delay’ rating (F(1,19)
= 4.65; p = .044). This effect indicates that the delay of the text is more
problematic when the level of the background babble is high.
The mean percentage of participants who indicated that they would like to use
the system is shown in Table 6.2. We used non-parametric sign-tests to test for
the effect of WA on the mean percentage of participants indicating that they
would like to use the system (tested separately for each babble-level). The sign
tests (with Bonferroni adjustments) indicated no statistically significant effect of
WA on the willingness to use the system (p > .10).
Table 6.2 Means and standard deviations (between parentheses) of the ASRoutput evaluation subscales and the percentage of participants who indicated
that they would like to use the system in their daily lives.
Low background babble
WA 60%
WA 70%

High background babble
WA 60%
WA 70%

Text support [support …
hindrance]

5.6
(2.2)

4.5
(1.8)

6.2
(1.5)

5.6
(2.4)

Problems with ASR errors
[not problematic…severely
problematic]

5.4
(2.8)

4.8 (2.5)

5.6
(2.4)

4.9
(2.2)

Problems with text delay
[not problematic…severely
problematic]

4.8
(2.8)

4.2
(2.7)

5.1
(2.5)

4.4
(2.5)

25

15

10

15

Willingness to use the system (% of
participants)

The subscales ranged from 0 to 10; lower ratings reflect better evaluations of the captions. ASR =
Automatic Speech Recognition; WA = Word Accuracy.

Interval- Telephone-Narrative Comprehension in Background Babble tests
Table 6.3 shows the results of the interval- Telephone-NCBB tests. We calculated
Spearman correlation coefficients between the mean WA per subfragment and
the two subscale ratings. The Spearman correlation coefficient between the
mean Text-support rating and WA was statistically significant (r = -.52, p <
.01). As can be seen in the Table 6.3, the mean Text-support rating was 6.3,
implying that for most participants, the text made speech comprehension more
difficult. The correlation between WA and the Text-support rating indicates that
this ‘hindrance’ from the text was lower for higher ASR accuracies.
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Table 6.3 Means, standard deviations (between parentheses), and range of
the ratings of the interval-Telephone-Narrative-Comprehension in Background
Babble tests.
Mean (SD)

Range
Minimum

Maximum

Performance level [high … low]

4.9 (.6)

4.0

6.0

Text-support [support … hindrance]

6.3 (.7)

4.9

7.4

The subscales ranged from 0 to 10; lower values reflect better evaluations.

Practice Effects
Participants performed six Telephone-NCBB tests in the test session. Participants
may become more experienced with using the captions during the course of
the test session, which could be reflected in the outcome measures. In order
to test for practice effects on the Telephone-NCBB test results, we performed
repeated measures analyses with order position as independent variable, and
either the mean NASA-TLX rating or one of the three ASR-output evaluation
ratings as dependent variable. The analyses indicated no order effects on the
dependent variables (p > .10).
Correlation Analysis
In a correlation analysis, we examined whether age, the relative speech
intelligibility level, the TRT, and the SSP were associated with the reported task
load and the evaluation of the captions. The strength of those relationships
may depend on whether text was presented or not. We therefore separately
calculated the Spearman correlation coefficients for the ASR and no-ASR
conditions (Table 6.4).
The Spearman correlation coefficient between age and the mean TLX in the
conditions in which the captions were presented was statistically significant (r
= -.53; p = .015), indicating an age-related decrease in the task load ratings.
A significant correlation between age and the ‘Problems with the ASR errors’rating consistently indicated that the older participants evaluated the ASR errors
as less problematic than the younger participants did (r = -.45; p = .049).
Finally, the participants with larger working memory capacities (SSPs) indicated
less willingness to use the system (r = -.48, p = .033). Inspection of the raw
data however revealed that this relationship was due to one participant having
a relatively small working memory capacity.
The results on the questionnaire are presented together with the results of the
participants of Experiment 2 in Appendix B.
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Table 6.4 Spearman correlation coefficients between several individual variables
and the outcome measures of the Telephone-Narrative-Comprehension in
Background Babble tests.
Mean NASATLX

Text-support
[support …
hindrance]

Problems with Problems with
ASR errors
text delay
(rating)
(rating)

Willingness to
use system (%
of participants)

No ASR

ASR

Age

-.25

-.53*

-.16

-.45*

-.31

.23

RSIL

-.27

-.07

.29

-.23

.13

-.24

TRT

-.12

-.15

.05

.10

-.04

.37

SSP

.28

.20

.22

-.15

-.03

-.48*

* p < .05
The rating subscales ranged from 0 to 10. Higher SSP values reflect higher working memory
capacities. Higher values on the subscales reflect higher task load or worse evaluations,
higher TRTs reflect worse performances. NASA-TLX = NASA Task Load Index; ASR =
Automatic Speech Recognition; RSIL = Relative Speech Intelligibility level; TRT = Text
Reception Threshold; SSP = Spatial Span.

Discussion Experiment 1
The main result of Experiment 1 was that hearing impaired participants
indicated that it is difficult to obtain speech comprehension benefit from ASR
output with mean ASR word accuracy levels of 60 or 70%. The task load did not
differ between the conditions in which no ASR output was presented and the
conditions in which ASR output with WA levels of 60 or 70% were presented.
However, the interaction between ASR condition (captions absent, WA 60%,
or WA 70%) and babble level (low or high) indicated that the overall task load
decreased when captions were presented, but only in the high backgroundbabble conditions. In the low background babble conditions, presenting the
text seemed to increase the task load (Figure 6.3). The analyses of the subscale
ratings indicated that this interaction effect was mainly based on the Effort and
Frustration level subscales. Not surprisingly, the task load was generally higher
for the high background babble level than for the low background babble
level.
In our earlier study (Zekveld, et al., 2008c) we concluded that hearing
impaired participants obtained benefit from partly incorrect ASR output in
the comprehension of speech in noise. The ASR accuracy level of the text
presented in that study ranged from 37 to 74%; the SRT improved by about
1.5 to 2 dB SNR. The participants of the current study, however, reported that
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captions with WAs of 60 and 70% do not decrease the task load during speech
comprehension in difficult listening situations. Several factors could explain the
apparently inconsistent results. First, the SRT tests applied in the Zekveld, et
al. (2008b,c) studies substantially differed from the Telephone-NCBB tests used
in the current study. In our previous studies, participants had time to listen to
the sentence and subsequently read the corresponding text before the next
sentence was auditorily presented. In the current study, participants had to
listen to ongoing speech while reading captions corresponding to previously
uttered speech, which likely made it more difficult to combine the speech and
the captions. It is widely accepted that it is difficult to perform two verbal tasks
simultaneously, even when the verbal stimuli are audiovisually presented (c.f.,
Bourke, Duncan, & Nimmo-Smith, 1996; Jobard, Vigneau, Mazoyer, & TzourioMazoyer, 2007). The ‘perceptual overload’ in the Telephone-NCBB tests was
furthermore illustrated by the remarkably similar comments of the participants:
most of them spontaneously and carefully explained that they found it difficult
to read the captions while listening to the ongoing speech. The ASR errors
distracted them from listening and made text comprehension problematical.
As described by Pichora-Fuller, Schneider, & Daneman (1995), more working
memory capacity is required when speech or text comprehension is difficult, for
example, when background noise masks the speech. The current results could
suggest that in the low background babble conditions, the potential subjective
benefit obtained from the captions does not compensate for the increment
in working memory capacity required for processing the partly erroneous text
(Yeh & Wickens, 1988). In other words, the ‘costs’ (increments in the subjective
task load) associated with processing the captions may not be compensated
for by better speech comprehension. The interaction effect between ASR
condition and background babble level may reflect a shift in this balance when
speech comprehension itself is more difficult and effortful, thereby increasing
the potential support obtained from the text.
Second, objectively measured benefit does not have to be consistent with
subjectively experienced benefit (e.g., Saunders, Forsline, & Fausti, 2004;
Möller, 2000; Wickens, 1992). Consistently with the task load increment when
captions were presented in the low background babble conditions, in our
previous study (Zekveld, et al., 2008c), presenting the text increased the effort
when the text was delayed relative to the speech, despite objective speech
comprehension benefit in these conditions.
The current data do not allow a conclusion regarding the cause of the apparent
difficulties of hearing impaired participants to use ASR output to improve speech
comprehension. Captions with accuracy levels exceeding 70% may reduce
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the task load and additionally, presenting the text prior to the corresponding
speech could make it easier to use the captions during speech comprehension.
To examine whether the limited ability of the participants to use the text was
caused by the number of ASR errors, the delay of the text relative to the speech,
or both, a follow-up experiment was performed.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we added two conditions with high ASR accuracy levels (WAs
of 80% and 90%) and in half of the conditions, the text was presented prior to
the utterance of the corresponding speech, which allowed participants to read
along with the speech. Note that in actual ASR applications, the text will not
precede the speech, unless the speech is artificially delayed.
Methods Experiment 2
Unless stated otherwise, the methods and procedure applied in Experiment 2
were equal to Experiment 1.
Participants
Ten hearing-impaired patients (5 female, 5 male) were tested in Experiment 2;
none of them had participated in Experiment 1. Their ages ranged from 45 to
74 years, with a mean age of 62.7 years (SD = 9.9 years). Most participants
had sensorineural hearing loss, but a few participants had mixed sensorineural
and conductive hearing loss. Means and standard deviations of the pure
tone hearing thresholds (average of both ears) are shown in Figure 6.1. Five
participants used two hearing aids, and one participant used one hearing aid
in daily face-to-face conversations. Only one of them used a hearing aid in
daily telephone communication (without telecoil setting or special hearing aid
program) and two participants used telephone amplifiers.
Stimuli and Tests
Telephone-Narrative Comprehension in Background Babble tests.
Instead of the manipulation of the two background babble levels, in Experiment 2,
we varied the text delay: the text either preceded or followed the corresponding
speech. Four additional Telephone-NCBB narratives were required for two extra
WA levels (80% and 90%) by two delay conditions (lead versus lag). Because
no narratives were available with WAs exceeding 70% that were comparable to
the narratives presented in Experiment 1, we first selected four narratives with
similar test difficulty and length as the narratives of Experiment 1, and then
randomly corrected the ASR errors to obtain two fragments with WA levels of
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80% and two fragments with WA levels of 90%. Each participant performed 10
Telephone-NCBB tests: in two tests, no captions were presented, and the WA of
the captions presented in the remaining eight conditions was either 60%, 70%,
80%, or 90%. For each WA level, the captions either preceded or followed
the speech. In contrast to Experiment 1, the interval- Telephone-NCBB test was
not presented, in order to reduce the length of the test session. Participants of
Experiment 2 were not asked to complete the ‘Problems with the text-delay’rating scale, as in half of the tests, the text preceded the speech.
Visual presentation of ASR output
In the lag conditions, the timing of the presentation of the text relative to the
speech was equal to Experiment 1. In the lead conditions, the onset of the
visual presentation of the ASR output for each segment was presented at the
start of the utterance of the first word of that segment. This means that in
the lead conditions, the text was available prior to the pronunciation of the
corresponding words and participants were able to read the text along with
listening to the corresponding speech.
Procedure
The order of the tests was the same as in Experiment 1, except that 10
Telephone-NCBB tests were presented in two blocks of five tests each. Similar
to Experiment 1, for some participants, the speech level and the background
babble level were adapted depending on the individual Telephone-SRTBB.

Results Experiment 2
Results of the Speech Reception Threshold, Text Reception Threshold, and
Spatial Span tests
The mean Telephone-SRT in quiet was 55.2 dB SPL (SD = 13.8) and the mean
Telephone-SRTBB was -1.1 dB SNRBB (SD = 7.1 dB). The mean TRT was 53.1%
(SD = 5.55 %) and the mean SSP (visual working memory capacity) was 4.7 (SD
= 1.0). These results were similar to the results of the participants of Experiment
1.
Results of the Telephone-Narrative Comprehension in Background Babble
tests
For six participants, the speech level in the Telephone-NCBB tests was adapted
based on the individual Telephone-SRTBB. The mean relative intelligibility level
was 2.29 dB SNRBB (SD = 1.2 dB). Figure 6.4 shows the NASA-TLX results.
First, we used a repeated measures analysis to test the main- and interaction158
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effects of WA condition (60, 70, 80, or 90% WA) and delay (lead versus lag)
on the ratings on the NASA-TLX and the ASR-output evaluation scales. Simple
contrasts (with Bonferroni adjustments) were used to test for differences between
the 70, 80, and 90% WA conditions relative to the 60% WA condition. Similar
to Experiment 1, based on the high number of different data values for each
variable and the results of tests for skewness and kurtosis, we decided to use
parametric repeated measures analyses. Note that the results of the analyses
should be interpreted with caution, as the sample-size of the current experiment
was small (i.e., N = 10). Degrees of freedom were adjusted (GreenhouseGeisser correction) if Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated violation of the
sphericity-assumption.
The repeated measures analyses indicated main effects of WA on the mean
NASA-TLX rating (F(2,27) = 6.237; Greenhouse-Geisser corrected p-value =
.009; ε = .65), the Time demand subscale (F(3,27) = 9.15; p < .001), the Effort
subscale (F(3,27) = 3.04; p = .046), and the Performance subscale (F(3,27) = 3.94;
p = .019). The main effect of delay was statistically significant for the mean
NASA-TLX rating (F(1,9) = 10.30; p = .011), the Effort subscale (F(1,9) = 13.98;
p = .005), and the Performance subscale (F(1,9) = 11.19; p = .009). For none
of the subscales, the interaction effect between WA and delay was statistically
significant. The results indicate that for higher WA levels, the subjective Task
load, Time demand, Effort, and Performance-ratings are lower (more positive).
Additionally, the Task load, Effort and Performance ratings are also lower (better)
for the conditions in which the text is presented prior to the corresponding
speech. Thus, both increasing the WA level of the ASR output, and omitting the
delay of the text relative to the speech, reduces the task load experienced by
the listeners. The contrast between the 60% WA and the 90% WA conditions
was statistically significant for the mean TLX rating (F(1,9) = 23.1; Bonferroni
corrected p = .003), the Mental demand subscale (F(1,9) = 40.0; Bonferroni
corrected p < .001), and the Time demand subscale (F(1,9) = 15.05; Bonferroni
corrected p = .012). Consistent with the main effect of WA level, these results
indicate that increasing the accuracy of the text from 60 to 90%, reduces the
subjective Task load, Mental demand, and Time demand, as averaged over the
lead and lag conditions.
Note that the no-ASR condition was not included in the repeated-measures
analysis, as this condition was not crossed with the delay factor (the lead/lag
distinction does not apply for this condition as no text was presented). Therefore,
the data-analysis contained a second step in which we performed two repeated
measures analyses, each with one within-subject variable ‘ASR-condition’. In
one analysis, the three ASR-condition levels were no-ASR, WA 60% lag, and WA
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60% lead, and in the second analysis, the levels were no-ASR, WA 90% lag, and
WA 90% lead. The rationale for only analyzing these ‘extreme’ WA conditions
was that the 60% WA conditions simulated realistic ASR performance, whereas
the 90% WA conditions simulated optimal (future) ASR performance. The
70 and 80% WA conditions were not included in this analysis to reduce the
number of statistical tests conducted on the small dataset.
For the repeated measures analyses with the within-subject variable ASRcondition with levels no-ASR, 60% WA lag, and 60% WA lead, the effect of
ASR-condition was statistically significant for the mean TLX rating (F(2,18) = 3.68;
p = .046) and the Effort rating (F(2,18) = 3.95; p = .038). As can be seen in Figure
6.4, these results are based on the relative high task load and Effort ratings in
the 60% WA conditions in which the text was delayed relative to the speech.
The repeated-measures analyses on the results of the no-ASR, 90% WA lag, and
90% WA lead conditions indicated a main effect of ASR condition for the Time
demand subscale (F(2,18) = 4.00; p = .037). Figure 6.4 shows that presenting
ASR output with WA of 90% slightly increased the Time demand when the text
was delayed relative to the speech, but presenting the text prior to the speech
reduced the Time demand compared to the conditions in which no ASR output
was presented. These results indicate that for WA levels around 60%, the task
load is relatively high when the text is delayed relative to the speech. Simulating
optimal ASR accuracies (WA around 90%) and presenting the text prior to
the speech reduces the subjective Time demand ratings as compared to the
conditions in which no ASR output was presented. Unfortunately, in real online
ASR applications, the text will not be available prior to the speech.
Means and standard deviations of the ASR-output evaluation ratings are shown
in Figure 6.5. Lower ratings reflect better evaluations.
We performed repeated measures analyses to test the effects of the withinsubject variables WA condition (60, 70, 80, or 90% WA) and delay (lead
versus lag) on the Text-support ratings and the ‘Problem with errors’-rating.
Simple contrasts (with Bonferroni adjustments) were used to test for differences
between the 70, 80, and 90% WA conditions relative to the 60% WA condition.
The results of the analysis indicated no statistically significant effects of ASR
accuracy and delay on the Text-support ratings. The main effect of WA was
statistically significant (F(3,27) = 5.10; p = .006) for the ‘Problems with errors’rating. For this ASR-output evaluation scale, the contrast between the 60 and
90% WA condition was also statistically significant (F(1,9) = 20.4; Bonferroni
corrected p = .0030; see the right-hand panel of Figure 6.5.
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The mean percentage of participants willing to use the system in daily life is
shown in Table 6.5. We used non-parametric sign-tests to test for the effect of
low percentage of participants indicating that they would like to high
WA on the mean
use the system (tested separately for each babble-level). The sign tests (with
Bonferroni adjustments) indicated no statistically significant effect of WA on the
willingness to use the system (p > .10)
Correlation Analysis
Spearman correlation coefficients were calculated between age, the relative
speech intelligibility level, the TRT, the SSP, the reported task load and the
Extrinsicoffactors
evaluation
the captions, separately for the ASR, no-ASR, lead, and lag
conditions (Table 6.6).
Quality of the speech signal and interfering
noise
- Chapter 6: A higher background babble level
results in higher reported task load and more
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Quality of the visual information
- Chapter 3: Increasing the percentage of masked
text reduces the speech comprehension benefit
obtained from the text
- Chapters 4, 5, 6: Higher ASR accuracies result in
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Table 6.5 Means percentage of participants who reported that they would
like to use the system in their daily lives.
Lag conditions

Willingness to use the
system (% of participants)
WA = Word Accuracy

Lead conditions

WA
60%

WA
70%

WA
80%

WA
90%

WA
60%

WA
70%

WA
80%

WA
90%

10

10

20

40

10

20

40

40

Higher ages were significantly associated with lower reported task load (mean
TLX) in the conditions in which no captions were presented (r = -.64, p =
.0048) and in the lead conditions (r = -.82, p = .004). Elderly participants
reported fewer problems with the ASR errors in the lead conditions (r = -.65,
p = .043) and a higher age was related to more willingness to use the system
in daily situations (r = .78, p = .008). In the lag conditions, participants with
better (lower) TRTs reported lower task load than participants with worse TRTs
(r = .79, p = .006). Better TRTs were also related to more support obtained
from the text in the lag conditions (r = .68, p = .029). Thus, better TRTs were
associated with lower task load and better evaluations of the ASR output in the
lag conditions. The performance on the TRT test was not significantly associated
with age.
Table 6.6 Spearman correlation coefficients between several individual variables
and the outcome measures of the Telephone-Narrative-Comprehension in
Background Babble tests.
Mean NASA-TLX

Text-support
rating [support …
hindrance]

Problems with
ASR errors
(rating)

Willingness to
use system (%
participants)

ASR

No
ASR

lag

lead

Age

-.64*

-.20

RSIL

-.19

-.01

TRT

.20

SSP

-.11

lag

lead

lag

lead

lag

lead

-.82**

.19

-.55

-.38

.13

-.04

.16

-.24

-.65*

.13

.78**

-.04

-.05

-.20

.79*

.24

.68*

-.20

.11

.29

.04

-.19

.43

.15

-.35

.15

-.35

.15

.40

.46

* p < .05; ** p < .01
The rating subscales ranged from 0 to 10. Higher SSPs reflect larger working memory
capacities. Higher values on the rating scales reflect worse evaluations, and higher TRTs
reflect worse performances. NASA-TLX = NASA Task Load Index; ASR = Automatic Speech
Recognition; RSIL = Relative Speech Intelligibility level; TRT = Text Reception Threshold;
SSP = Spatial Span.
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Discussion Experiment 2
The aim of Experiment 2 was to examine whether increasing the WA level of the
captions and/or presenting the captions preceding the utterance of the speech
reduced the subjective task load. The reported task load indeed decreased
for the higher WA levels; participants indicated that the Time load and Effort
were lower for the higher WA levels, and the subjective Performance level
increased for higher WA levels. The reported task load was lower in the 90%
WA conditions compared to the 60% WA conditions and participants reported
having fewer problems with the ASR errors in the 90% WA conditions than in
the 60% WA conditions. Furthermore, presenting the text prior to rather than
after the corresponding speech decreased the task load and subjective effort,
and improved the subjective performance rating. The results of the second step
of the analysis indicated that in the conditions in which the text was delayed
to the speech, presenting the text increased the task load and Effort ratings. In
contrast, when the text preceded the speech, the Time demand reported by the
participants was lower as compared to the no-ASR conditions. Thus, increasing
the accuracy of the ASR output and omitting the text delay resulted in lower
task load and better evaluations of the captions in the conditions in which
ASR output was presented. Only when the WA of the text was high (90%) and
the text could be read simultaneously to hearing the corresponding speech,
the participants indicated that one task load dimension, the Time demand,
was reduced compared to audio-only speech comprehension. When the ASR
accuracy was around 60% and the text followed the speech, the captions
did not reduce the task load, but even slightly increased the subjective task
load and Effort ratings. This result is inconsistent with the similar or slightly
reduced task load and effort ratings for the same conditions as observed in
Experiment 1 (see Figure 6.3). The different results for the two experiments
could be due to the fact that the participants of Experiment 2 also performed
conditions in which the WA level was high and the text was not delayed to
the speech. This may have resulted in a different ‘frame of reference’ adopted
by the participants in Experiment 2, resulting in a relatively poor evaluation
of the most difficult condition performed by this group (60% WA, lag). Note
however that the current results should be interpreted cautiously as the number
of participants in Experiment 2 was relatively small. The remaining findings of
Experiment 2 are discussed in the General Discussion section, together with the
results of Experiment 1.
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General Discussion
The main result of the current study is the participants’ report that automatically
generated captions with word accuracies of 60 to 90% that were presented
slightly delayed or preceding the corresponding speech did not reduce the task
load compared to when no captions were presented. The results of Experiment
1 suggest that the processing of the visual information increased the task load in
the low background babble level conditions, whereas the effort and frustration
decreased when captions were presented in the high background babble
conditions. The participants of Experiment 2 however indicated that ASR output
with 60% accuracy that was presented delayed to the speech increased the task
load and Effort. Only the Time demand ratings reduced when highly accurate
captions (i.e., 90% WA) were presented prior to the speech. In general, despite
reduced task load with increasing WAs, the results of both experiments suggest
that the subjective task load generally did not differ between the audio only and
audio + text conditions. This indicates that the additional visual information
did not substantially influence the perceived effort required to perform the
listening task. Thus, despite the objective speech comprehension benefit as
observed in our earlier studies (Zekveld, et al., 2008b,c), the participants did
not report that the text reduced the task load. Reading the partly incorrect
captions is a difficult task to be performed while listening to ongoing telephone
speech in the presence of background babble in the test room. Processing the
text imposes an additional task on the participants, and generally, when extra,
useful information is provided to participants, the subjectively evaluated task
load increases, even if the additional information improves the performance
(Yeh & Wickens, 1988). The current study showed that the task load was not
increased by the additional visual information when the accuracy of the text
was higher than 60% or when the text preceded the speech. These results may
suggest that in these conditions, the extra task demands by the processing of the
text were partly compensated for by less effortful speech comprehension. The
current results could, however, also reflect the common finding that, in contrast
to objective performance measures, subjective task load measures are relatively
insensitive to changes in working memory demands when the task load is high
(Yeh & Wickens, 1988). Importantly, regardless of the underlying cause of
the current results, the present study underlines the need for examining both
subjective and objective speech comprehension benefit obtained from assistive
communication systems.
Similar to the current findings, Leitch (2008) described how students who
used the Liberated Learning system indicated that combining erroneous text
and speech is difficult. Automatically generated captions were presented to
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about 44 high-school students during lectures. For ASR accuracies around 6070%, over 70% of the students reported that the captions did not improve
the comprehension of the lectures. More than 40% of the students indicated
having great difficulties understanding the text. Much like the current results, the
students reported that poor ASR accuracy levels, difficulties understanding the
text, and distraction reduced the benefit obtained from the visual information
and their willingness to use the system.
In Experiment 1, a higher age was associated with lower reported task load
when captions were presented. This relation was also observed in Experiment
2 for the conditions in which the captions preceded the speech and for the
conditions in which no captions were presented. In both experiments, elderly
people reported fewer problems with the ASR errors (i.e., in Experiment 2,
this relation was observed for the lead conditions). Thus, a higher age was
associated with lower subjective task load and less difficulty with ASR errors.
Note that in Experiment 2, a relation between age and the mean task load was
also observed for the conditions in which no ASR output was presented; this
lower ‘baseline’ task load likely has contributed to the relation between age
and the task load in the lead conditions.
In our previous study (Zekveld, et al., 2008c), aging was associated with more
effort required for combining the speech and the text. Specifically, a higher
age was related to a larger difference between the effort ratings in the auditory
tests and the audiovisual tests. In the current study, we analyzed the relation
between age and the ‘absolute’ task-load ratings. In both experiments of the
current study, the relationship between age and the difference between the
mean task load ratings in the no-ASR and ASR conditions was not statistically
significant. Other differences between the tasks and the subjective outcome
measures applied in the current study and our previous study likely also have
contributed to the different findings.
In order to check whether the age effects observed in the current study were
caused by a mediating relationship between the other variables, we calculated
the Spearman correlation coefficients between age, the relative intelligibility
level, the TRT and the SSP. None of these correlations was statistically significant,
except for a correlation between age and the relative intelligibility level in
Experiment 1. After controlling for the relative intelligibility level, a higher age
was significantly associated with lower task load ratings, fewer problems with
the delay of the text, and a higher willingness to use the system (Experiment 1).
These results are quite surprising considering the relatively high complexity of
the task and the fact that aging is often associated with decreased performances
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on auditory tests.
The results of the current study could also reflect that elderly participants
tend to give more ‘positive’ evaluations than the younger participants did.
Other studies have reported that elderly persons may respond differently
on questionnaires than younger persons (e.g., elderly people report greater
satisfaction in health care evaluations, Fitzpatrick, 1991). However, although
some studies reported age-related decreases in the NASA-TLX ratings (e.g.,
Tomporowski, 2003), others observed that elderly participants reported higher
task load than younger participants (Deaton & Parasuraman, 1993; Graham &
Carter, 2000). In Experiment 2, a higher age was additionally associated with a
higher willingness of the participants to use the system in daily life. This relation
could be associated with the lower task load reported by the elderly participants,
but it could also reflect that younger participants associate the system with
ageing, which can reduce their willingness to use the system (Southall, Gagne,
& Leroux, 2006). Other variables could also influence the willingness of hearing
impaired participants to use a system that automatically generates captions
during telephone conversations. Evidently, the ASR performance and the userfriendliness of the system are important factors. Furthermore, the acceptance
of hearing loss by the hearing impaired person and the perceived seriousness
of the hearing impairment influence the need for listening support (Southall,
Gagne, & Leroux, 2006).
In Experiment 2, the ability to complete partly masked textual sentences (TRT)
was related to lower task load when the captions were presented after the
corresponding speech. Participants with good TRTs additionally reported that
the text provided more speech comprehension support. Thus, the current
results suggest that the ability to complete linguistic information is associated
with lower subjective workload and more benefit obtained from the delayed
captions. However, this relation was not observed in Experiment 1. We do
not know what caused these different results; inspection of the correlation
coefficients between the TRT and the mean task load and text support ratings
calculated separately for each of the lag-conditions indicated that the relation
observed in Experiment 2 was based on both the low WA (60% and 70%) and
the high WA (80% and 90%) conditions.
Note that compared to realistic online ASR, in Experiment 1, the text delay was
already relatively short. The results of Experiment 2 suggest that this relatively
short delay already increased the subjective task load considerably (Figure 6.4).
These results indicate that when developing a communication system that
automatically generates captions to support speech comprehension, the text
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delay should be minimized.
The test conditions included in the current study aimed to simulate daily
telephone communication. Nevertheless, we used listen-only tests in our
experiments. The main reason for doing this was that a Dutch ASR system
yielding sufficient recognition performances in bidirectional communication was
not available at the start of the current study. The speech comprehension benefit
obtained from textual ASR output may be different in (simulated) bidirectional
conversations as compared to the listen-only tests applied here. In order to be
able to examine the benefit obtained from ASR output during conversations,
the performance of ASR systems should increase. Training the ASR system with
data (speech samples and correct transcriptions of those samples) that matches
the speech in the tests will likely increase the recognition accuracy (Goronzy,
2002; Duchateau, et al., 2005). Several differences between the listen-only
laboratory tests applied in the current study and the use of ASR technology
in real telephone conversations may affect the evaluation of the assistive
technology by listeners with hearing impairment. For example, in bidirectional
conversations, listeners have to attend to the speaking-turns in the conversation
and they have to prepare their response to the incoming information, which
may make it more difficult to attend to the textual information. On the other
hand, several aspects of realistic bidirectional conversations may make speech
comprehension less complex as compared to the listening tests applied in the
current study. In normal conversations, the speaker is often familiar to the
listener and often, the listener knows the topic of the conversation at the start
of the dialogue. These factors will increase speech comprehension, and may
also improve the speech-comprehension benefit obtained from the textual
information. For example, knowledge about the speaker and the conversation
topic could make it easier to ignore ASR errors that are clearly out of context.
Another issue that should be examined in future studies is whether training
the listener and the speaker to use the ASR application increases the benefit
obtained from the text and improves the evaluation of the system. Several
participants of the current study suggested that they were better able to ignore
the ASR errors at the end of the test session.
Using ‘keyword spotting’ instead of recognizing each spoken word may
improve the speech comprehension benefit, because keyword spotting
results in less textual information that needs to be processed by the listener.
In keyword spotting, the ASR system has a small vocabulary (typically around
100 words), and only this limited set of words can be recognized. However,
out-of-vocabulary words do not result in recognition errors by default, as
compared to large-vocabulary ASR systems like the TNO ASR system used in
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lag

lead

lag

Mean TLX

lead

lag

Mental demand

lead

lag

Time demand

Effort
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the current study. This could also increase the (objective and/or subjective)
speech comprehension benefit. Note that keyword-spotting errors can occur,
WA 60%
for example,
when the system ‘misses’ a keyword. A disadvantage of keyword
70%
spotting isWA
that
keywords have to be selected in advance, which can be difficult
WA 80%
in actual conversations.
WA 90%

not problematic ... severely problematic

In 10
conclusion, although our earlier studies showed that objectively measured
sentence comprehension improves when partly incorrect captions are presented,
the current findings indicate no subjectively evaluated speech comprehension
8
benefit
from textual ASR output when relatively long speech fragments are
presented. For most conditions included in the current study, the task load did
neither decrease nor increase when listeners additionally had to process the
6
visual information. The current study provides relevant insight in the key factors
and difficulties when developing an assistive communication system based on
ASR.4 Future research should aim at reducing the task load imposed by the task;
otherwise, hearing impaired listeners may not be willing to use an assistive
communication system providing erroneous textual information, despite any
2
objective
speech-comprehension improvement. The present results underline
that examining both objective and subjective speech comprehension benefit is
required when developing systems that improve communication.

support … hindrance

5

0

0

lag

lead

Appendix A: NASA-TLX
Text support

lag

lead
Problems errors

In Table 6.7, a description of the NASA-TLX and the ASR-output evaluation
subscales is presented. Figure 6.6 shows the Mental-demand subscale of the
NASA-TLX.

Mental demand

low

high

Figure 6.6 The Mental-demand NASA-Task Load Index subscale.

Extrinsic factors
Quality of the speech signal and interfering
noise
- Chapter 6: A higher background babble level
results in higher reported task load and more
benefit obtained from ASR output
Quality of the visual information
- Chapter 3: Increasing the percentage of masked
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Table 6.7 NASA-Task Load Index subscales
Subscale

Endpoints

Description

Mental
demand

Low / High

How much mental and perceptual activity was
required (e.g., thinking, deciding, calculating,
remembering, looking, searching, etc.)? Was
the task easy or demanding, simple or complex,
exacting or forgiving?

Temporal
demand

Low / High

How much time pressure did you feel due to the
rate or pace at which the tasks or task elements
occurred? Was the pace slow and leisurely or
rapid and frantic?

Performance

Perfect / Failure

How successful do you think you were in
accomplishing the goals of the task set by the
experimenter (or yourself)? How satisfied were
you with your performance in accomplishing
these goals?

Effort

Low / High

How hard did you have to work (mentally
and physically) to accomplish your level of
performance?

Frustration
level

Low / High

How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed,
and annoyed versus secure, gratified, content,
relaxed, and complacent did you feel during the
task?

ASR-output evaluation scales
Text-support

Support / Hindrance

Did you obtain benefit from the text or did the
text hinder speech comprehension?

Problems
errors

Not problematic /
Severely Problematic

To what extent were the ASR errors problematic
for the comprehension of the text?

Problems
delay

Not problematic /
Severely Problematic

To what extent was the text delay problematic for
the comprehension of the text?

Appendix B: Results of the questionnaire presented at the
end of the test session.
The results on the Part 1 of the questionnaire concerning speech comprehension
in daily telephone conversations are presented in Table 6.8. The results of
Experiment 1 and 2 are presented together.
As can be seen in Table 6.8, participants reported fewer speech comprehension
problems for telephone communication with hearing aids or assistive
communication systems. They reported that speech comprehension decreases
in the presence of background noise, and when the speaker is in background
noise. Compared to telephone conversations by fixed phones, participants
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Table 6.8 Results of Part 1 of the questionnaire on speech comprehension
problems experienced in daily life.

Q9 and Q14:
Describe your
hearing…

No speech
Speech
Speech
I’m not able to
comprehension comprehension comprehension comprehend
problems
problems in
problems in
speech; I hear
background
quiet
sounds
noise

Q9. …without hearing
aids / assistive listening
systems
(n = 30)
Q14. …with hearing
aids / assistive listening
systems
(n = 20)
Telephone conversation with
hearing aids / assistive listening
systems (n = 16)
Q18. In silence

5%

33%

43%

70%

25%

Extremely
bad

Excellent

Good

Moderate

Bad

6%

31%

38%

25%

6%

31%

31%

31%

44%

50%

6%

Q19. In background noise
Q20. Speaker in background
noise
Telephone conversation
without hearing aids / assistive
listening systems (n = 30)

23%

Excellent

Good

Moderate

Bad

Extremely
bad

3%

30%

40%

20%

7%

Q22. In background noise

3%

13%

50%

33%

Q23. Speaker in background
noise

10%

27%

50%

13%

Excellent

Good

Moderate

Bad

Extremely
bad

Q26. In silence

12%

35%

50%

4%

Q27. In background noise

8%

23%

54%

15%

12%

31%

46%

Q21. In silence

Telephone conversation with
mobile phone (n = 26)

Q28. Speaker in background
noise

12%

The results of Experiment 1 (n = 20) and 2 (n = 10) are presented together. Q = Question.

reported slightly less speech comprehension problems when using mobile
phones. Half of the participants indicated that they communicate less often by
a telephone due to their hearing impairment.
Part 2 of the questionnaire evaluated the captions and benefit obtained from
the text. The majority (67%) of the participants indicated that the readability
of the captions was high (Question [Q] 30). Thirty-seven percent of the
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participants indicated that the appearance of the text on the screen ‘regularly’
distracted them from listening to the speech, 30% answered ‘sometimes’ and
20% answered ‘often’ (Q31). About half of the participants preferred less words
appearing on the screen simultaneously; for the others, the number of words
appearing simultaneously was satisfactory (Q32). Most of the participants in
Experiment 1 (65%) would not like to use the system at home; 30% doubted
whether they would use it. In Experiment 2, 50% of the respondents reported
not to like to use the system, but 30% would use the system at home (Q33), thus
the willingness to use the system was higher for the participants in Experiment
2. The main reason for the reluctance to use the system was the number of ASR
errors present in the text, followed by the text delay (Q33 and Q37). Positively
evaluated system features were the presence of several text lines giving the
participants more time to read the captions, and provision of several keywords
by the text (Q36). The last question (Q44) announced a final Telephone-NCBB
test; participants were told that they would win a prize if they would answer
three questions on the content of that fragment correctly. They were allowed
to choose whether the captions were presented or not. In Experiment 1, 40%
of the participants indicated that they would like the captions being presented,
and in Experiment 2, this percentage equaled 80%. This again indicated that
more participants of Experiment 2 were willing to use a system automatically
providing captions during speech comprehension.
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Summary and General Discussion

The research described in the current thesis aimed to examine the ability
of persons to comprehend degraded textual information and to evaluate its
contribution to speech comprehension that is impeded by interfering noise and/
or hearing loss. In the studies described in this thesis, we examined the speech
comprehension benefit derived from partly incomplete visual information
(masked text, Chapter 3) or partly erroneous text (text generated by means of
Automatic Speech Recognition [ASR]). In the studies described in Chapters 4 and
5, we examined the objective benefit obtained from automatically generated
captions (“subtitles”) during speech comprehension in noise (Speech Reception
Threshold [SRT] test). In Chapter 6, we evaluated the subjective benefit in more
realistic listening tests. Figure 1 illustrates the main findings of the studies.
The results of the study described in Chapter 2 showed that both the
comprehension of masked text and the comprehension of speech in noise
partly rely on modality-aspecific cognitive abilities. These abilities likely
comprise inference-making skills that use the available linguistic information
to complete partly incomprehensible sentences. In the study described in
Chapter 3, we simultaneously presented masked text and speech in noise. The
results showed that considerable speech comprehension benefit was obtained
from relatively small amounts of visual information. The additional textual
information provided extra linguistic context that enabled listeners to infer
some of the missing words. The benefit obtained from partly masked written
text in speech-in-noise comprehension was greater than the benefit predicted
by the independent channels model described by Blamey, Cowan, Alcantara,
Whitford, & Clark (1989); the mean difference between the observed and
predicted audiovisual performances ranged between 15 and 25% correct.
The study described in Chapter 4 focused on the benefit obtained from partly
erroneous captions generated by ASR. The speech comprehension benefit
was related to the ability to comprehend the captions when presented only
visually. The higher readability of ASR word-output compared to the readability
of ASR phone-output, and the generally higher word recognition performance
indicated that ASR word-output is better suitable for supplementing speech
comprehension than ASR phone-output. The benefit obtained from ASR
output increased when the ASR accuracy was higher and when the delay of the
text relative to the speech was shorter. For example, for ASR word accuracies
around 75%, the benefit in SRT was approximately 3 dB SNR. The SRT benefit
typically obtained from lipreading is around 5 dB SNR (Middelweerd & Plomp,
1987). Whereas an objective benefit in speech comprehension was obtained
when captions were presented (Chapters 4 and 5), the findings in Chapters 5
and 6 showed that the subjective effort and task load did not decrease when
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the textual information was present. Hearing impaired listeners indicated that
it was difficult to comprehend audiovisual information that is composed of
degraded speech and erroneous and delayed text. In the study described in
Chapter 5, the relatively high task load was reflected by higher effort ratings for
the audiovisual tests than for the auditory tests, despite objectively measured
speech comprehension benefit obtained from the visual information. This
indicated that the perceived benefit obtained from the text may not outweigh
the extra effort required to process the additional information. This finding
underlines the need for applying both objective and subjective measures of
speech comprehension benefit when evaluating assistive communication
systems.
We did not observe a clear relation between age and the effort required to
combine speech in noise and ASR-output. The results of the study presented
in Chapter 5 suggested that working memory capacity and age are related to
the subjective effort required to process the audiovisual information. A higher
age was related to a lower working memory capacity and more effort required
to combine the speech and text. The Text Reception Threshold (TRT) and the
objectively measured speech comprehension benefit did not differ between
the young and elderly listeners. The study described in Chapter 6 suggested
that the reported task load decreases with increasing age. The difference in the
findings of Chapters 5 and 6 could have been caused by differences between
the subjective outcome measures and the different tasks performed by the
participants. Furthermore, in Chapter 5, we calculated the relationship between
age and the difference in the effort ratings for the auditory and audiovisual tests,
whereas in Chapter 6, we used the ‘absolute’ task load ratings in the analyses.
The working memory task applied in the studies in Chapter 5 and 6 (Spatial Span)
was associated with the subjective effort ratings in Chapter 5. However, working
memory capacity was not related to the objective speech comprehension
benefit obtained from the text (Chapter 5) or the subjective task load ratings as
described in Chapter 6. The working memory test mainly assessed the storage
component of working memory. Various studies have shown that other, more
complex working memory tasks that rely on both information processing and
storage of the information in memory, like the Listening and Reading Span
tests (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Rönnberg, 1990), are related to speech
comprehension in various conditions (Pichora-Fuller, et al., 1995; Foo, Rudner,
Rönnberg, & Lunner, 2007; Rönnberg, Rudner, Foo, & Lunner, 2008). Another
explanation for the lack of association between the speech comprehension
benefit and the working memory test used in this study may be the use of a
spatial working memory test rather than a verbal working memory task. The
relationship between the latter and (audiovisual) speech comprehension is
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Extrinsic factors
Quality of the speech signal and interfering
noise
- Chapter 6: A higher background babble level
results in higher reported task load and more
benefit obtained from ASR output
Quality of the visual information
- Chapter 3: Increasing the percentage of masked
text reduces the speech comprehension benefit
obtained from the text
- Chapters 4, 5, 6: Higher ASR accuracies result in
greater objective and subjective speech
comprehension benefit
Delay of the visual information relative to the
speech
- Longer delays of the text result in less subjective
benefit (Chapter 5, 6) and less objective speech
comprehension benefit (Chapter 4, 5)

Intrinsic factors
Age
- Chapter 5: Middle-aged people report higher
listening effort during the comprehension of
audiovisual speech (speech in noise and ASR
output); the objective speech comprehension
benefit is similar for young and middle-aged
persons.
- Chapter 6: Middle-aged people report less task
load in the auditory and audiovisual tests.
Middle-aged are more willing to use the assistive
communication system
Hearing impairment
- Chapter 5: No difference between normally
hearing and hearing impaired persons in the
amount of benefit obtained from ASR output
Ability to use linguistic context (TRT)
- Chapter 2: Better TRTs are associated with better
SRTs.
- Chapter 6: Better TRTs are associated with lower
task load and more text support when the text is
delayed relative to the speech.
Visual working memory capacity
- Chapter 5: Higher working memory capacity is
associated with less effort required during
audiovisual speech comprehension (speech in
noise and ASR output).

Speech comprehension
Objective
- SRT (Chapter 2, 3, 4, 5)
Subjective
- Listening effort (Chapter 5)
- Task load (Chapter 6)
- Willingness to use the
assistive communication
system (Chapter 6)

Figure 7.1. Overview of the main results of the studies described in the current thesis. ASR =
Automatic Speech Recognition, TRT = Text Reception Threshold, SRT = Speech Reception
Threshold.
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likely more pronounced. Verbal working memory tests (relying on both the
storage and the processing of perceptual information) are likely to explain more
inter-individual variance in the ability to comprehend speech in noise with the
support of erroneous textual information. One reason for applying the Spatial
Span test in the current thesis was to obtain an estimation of working memory
capacity not confounded by hearing loss (Van Boxtel et al., 2000; Valentijn et
al., 2005). Secondly, we chose this specific working memory test as it does not
rely on language comprehension processes similar to those needed to perform
the TRT test. In other words, using different tests measuring different processes
is more informative than applying two tests that to a large extent rely on similar
abilities.
In Chapter 6, the hearing-impaired persons reported that it is effortful to
simultaneously listen to speech in noise and to read partly incorrect text
in order to fill in the incomprehensible parts of the speech. Longer speech
fragments, low ASR accuracies (≤ 70%) and text delays resulted in subjective
increments rather than decrements of the task load when additional visual
information was presented. The fact that the comprehension of auditory and
visual linguistic information partly depended on the same modality-aspecific
processes may well have resulted in capacity shortage during the challenging
task of comprehending telephone speech in background babble while reading
partly erroneous and delayed text. Inference-making skills relevant for the
completion of missing parts in linguistic information contribute to language
comprehension in challenging conditions, but consume limited processing
capacity. Thus, the reliance on such top-down processes is cognitively
demanding and can limit speech comprehension if working memory capacity
is overloaded by complex and effortful listening situations. If the subjectively
perceived speech comprehension benefit obtained from the visual information
does not outweigh the effort required to process the erroneous text, listeners
may not be convinced that the text improves the comprehension of the speech.
Reducing the task demands by reducing the number of errors in the text and
by omitting the text delay frees up limited cognitive resources and thereby
increases the subjectively indicated speech comprehension benefit derived
from the text. However, the user evaluation performed in Chapter 6 indicated
that high ASR performances do not guarantee a successful application of ASR in
an assistive communication system.
Future studies to the application of ASR technology in assistive communication
systems should focus on methods that reduce the complexity of the audiovisual
task faced by the hearing impaired listener. Such methods contain adaptations
of the ASR system that increase the recognition accuracy and reduce the
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recognition delay. For example, instead of presenting the most probable
recognition result, a list of the three most probable speech recognition results
can be presented. This will increase the probability that the ASR output contains
the correct transcription of the speech. However, presenting several ASR
hypotheses for each spoken word or phrase will likely also increase the time
required to read the ASR output and this may result in more effortful processing
of the audiovisual information. Another adaptation of the ASR system that could
improve the benefit obtained from the captions in speech comprehension is the
use of keyword spotting instead of attempting to recognize each spoken word
(e.g., Rose, 1995). In keyword spotting, the speaker is allowed unlimited use
of words and phrasing, but the ASR system attempts to recognize only certain
pre-defined (relevant) words from a limited vocabulary. In contrast to largevocabulary ASR-systems, systems trained to only recognize certain keywords
are able to reject out-of-vocabulary words, thereby reducing the ASR errors (El
Méliani & O’Slaughnessy, 1997). Furthermore, it is important to minimize any
differences between the data used to train the ASR system and the situation in
which the ASR system is applied (Nusbaum, DeGroot, & Lee, 1995).
Optimizing the text display may also improve the readability of ASR output
and the speech comprehension improvement obtained from the captions. In
general, usability is increased when the user of the device can adjust the display
settings. Like hearing loss, vision problems also increase with increasing age,
thus text contrast and other aspects influencing text legibility are important to
consider (Levitt, 1994). It should additionally be noted that even for high ASR
accuracies, ASR output can still be quite difficult to read because of missing
punctuation (capitals, periods, and commas). Inserting a line break each time the
speaker pauses can increase the readability of the text (Bain, Basson, Faisman,
& Kanevsky, 2005). Automatically highlighting particular words or phrases that
were clearly emphasized in the speech may also facilitate the comprehension
of the captions (Leitch and MacMillan, 2002). Although automatically inserting
other text markers is difficult, any increase in the readability of the text by
potential adaptations of the system and text display should be examined, as
they may result in a less demanding audiovisual task.
Additionally, strategies can be developed to better prepare the users of the
assistive communication system (i.e., the hearing impaired persons and the
speakers whose speech is being recognized) to apply the system in daily
conversations. Such strategies should improve the ASR accuracy and allow the
hearing impaired listener more time to process the audiovisual information.
The current thesis shows that these factors are crucial for the benefit obtained
from the text. For example, the speaker whose speech is being recognized
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by the ASR system could be trained to speak clearly and to pause between
sentences (Shum, Myers, & Waibel, 2001). This will likely improve the ASR
performance by facilitating the automatic detection of sentence endings and by
making the speech less spontaneous. Providing feedback to the speaker may
help them to optimize their speaking style for ASR (Kricos, 2006). This feedback
information could contain the recognition output or a simplified indication of
the ASR accuracy, like an indicator light that changes color if the recognition
accuracy drops. Unfortunately, many aspects of human communication
are so overlearned and automatic that they are difficult to modify (Karis &
Dobroth, 1995) and processing the feedback information may slow down
the conversation. Care has to be taken to provide reliable information on the
ASR accuracy to the speaker, as unreliable speaker feedback (like unreliable
confidence scores generated by the ASR system) may not improve the ASR
accuracy and perhaps even distract the speaker.
In conclusion, reading incomplete text and speech comprehension in adverse
listening conditions partly rely on the same, modality-aspecific cognitive abilities.
Speech comprehension in noise by hearing impaired listeners improves by
presenting masked or a partly erroneous transcription of the spoken sentences.
However, if audiovisual speech comprehension is severely compromised (e.g.,
by hearing loss, background noise, and/or little time to process the audiovisual
information), the task demands can exceed the available cognitive resources.
In such cognitively taxing listening situations, the effort required to process
the visual information may be high, thereby reducing the willingness of the
listeners to use a system that provides imperfect textual information on the
speech content. Although textual ASR output of near-future ASR systems likely
will provide objective speech comprehension benefit during conversations,
strategies should be developed to reduce the relatively high subjective work
load associated with the processing of the textual information.
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Tekstuele ondersteuning ter verbetering van het verstaan van spraak in
moeilijke luistersituaties
Het belang van communicatie voor de deelname aan de westerse maatschappij
is erg groot (Ruben, 2000). Problemen met het verstaan van spraak hebben
een grote invloed op activiteiten die afhankelijk zijn van communicatie, zoals
telefoneren, vergaderen, werk en informele afspraken.
Omgevingsfactoren die het verstaan van spraak beïnvloeden zijn bijvoorbeeld
achtergrondrumoer, visuele informatie (bijvoorbeeld het kunnen zien van
het gezicht van de spreker), en linguïstische context. Interne factoren die het
verstaan van gesproken taal beïnvloeden omvatten onder andere gehoorverlies
en cognitieve vaardigheden die van belang zijn voor de verwerking van
gesproken informatie (Humes, Burk, Coughlin, Busey, & Strauser, 2007).
Leeftijd beïnvloedt zowel het gehoor als cognitieve vaardigheden (Wingfield,
Poon, Lombardi, & Lowe; 1985).
Problemen met het verstaan van spraak zouden deels verholpen kunnen
worden door het presenteren van ondersteunende visuele informatie, in
het bijzonder in situaties waarin de luisteraar de spreker niet kan zien, zoals
tijdens telefoongesprekken. Het doel van het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift
wordt beschreven was tweeledig: ten eerste richtte het onderzoek zich op de
ontwikkeling van een test waarmee de bijdrage van modaliteits-aspecifieke
factoren (zoals cognitief vermogen) aan het verstaan van spraak kan worden
gemeten. Ten tweede richtte het onderzoek zich op het meten van de bijdrage
van ondersteunende tekstuele informatie aan het verstaan van spraak in
achtergrondrumoer. Hierbij ging het specifiek om de potentiële ondersteuning
van tekst afkomstig uit een automatische spraakherkenner (Automatic Speech
Recognition [ASR] systeem). Het idee dat ten grondslag lag aan dit onderzoek is
dat slechthorenden profijt kunnen hebben van een ASR systeem dat de spraak
direct herkent en weergeeft, zodat de slechthorende de resulterende tekst kan
gebruiken ter ondersteuning van het verstaan van de spraak.
Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de ontwikkeling van de Text Reception Threshold (TRT)
test, een visuele analoog van de Speech Reception Threshold (SRT) test (Plomp
& Mimpen, 1979). Met behulp van de TRT test kan de bijdrage van modaliteitsaspecifieke processen aan het verstaan van spraak worden onderzocht. Uit het
onderzoek bleek dat een aanzienlijk deel (ongeveer 30%) van de vaardigheid
om spraak in achtergrondrumoer te kunnen verstaan samenhangt met
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cognitieve vaardigheden die van belang zijn voor het aanvullen van incomplete
linguïstische informatie.
Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft de bijdrage van het presenteren van deels gemaskeerde
tekst (TRT test) aan het verstaan van spraak in achtergrondrumoer (SRT
test). Het aanbieden van relatief weinig visuele informatie (een grotendeels
gemaskeerde, tekstuele weergave van de gesproken zinnen) droeg aanzienlijk
bij aan het verstaan van de spraak in moeilijke luisteromstandigheden (rumoer).
De additionele tekst gaf extra linguïstische context waarmee de luisteraar
een gedeelte van de woorden die niet konden worden verstaan, alsnog kon
aanvullen. De audiovisuele prestatie was beter dan dat voorspeld door een
model (Blamey, Cowan, Alcantara, Whitford, & Clark, 1989) dat veronderstelt
dat de audiovisuele informatie verkeerd wordt waargenomen wanneer zowel
de auditieve als de visuele informatie verkeerd worden waargenomen. Dit
verschil tussen de werkelijke audiovisuele prestatie en de door het model
van Blamey voorspelde audiovisuele prestatie werd kleiner wanneer bij de
voorspelling van de audiovisuele prestatie rekening werd gehouden met het
aantal onafhankelijke delen per zin.
De studies die worden beschreven in Hoofdstuk 4 en 5 van dit proefschrift
onderzochten de ondersteuning van ondertiteling afkomstig van een ASR
systeem aan het verstaan van spraak in achtergrondrumoer. Aangezien
automatische spraakherkenning nog niet foutloos werkt en bovendien tijd kost,
werd de invloed van het aantal fouten in de tekst en de vertraging van de tekst
ten opzichte van de spraak onderzocht. Het profijt van de tekst was groter
wanneer er minder fouten in de tekst stonden en wanneer de tekst minder
vertraagd was ten opzichte van de spraak. Het profijt van automatische woordherkenning was groter dan het profijt van de automatische foneem-herkenning.
Daarnaast is in het algemeen de prestatie van ASR systemen beter voor woordherkenning dan voor foneem-herkenning, dus op basis van deze resultaten
lijkt woord-herkenning beter geschikt voor het ondersteunen van het verstaan
van spraak dan foneem-herkenning. Wanneer ongeveer 75% van de gesproken
woorden goed was herkend door de spraakherkenner, was het profijt in SRT
ongeveer 3 dB in signaal-ruis verhouding. De mate waarin het verstaan van de
spraak verbeterde door het presenteren van de tekst was gerelateerd aan de
mate waarin men op basis van alleen de (deels foutieve) tekst kon herleiden
wat er was gezegd. Het profijt van de tekst bleek niet afhankelijk te zijn van
leeftijd en personen met gehoorverlies hadden ongeveer evenveel profijt
van de tekst als personen zonder gehoorverlies. Het kostte normaalhorende
ouderen echter relatief veel moeite om de tekst met de spraak te combineren.
Personen met een grotere werkgeheugencapaciteit hadden minder moeite met
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het combineren van de tekst en de spraak.
In tegenstelling tot het objectief gemeten profijt van de tekstuele ASR output,
gaven de resultaten van de studies in Hoofdstuk 5 en 6 aan dat er subjectief geen
profijt is van de tekst tijdens het verstaan van spraak. Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft de
evaluatie van een mogelijk toekomstig hulpmiddel dat automatisch ondertiteling
tijdens telefoongesprekken genereert met behulp van ASR. Slechthorenden
gaven aan dat het moeilijk is om deels incorrecte tekst te gebruiken bij het
verstaan van telefoon-spraak. Slechthorenden die beter presteerden op de
TRT test hadden minder moeite om de vertraagde en deels incorrecte tekst
te gebruiken tijdens het verstaan van de spraak. De resultaten geven aan dat
het verwerken van de tekst extra inspanning kost, waardoor men minder hulp
ervaart van de tekst. Dit onderstreept het belang van het door slechthorenden
laten evalueren van toekomstige communicatie hulpmiddelen voor deze
doelgroep.
In moeilijke luistersituaties hangt het verstaan van spraak af van cognitieve
vaardigheden waarmee de onverstaanbare gedeeltes in de spraak kunnen worden
aangevuld. De capaciteit van cognitieve vaardigheden zoals werkgeheugen
is echter beperkt en het gebruik maken van deze top-down processen kost
moeite. Wanneer het subjectieve profijt van de tekstuele informatie niet
opweegt tegen de moeite die het kost om de visuele informatie te verwerken,
dan zullen luisteraars wellicht niet overtuigd zijn van het voordeel van de extra
visuele informatie. Het verlagen van de complexiteit van de audiovisuele taak
door het verminderen van het aantal fouten in de tekst of het verkleinen van de
vertraging van de tekst ten opzichte van de spraak maakt de taak makkelijker.
Het beroep dat wordt gedaan op de cognitieve vaardigheden wordt hierdoor
kleiner en hierdoor wordt het subjectief waargenomen profijt van de visuele
informatie groter. De studie die wordt beschreven in Hoofdstuk 6 gaf echter
aan dat een bijna foutloze ondertiteling die niet vertraagd is ten opzichte van
de spraak, nog geen garantie is voor de succesvolle toepassing van ASR in een
communicatie hulpmiddel.
Toekomstige studies naar de toepassing van ASR technologie als hulpmiddel
om het verstaan van spraak te verbeteren moeten zich richten op methoden
die de audiovisuele taak minder complex maken. Naast het verminderen van
het aantal fouten in de tekst en het verkleinen van de vertraging van de tekst,
kan er hierbij gedacht worden aan het selectief herkennen van de relevante
woorden in de spraak (Rose, 1995). Hierbij worden dus niet alle woorden door
de spraakherkenner herkend, maar alleen de relevante woorden. Dit leidt tot
minder fouten in de tekst. Het kan echter moeilijk zijn om van te voren te bepalen
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welke woorden relevant zullen zijn in een gesprek. Daarnaast is het interessant
om na te gaan of de weergave van de ondertiteling geoptimaliseerd kan worden
om zo het profijt van de tekst te vergroten. Hierbij kan gedacht worden aan
het aangeven van de pauzes in de spraak of het markeren van woorden die
duidelijk werden benadrukt door de spreker. Verder zouden er strategieën
ontwikkeld kunnen worden die de gebruikers van het hulpmiddel (zowel de
slechthorende luisteraar als de spreker) beter voorbereiden op het toepassen
van het systeem in dagelijkse gesprekken. Dergelijke strategieën zouden de
prestatie van de spraakherkenner moeten verbeteren en de slechthorende
meer tijd moeten geven om de audiovisuele informatie te verwerken. Zoals
blijkt uit het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift wordt beschreven, zijn deze
factoren cruciaal voor het objectieve en subjectieve profijt van de door ASR
systemen gegenereerde tekst ter verbetering van het verstaan van spraak in
moeilijke luistersituaties.
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